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Overall Findings and Recommendations

Our examination focused on two types of motivational plans for teachers:
merit pay plans (in which at least part of a teacher's pay.is Ij.nked.to per-
formance) and non-monetary 'performance-by-objectives" plans (in which per-
fortance targets are set for individual teachers at the beginning of the year
and_ achievement against those targets is' subsequently monitored); -e

The following are our major overall findings.7 Detailed finditigs on
individual issues are ina±uded throughout the varipus chapters of the report.-

1. SucCessfuily introducing teacher incentive plans; whetjier monetary or
non-monetary', is a complex and difficult undertaking. The many_elements in-
voided in a plan's design, and implementation all need to be handled well or
the plan can become of limit use --or even counterproductive. (Detailed sug-
gestions on the design and implementation of incentive plans for teachers are
provided .below.)

2; The information available from past research', school district
experiences,_ and the evaluation literature_ provides little convincing evidence
(that is, evidence gith even Minimal rigor)--one_way pr the other--on whether
Uacher...Imerit pay or performance -by- objectives plans have substantially
affected student achievementi'teacher retention rates, or the abi 'lity to
attract new quality teachers. This, however, does not mean that these pland
have not had significant' mpacts in theseareas, only that no convincing .

evidence has yet been developed. There are indications that some plans have
produced Improvements, but the districts do not have sufficient information to
provide convincing suppport of those Claims; Only a few of the-school
districts haVe conducted formal evaluations of their plans, and even these
have suffered ftom a lack of pre -plan data and from the absence of any
consideration of plausible alternate explanations for observed improvements
(such as economic conditions that could explainhigh teacher retention rates
in recent years). And we found no multirsite evaluations that had attempted
to examine more than one school diltrlct in_a systematic_way that_could' °

provide generalizableevidence_as_to what pIanncharacteristics.and what
conditions seem associated with the sxccess, or failure, of these plans.

- --
Overall Findings and Recommendations on Monetary Incentive Plans

3. The limited information now available strongly suggests_ that -suc-
cessfully introducing pay7for7performance plans and sustaining them effec--
tively_is complex and difficult-, requiring that many elements be done
properly. Ekhibit 1 in Chapter 1 lists the many issues that a schoOl district
needs to consider. If any one element is done poorly or breaks down, the
whole process can sour. 'Especially important requirements -for successful
merit pay plans appear to be the following: (a) teacher patticipation and
cooperation, or at least the absende of substantial opposition, (b)-a teacher
evaluation process that participant's perceive to be reasonably fair and
objective, and (c) the ability to provide significant awrds(e.g. $1,000 per
year or more) to all teachers who-deserve them, even if this is a substantial
proportion' of the teachers.

4. The evidence that is available 'indicates that a number of character-
istics'are associated with positive conseqUences for' monetary incentive plans;

L.0 7
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or, conversely, that the absence of these characterisEits is often associated
with substantial negative'consequences for the plans. These lead t:o the
.following suggestionsdfor school distYicts. -1.- -

Leaveample time to design_and_implement the plan,'_inclilding (a) time
to.gain_teacher participation in its design, (b) time to develop
appropriate teacher performance evaluation procedures, and.(c) time
to train personnel in plan procedures. (Chapter 6)

Provide significant bonuses ($1,000 or greater) and allow them to be
given to a substantial proportion of the teachers that perform vieri-
toriously. If at all possible, use no fixed quota at all. Thiwill
reduce the likelihood of complaints_of unfairness and favoritism and
of discouraging staff that performed well but did not squeeze in
under the quota. If the school district cannot be assured of the
annual availability of adequate funds for such merit.awards, it
should not implement a merit pay plan but should instead consider
non-monetary incentive plans (discussed-later); Problems caused by
tight quotas can be severe and can undermine otherwise sound merit
pay plans; (Chapte 3)

Use one-year bonuses rather than permanent salary increases as awards
in ordei.to link the added compensation to the period of meritorious
performance. (Some long-lived plans, however, do use salary
increases as their form of award.) (Chapter 3)

o Ensure substantive participation by teachers in the design, implemen7
tation, and monitoring of the plan. This is often recommended by re-=
searchers. andscnool officials alike, but it is frequently violat3
by school districts wanting to move quickly to introduce a merit pay
plan. Initial opposition from teacher associations should be ex-
pected, and in some districts formal participation may be difficult
to achieve. If opposition caRnot be overcome -and teacher willingness
to try the plan (even if. they do not actively support it) cannot be
obtained, it is likely tobe better to develop a non-monetary Plan.
(Chapter 6)

When using objective teacher evaluation methods such as student test
scores: (a) make explicit provision in the procedure for considering
"external" factors such Ads differences among classes in student
ability and motivation; and (b) undertake effortS to develop tests
that better match the school district's own curriculum. Both of
'these suggestiong are difficult to implement, but satisfactory
answers are needed if such evaluation methods are to be viewed-as an
equitable basis for merit pay decisions. Houston's approach to the
first issue (by using statistical regression analysis to adjust for
differences in class characteristics) is one possible techLique, but
one that needs.more development and testing. _(It was recently
discontinued in Houston as being to difficult for teachers to
understand.) (Chapter 5)

o ProvidW for annual of biennial evaluation of the plan against the 1 a."
school district's objectives to determine whether it continue to be
cost-effective. Take corrective action if it' is found to be
defective. (Chapter 8) °



5. W found some unusual variations in monetary plans that_appeared to

be associated with success: Other school districts should consider these:

- ,

(a) Offer a menu of awards, with cash bonuses being but one possibility

(as is being tried in -the Catalina'Fodthl,Ils and Tempe Union High

School Districts; both ih.A±itOna).' In such airlan; the teacher

-chooses whether to take the award in cash, have the district pay for
attehdance.at-conferences pr workshops, dt have the district suppor't

special.classroosOnstructionaliehrithteht projects- such -as the

purchase of a micro-computer;,teleaddpe, -aquarium; or camera. This

type of plan may particularly appeal to the, professionalism of

teachers; (Chapter 3)

Make the merit plan voluntary. That is; each year before the awards

are announced; have teachers indicate fOrtally whether or not they

went to: be, considered for merit pay. This approach was associated

with a number of plans. that appeared successful or ai_reast that met

)relatively_little opposition from teachers. 'The requirement_ that a

teacher volunteer in order to be considered for a merit award means

that a teacher can avoid the embarrassment'of not receiving an

award; thereby avoiding what can be a major morale problem.
4

(b"

(Chapter 6)

(c) Include a "group" incentive component in the plan. That is; give -at

least part of the awards to groups of teachers based on the group's

performance; as in Houston, -Round Valley (California); and Selling

(Oklahoma). This hAS the. advantage -of encouragiAg cooperation .

within a school distridt and avoiding the Criticism (especiallysi,-

plans with restrictive quotas- that merit pay will cause divisi46-,

ness. :The group can be:z schoOl (as in Houston and Seiling); spe-

cific grade levels (as in Round Talley), or perhaps those teaching

particular subject matter (but covering Many_grade levels); The best-

approach is likely to be a combinatibh_Of ihdiViddAl and group

incentives; as was done in the three plans be4tioded above.

(Chapter 4)

) Use perfOrmance-by-objectives procedures 46 a -way to evaluate

employee performance for merit pay plans% This approach- entails

considerable participation teacheta in a_highly

professional way. If adequate staff trainineid provided in setting

objectives and targets; and adequate proceaures-are developed to

measure target achievement; this Oracess can prOvide afteaSonably

objective evaluatiOh_approach; one-_evaluation

to 4 tailored to ele character _in iVidUal schools,
1 at bles the performance

)grades; subjects4 Or classes. (There are a n r of pitfalls with

this procedure; h,,tiVer; see Chapters 5 and 7.) _The apprOaCh_used

by Round Valley italifbrilia)--to have a committee rate a teacher's

targets at the b'eginning.tif the-year as-to relative difficultY and

importance to the school dittrict-is a way to provide moreCom-

parable and thus fairer teacher evaluations-under this:technigue.

(Chapters 5 and 7)
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O. tile key tecnnical issue in incentive plans is how,v1 evaluate teadCer
ptriormance. There art substantial differences;o1. opinion.% DesRite the '

considerable work doneon teacher evaluation over:the years; we found little
research that. adequately validated any of the malor approachessupervispry
ratings) peer ratingsi student-tatirigs). achievement of. pre7set targets) parent
ratings) and even student test scores.--as indicators of teacher ability to
improve student learning or student affective outcomes (such as self-esteem)
relations with others) zalues) etc.). There has been considerable research on-'
the relationship of various teacher characteristics to student achievement.
This research is also relevant to the question of the usefulness of supprvi-
sary and peer ratings of teachers for monetary incentive plans.,Theinforma
tion we reviewed leaves considerable doubt aboutthe_existence of substantive
-links between specificteaching characteristics;4including teacher practices
and betavior) and studentachievemdrit. Soonsiderably more reseatch appears
necessary to dompare teacher evaluation approaches and to estimate what,eath
can and_cannot do--both individually and in Combination. For the presenti
scnool distriipts yiI1 probaoly want to se a combination of teacher evalation

(ChapIer

-4*
student achievement tests for helping to evaluate teacher performance. Cur-
rently such tests often .providejinadequate coverage of material that-school
systems want teachers to teach. There are deficiencies as to contenI) sub-
jects covered) grade levels covered) and the coverage of both fact-testing and
higher-order learning (e.g. creative thinking): Thus) amajor need for_incen-
tive programs is the development of comprehensive tests of student progress
that better match the local school system's curriculum. As'these becomes,
available, they will permit school districts to better use student testing for
teacher performance evaluation. This point -was stressedby districts that. we
talked with whole merit_pay syStems involved testing. 'with more comprehensive'
test coverage) the testing should be able-to provide -more guidance_to teachers
land schools couerning.learning deficiencies and achievements.. (Chapter 5)

A major problem for school districts at present is the inadequacy of

8. A key related isiue;is whether the performance evaluation procedures
used to deteimine merit pay eligibility can also provide information for
guiding teacher improvement. UnfortUnately) the procedures that abem most
likely to be able to provide specific suggestions for teacher improvement are
supervisdry and' peeeratings) which also appear to be the most_suNectklA_the
least objective) and the'moet questionable in terms of validitriOtn.the%a0fiSe
of.being significantly relatedNto student achievement). The deveIcripment-*
use ofgtudent tests that better .snatch the curriculum of Ene local.;schoo
district may well permit the district to use those tests both to evaluate_
teacfierperfortance ancrto pin-point subject matter where the teaching process

.;needs strengthening. (Chapter 5)

9. (Career ladder/master teacher plans are of interest throughout the
United 8dates, and 'numerous variations-are appearing. At present, there
appears to be even less information about the success of_these_plans..Most
trials_arefjust beginning, and the number Of variations is leading to some_
confusior. Those variations built around new job duties_for_teachers77such as
teaching_other teachers_and develo6ing curriculumprobably do'not;fall under
the usual definitions of incentive programs that are aimed at encouraging im-
proved performance in one's_present job._ ThuSi_plans that moveteachers away
from teething students as their major jobecilvity represent quite a different

10



approach -than merit pay-and non-no netary.performance-by-objective plans. And
they pfobably provide at any given time opportunities for only a small propoi--
tion.tof teachers._ On the other hand, some career development plans area
hybr4b.' They combine feapires of both merit- pay and career ladder plans,
proviiing higher teacher pay grades (and higher statns). for a_combinatioh of
criteria such as Performance ratings, participatioriAd Special district
pfojeAs, educational credits, and longevity--but with teachihgatudents still
being the teacher's maim job. Our findings on merit pay 'plans also apply to
these hybrid plans., (Chapter 9)

i .11 11 So 1

(Chapter 7)
ve_s_ Plans

10. Non-monetary performance-by-objectives (PBO) erOgrams have potential
for encouraging improvements in teacher performance at relatively low cost to
ecnooi distr'icts while avoiding the hassles often, associated with monetary
inzentot.ve plans. This optioh should be explored further by schOol'districts.

11. The five PBO programs for teachers that we examined did not appear
to exploit, the potential Of PBO to motivatereachers_to perform better.
Although these programs gave some limited evidence of improving teacher
performance, their_ motivational effectiveness was compromised by inattention
to;a. number of impOriant design and implementation issues.

*
12.. Nevertheless, evidence fromexperience and research with PBO for

non-teaching $,ersonnel in the public-iiid prievate sectors suggests that PBO
programs for teachers can stimulate improved performance if properly designed,
implemented- and maintained.

.

13. We suggest that parformance-by-objectives programs betried by
school districts.as a motivator of teaching personnel. These trials, however,
should attempt to correct the deficiencies identified in past programs. This
means trying PBO programs thai:

Cover all, or at lr'ast most, staff (e.g. not only non-tenured and
other protationary staff but tenured teachers as well);

O

Emphasize the use of oUtcome-oriented targets (- and,-perhaps, goals
involving the periodic completion of special productiVity
improvement projects).

.Target the achievement of excellence rather thanonly minimum
performance standards or specdficperformance problems:

- Emphasize the specification .of objective criteria and data
_collection procedures by which target achievement can be measured.

- 'Provide central coordination and 'oversight of target quality and
difficulty.

Give'recognition to staff with outstanding performance with respect

-174-,4
to target achievement.
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_ . .

- Erlphasize top-level management support for the PBO effort and take
1..tatever.adaitional steps are needed to ensure that the PbO effort

lig taken seriously.

= Regularly "revitalize" the program to ensure employee understanding
and attention.

Use the information on target achievement as a major part of the
annual teacher evaluation process, and make it clear to teachers
what specific role the' achievement of targets will play in the'
evaluation=proCess.

RPcnmmi.ndari I " I (Chapter 10)

14. State governments should avoid mandating highly specific require-
ments relating to teacher incentive plans ( including over7specifying_teacher
evalua:ion require;:ents)--at least until there is much better and more
convincing evidence "cnat certain practices work well and under a variety of
local conditions.

.

15. Statesishould encourage school districts to experiment with teacher
incentive plans but at the same time provide for systematic evaluatiot of such'
plans, using compatible levaluation procedures so that the experiences of these
pilot districts can-later be used to provide guidance to other districts.

Recommendations for Needed National Research

16. The U.S. Department of Education, state departments of education,
and/or foundations ahOUld sponsor systematic trialE; by school districts of a
variety -of teacher motivational ;lans. These should be accompanied by careful
evalUatioo. Plans should be tested in 'a variety of settings - -large and small,
"wealthy" and "pooi!' districts.

4
Plan variations that appear highly desirable to include in such trials

are':

Tfials that involve a menu of_ possible awards, .including not only
monetary bonuses but also such options as attendance'at.professional
conferences or workshopsand_special purchase of classroominstruc-
tional/enrichment materials (similar to the Catilina Foothill& School

_

District,program in Tucson; Arizona).

o Trials that inviblve4performance by objectives as a way to assess
individualteaCher performance. These trials should preferably
include both monetary plans (such as Round Valley, Ca4ifornia) and
non-monetary% plans (such as Salt Lake City). However, to the extent
possible,these:trials should avoid the basic deficiencies noted in
Chapter 7 and shoUld incorporate the characteristics listed in #I3
above. ,

o Trials_thatfocus on comiSinations of teacher evaluatTUE procedures;
including student test scores, student (and perhaps parent+ ratings;

12



target achievement; as well as systematic supetvisory ratings
(including more structured classroom observations such as the
procedures being developed in Florida). _

-

Rigtirout evaluation detigns.(tuch as controlled evaluations using random
assignment) are probably not feasible: (Controlling the trials would be very
difficult; and'randomitation inVOlVing teachers_would probably be infeasible
for monetary plans.) lievertheletti sites should be carefUlly_evaluated_using
the same data collection procedures and covering such evaluation criteria as:

o The costs of the plans - '(administrative as,well as award costs, staff
time costs as well as out -of- pocket costs);

o Effects on student learning (preferably including both cognitive and
affective elements) using a variety of approaches--student test
result:804J student and parent feedback; supervisory ratingsi etc.;

o Effects on.teaching practiCes (e.g. chid they change because of the
plan and.in what way?);

o EffeEts on teacher morale and attitudes; and

Effects on teacher retention and ability to attract "quality"
teachers.

Particular attention should be given in these evaluations to obtaining
baseline data on the various evaluative criteria (i.e. data relating to
periods before the new plan is implemented)--including baseline student scores
and student, parent, and teacher ratings and attitudes.

Two batic types of evaluations Will probably be necessary: (1) "after-

the-fact" evaluations of plant that have been in operation two or more years
(this length of time is needed to assure that the plans have beefi "shaken
down" and that the districtt have some reasonable amount of experience with
the plan's.operation), and (2) evaluations that begin prior to the implementa-
tion of tht plan and follow the plan's operation for some period of time. The

first approach has the advantage of being easier and -can be done relatively
quickly; but it depends on the existence of trials of the types of plans of
interest and the availability of at least minimal pre-plan "baseline" data.
The second approach has the advantage that the baseline data should be supe-
rior. (It does mot have to, depend on reconstructing baseline evaluative data
and information such as baseline student and teacher attitudes can be readily
collected.) But the second method will require a minimum of 2-3 years to
follow the plans long enough to provide meaningful evaluative data on impacts.

17. More work is need ed to develop student tests that better match the
curriculum of individual schoudodistricts and cover ail subjects and grade
levels: Though this is in part a local matter, it is unlikely to be efficient
nationally for each school district to start from scratch in developing such

- tettg. The availability.of bests that more adequately indicate the extent to
which ttudent6 Are learning what the teachers are'trying to teach is a corner-
stone to adequate teacher evaluation and teacher incentiv% plans. Fortu-
nately, thtt-apptgra-to be a direction'in which testing is already moving.

13



18.. Field research is needed to and compare tne validity and

coverage of variousteacher.performance evaluation a-,pproacnes; including

SUpervisory; student; and parent ratings of_teacher impacts (both cognitive

and affective) and of teacher classroom performance; student test scores

(especially with morelocally appropriate testS=EAS noted above); and perfor-

man-de-by-Objectives techniques (these have the added problem of the

comparability of individual_targetsthat may refleCt differing degrees of

importance and difficulty).

19. &ire attention seems needed on assessing a teacher's impact on

affective outcomes for students (positive self-attitudes; personal adjustment,

relationshipa with others, self-reliance; etc.). We found little effort by

school districts to use techniques such as parent and student feedback for

assessing changes in affective_outcomes;.nor did we find any reldiiant metho-

dologies presented in -the acher evalution literature that we examined.

Though this is probably a econdary item for the research agenda; measurement

of affective outcomes may be important'to some school districts..

2u; Finally, to help scnooi districts that use supervisory (or peer)

ratings of teachers as a major part of -their incentive plan (orteacher

evaluation process), the development of more "anchored" rating instruments

Se-eta badly needed. As discussed in Chapter >-5, much more specific definitions

and descriptions are needed for each characteriatic being rated and__foreach

grade on the rating scale. This is needed to achieve reasonably reliable_

ratings that will permit different raters; rating_ different teachersand/or

different petfo.rtance periods; to provide reasonably comparable ratings.

14
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction and Scope

We report hete on a four-month examination of the issues involved in

developing incentive plans for teachers; Our examination focused primarily on

two types of plans:

o Teacher.__merit_pay_plans-; These ar defined here as a formal process
in which a significant amount of a teacher's compensation is based on
an explicit and aubstaoti4d assessment of at least some aspect of
teacher performance --and on at least an annual basis.

o Terfoxuance-by-ObjettiVea plans. This is management.by objectives
(MB0)_as adapted for teachers. Herei teachers and their supervisors
jointly set objectives; usually for the school year. Actual perfor-
mance is subsequently compared to the targeted performance. This
process can be used as part of a merit pay plan; but it can also be
used as a motivational tool without being directly linked. to teacher
compensation.

A third type of plan, the career_

staffing approach is examined very briefly as it relates to teacher incentive

pi ns. These terms are generally-applied to plans in which new positions are

established involving special tasks such as teaching other teatherS. Higher

pay is associated with these positions. HoWeiter, these do not generally focus

on incentiveeto improve teachers' pea-di-Man0 in teaching students.

We exclude from our definition -of incentive plans those approaches that

primarily provide additional pay fot teaChing subjects i n s hort supply (such

as mathematics and Occispce), for teaching in particular schools that otherwise

find it difficult to attract teachersi or for extra education.

Study Methodology

We used two primary procedures: examination of published (and some Un

published) materials; and elephone interviews with representatives of 22

school districts supplemented by examination of materials on the plans-in

those districts. (Reports On 16 of these are included in Part 114) We also
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drew on theArban Institutes previous work on motivational programs for state

and local government employees otherthan teachers and, to a lesser extent, on

the experiences of the private sector regarding motivational programs: With

the highly:limited resources and time available for this study; we were not

able to do any on-site data collection at the, school districts, nor any sig-

nificant amount of checking on information furnished to us; This is a major

limitation for any examination of the practical problems facing school

'districts.

Our examination of the published literature focused primarily on merit

pay plans. In addition, we more selectively examined a number of related

topics that bear directly on important incentive plan issues, including

teacher evaluation, research on the relatiopship between teaching characteris-

tics and evidence on student learning; motivation theory; and student testing.

Between the rapidly escalating amount of published material on teacher merit

pay and the even greater amounts of material on these other topicsi.there is a

considerable amount of potentially relevant information. In a limited study

such as this, it was not possible to cover all these topics comprehensively.

Our findings; thus, are by no means definitive, but they do represent Our

synthesis from a large amount of such materials.

We also had to be quite selective in our telephone interviewing with

school districts. There is a rapidly growing number of school distridts at-
1

tempting some variation of these incentive plans. With our liMited resources;

we focused primarily on those plans that had been in existence for at least a

year so that we could examine schools with considerable experience with the

plans. We sought interviews from school. districts that were reported to have

substantial incentive plans and not; for example, locations whose incentives
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were aimed at only a very small proportion of the teachers or that appeared to

represent only= minor steps forward from longevity -based approaches. We inclu-
-;

ded In our examination a few districts that had'tried plans,for a few years

_ --
and then terminated them--to_provide_a_different perspective.---For obvious

reasons, administrators of.locations having an on-going'plan are generally

considerably more optimistic about incentive plans than those whose plans have

been terminated.-

To select the school districts for our telephone intetyiews; we used re-

ports on individual school districts from articles in professional journals,

newspaper articles, and recent national reports-of incentive plan experiences.

'Especially useful were the Educational Research Service's 1979 and 1983

reports on teacher merit pay and M. Donald Thomas' 1979 book on performance-

by-objectives plans. Our interviews are not a random-sample (we were not

seeking statistical data for this-report) but a selective sample based on our

objective of examining a variety of substantive incentive programs. We would

have much preferred to examine many more than the twenty or so districts we

interviewed and would have much preferred examining each in greater depth;

There clearly is still a. great scarcity of descriptive and - morr importantly -

evaluative information on actual school district experiences with these plans;

Other Limitations on Our Scope

-An important issue we have not attempted to examine is the extent to

which 'teaching 'affects student learning; This has been the subject of.
_ _ _

considerable debate for many years. A baaic asSumption behind teacher

Encentive plans is that teachers can indeed have a-non-trivial effect on

;tudent learning. For this research, we have accepted this assumption. .Some

researchers such as Centra and Potter (1980) report that-"teacher effectS are
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We have attemped to lay out the key issues as tiley became apparent from the

literature and the experiences of school systems tryinOuchTlans.

We have particularly attempted to identify ompirical- evidence on the

impacts of these plans from the research literature and from evidence avail-

able from school districts that have implemented these planw.- At stated by..

Inman (1983), "the present educational pay system does not differentiate be-

tween good, bad, of indifferent teachers. For the most part, all teachers are

treatedthe same . . ." Without substantial: evidence,to the contrary; it

cannot be proven-that this is necessarily bad. The burden is on others to

provide proof that alternatives such as teacher incentive plans can lead to

or improvements worth their costs. Tfie principle "if it works, don't fix

Et" is an Important concern for.individual school districts. _However, in re-

cent years there has bee rowing national concern that the educational system

is not working the way it should; and this concern escalated greatly-in 1983.

NOW there is much talk about-

facing educational officials

help fiat the system and What
2

plans will be effective.

Content of the Report

the need to fix the system. -A major question

is which types of incentive plans, if any, can

steps shodld be taken to help assure that such

The report is divided into two parts. The first part 4istusses the key

issues involved in designing and implementing a plan. Each of Chapters 2-10

.discusses a, different major issue. The issues this report covers are lis ted

in Exhibit 1. (School districts might want to use this exhibit to help them

keep track of the major decisions they

ing teacher incentive plans.) Chapter 7 focdses solely on non-monetary versions

of performance-by-objectives programs. Chapter 9 notes the relation between

need to make in designing and implement-

teacher incentive plans and career ladderimaster=teacher4lanei. Our overall

findings and recommendations-are presented at the beginning_of the report.



Part'II presents the case reports for a number of sthooi district
_ .

'plans. Each report describes the plan and presents our findings on any

readily available evaluative information oh the,plan.' Reports on merit pay

1)lars are presented first (alphabetically) followed by the reports on

performancebyobjectives (non monetary) plans.

A
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.Exhibit 1

List of_Major_Issues_For_Teacher_Incentive-Plans

I; What should be the.objectives of the plan? (Chapter 2)

What type and size of rewards should be used? ,(Chapter 3)
What type of rewards should be used?
How large,should the awards be? Should every recipient receive the

same size reward?
What proportion of.teachera' compensation should be linked to

performance? Should increases be in addition to cost -of- living or
other across -the -board adjustments?

How long should the performance period

III. Who- should be eligible for awardi? (Chapte'r 4)
Should individual or group incentives (or a combination) be used?
Should participation be voluntary?
Should persons other than teachers be included?
How many persons should be able to receive,awards? Should there be..

some form of quota?

1V;, How should:teacher performance be evaluated? (Chapter 5)
What eIeMents should be evaluated?
What type of teacher performance evaluation procedures should be
used?

How should teacher evaluations be linked to specific award amounts?

V. Other incentive plan design issues (Chapter 6)
Towhat extent can and should the teacher evaluation procedures also
be used to identify ways to improve teacher- performance? -

To what extent should information -on Who receives the awards be
promidgated?

To what extent should teachers and teacher associations participate
in the design and implementation of the plan?

How muchadVance planning and preparation time is needed?
Should there be an appeal process?
What preconditions are needed for success ?,

VI. What are the issues -and potential associated with non-monetary
performance-by-objectives plans? (Chapter 7)

VII. Issues after the plan has been put into operation (Chapter 8)
Will adequate funds be made available each year?
What provision for subsequent evaluation and revision of the plan

should be made?
Are there special activities and resources needed fo rdoperating the

plan?

VIII. : How should the incentive plan be integrated with career ladder/master
teacher plans? (Chapter 9)

role of the-State,govermentlISlapter 10)



CHAPTER 2

What Should' Be the Objettivesof-The Plan?

Each school district introducing a merit plly plan will have its own
. _

particular objectives. The f011owing five objectives are p,Falent and seem

to be the primary ones: .

I; To improve instruction

2. To improve the ability

and thus improve student achievement.

of the

3. To improve the ability of, the
teachers.

system to retain quality teachers.

school system'to recruit quality

4. To make increased pay more acceptable local officials and to the
public, thus increasing their willingness to provide funding for
education and extra compensation for teachers;

5. To pay teachers more fairly, based on the value of their
contribution.

The basic assumption behind the first objective, improving instruction

and thus student achievement, is that these plans can motivate teachers to

alter their activities in ways that can improve stddent learning. 'Objectives

No. 2 and 3 assume that teachers will perceive the incentives as greater op--

portunities for a rewarding career, ;encouraging quality personnel to enter and

_ _

_ .

'remain in the teaching field. 'The fourth objective is important to those be

lieving that teachers are underpaid and that incentive plans are one way to

help correct this. The assumption is that linking at least part of a

teacher's pay to performance Will make it easier to gain public support for

increased teacher compensation.

Finally, objective No. 5 provides a justification for monetary incentive

plans even if there is no specific intention that the plans motivate teachers

to improve their performance. This objective is based on the basic principle

that employees that do better should earn more. This is a much less demanding

objective than No. 1 in the sense that it does not require that additional pay



motivate teachers to pe'rform better and thus does not require that outcomes

such as improved itudenl achievement occur because of the incentive plan.

a'
The degree of success of a plan in achieving the first four objectives

can potentially be

No such support is

determined through an examination of empirical evidence.

required for 'the last objective, but even here there is,

still the question as to whether the particular procedure for determining

which teachers have performed better is valid.

School districts should try to be explicit about what they hope the plan

111 accomplish and provide for periodic feedback on how well the plan is

?achieving its objectives. We found that most,district did not formally

evaluate their plan's accomplishments, even infreqpently (see Ch'epter 8 for

further discussion).

itt

t.
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CHAPTER 3

What Type and Size Rewards Should Be Used?.

In this chapter we discuss whEt types of rewards should be used, how

Large they should be,'and how long the performance period should bd.

rwo types of plans are the primary focus of this report: plans tilet

relate teacher compensation to performance, and those that-are nonmonetary.but

use some form of performance--iby-oibjectives. .The advantages and disadvantages

of the latter are discussed in Chapter 7. This chapter pertains only to

monetary plans.

What_Ty_pe_o_f_Reward.s_ShouirL_Be_Usecil

We found three forms of rewards in use: (1).perManent changes to

teachers' salaries, (2) bonuses over and -above the teacher's.salary, and.(3)

"menu" of awards where the teacher can choose between taking the award in

cash, attendance at a conference, or special teaching materials.

1. Salary adiustkents. Traditionally' salary increases for public

employees ha e been bas4 ed primarily on longevity and educational credits.
°

(This applies to both education and other local and state government person-

nel.) Employee' performance has traditionally been used primarily to identify

whether employees have not been performing adequately and thug are subject to

a probation period or discharge.

Incentive plans tied to salary increases attempt to link such increases

at least partially to performance. Examples-of such plans include those of
IND

Ladue (Missouri), Lake Forest (Illinois), Bristol (Vermont), King William

(Virginia), and Evanston (Illinois). In such plans, the merit increase

becomes a part of the person's basic salary..

The major drawback to salary increases is that they are "permanent"; once

given-At is usually quite difficult to withdraw them. If 4-person 6 s high

' 9.A \



performance in one year doesnot continue in,future years; thatperson will

_ _ _

nevertheless continue to receive the increased salary.

It is conceivable that the entire salary could be related to perfor-
.

.

mance.- However, in almost'all actual cases, the basic salary (even under pay-.

for-performance plans)' is still determined to a considerable extent. by fActors
f

other than performance, such as longevity and education: Incentive plans

subject only patt of theAalary to`the performance testi,
..,..

.

,

Seldom do plans provide for salary rpducttons_for poor performance._
.

There are exceptions however; King Williams' nes:Pi:Ilancould potentially
.

, ;-

involve sizeable reductions in salary if the teaCher,has already bedh awarded

substantial

fOr.

y increases, based-in part on performance;. Thus, -a teacherA

having a poor year could fall back to the basic salary scale, a possible Isms

of several thoUsand dollars per year (see King WilliiM case reRort). The

Bristol (Vermont) plan provides for salary changes of plus or.,minus 5% (ERS

1983, R. 154). In the Parkway '(Mlssouri)- plan, a poorly perforMilig teacher

could regress up to one level; on the salary schedule, but my once every two

years (ERS 1979, p. 53). Note that;state'law may inhibit such salary reduc-
e

tiopsi Thus for school districts in Hissoliiii under state law:a salary

?

detreage Is considered to be a demotion and must be accompanied by a pudic

hearing (a major undertaking);

The limited information we have indicates that even where salary reduc-

tions are possible under the plan,-they have seldom bedn Implemented. On the
"

other hand* one district°pointed out thae-a person .who consistently received

no performance-related salary increase would, in effect, not be keeping pace

with the cost of living and eventually would be released. Several instances

where teachers'receiveCno salary increases at all were, in fact* reported.



2; Bonuses. The majority of recent merit pay plans have used bonuses

(over two -- thirds of the districts that we examined). These are one-time

payments. Bonuses have the advantage that a person
0

not "permanently"

rewarded fora high level of performance that occurs in one year. The award

is only for the particular year in ,which the person performs well.

Bohus plans do no( provide compensation reductions.in periods of poor

performance (other than not again receiving the bonus). Only part of the-
,

employee's compensation is actually affected by the pay-forperformance

linkage& when bonuses are used; the employee's basic salary is unaffected, by.
0

the TeST-for-performaade'process.

3., A7,"tenu" of, awards. The "menu" approach-is quite unusual. The

Catalina Foothill'school.district in Tucson, Arizona is ihe -primary example
t-14#4

that we found. (However, a second school district also in Ariziina--Tempe

Unionhas began to use this approach; 'see ERS 1983.) Under this type of

plan, teachers have-en option as to the form of the award theq receive. In

Catalina.the teachers may choose to take their bonus in cash orthey may

choose.another form, ipcluding attendance at professional conferences or funds

to support classroom projects, e.g. the purchase of.instructionalienrichtentr.
materials

.
for the Claseoom (such as a micro- computer, a; telescope an

,

aquarium, or a camera--see the Catalina case report).
,...

This approach has some important advantages. It gives' the teacher a

degree of choice as to the reward and* in particula4r,. it bay appeal to the

inherent profesSionalism of-teachers.' Manyiteachers have expressed concern

'that they are professionals' dedicated to teaching add that it is an insult to

use money as an inducement. Those who believe that Money is not a motivator

;for teachers are likely to find appealing the option of awards that afford'.

opportunities for professional development or ; classroom projects. These may
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provide a more acceptgble reward to,many teachers than dollars. In Catalina;

approximately 30% of the awards for the.first three years of the plan (through

1982-83) were paid in cash (this percentage became somewhat higher in the last

year); about 50% were for participation in conferences or workshops; and about

13% were for classroom projects/materiai. Potential arguments against such

an approach are that all teachers should receive the same opportunities for

_

professional development and classroom enrichment materials, and that poorer

teachers are those most in need of professional development.

in the private sector there has been some experimentation with offering

employees a menu of awards, but these have usually focused on the choice of

fringe benefits such as extra days off or extra pension payments. And various

private sector compensation systems give managers the option of deferred com-

pensation. Such options have been tried on a few occasions in state and local

government non-educational agencies. Only in the teaching area (Catalina)

have we found an example of award options that can directly help the clients

Of the service rather than solely benefitting the employee. This may be a

unique opportunity for the teaching profession.

It is dangerous to generalize from one cage, but the virtues* and appar-

ent absence of major drawbacks, make this an option that we believe degerves

7
widespread consideration by sch6o1 districts.

We have not been able to find any significant body of research that

indicates which of these types of rewards -is a better motivator in or out of

education. The menu approach is intriguing and Warrants further trials and

experimentation by school districts. Bonuses; with their feature of rewarding

persons only for the year in which the meritorious performance occurs, seem to

have an advantage over permanent salary increases while being the preferred
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How Large Should the Awards Be? Should Every Recipient Re
Reward?

There is considerable agreement in all sectors, private and public (both

in educational and noneducational agencies), that awards need to be "large

toenough" to be adequate motivators.. But how large is "large enough" is not

inaicated by the research to date; The cost of the awards is the Major cost

factor for 51 school district using monetary incentive plans. Therefore along

with the decision as to how many persons should get awards each year (an issue

discussed in Chapter 4), the size Of the awards is a matter of considerable

importance.

Monetary awards of $200 to $300 per year or less are likely to have lit-

tle motivational value. Incentives of about $1iQ00 and higher appear to avoid

criticisms about size. Ve found awards of up to about $6;000; but in those

programs (Houston and Ring William; Virginia) only a portion (about one-eikth

and one-third, respectively) were directly related to performance rather than

factors such as years of experience and education; Bryan, Texas raised the

size of its bonus from $600 in 1977 -78'to $1,000 for 198384. Houston raised

its outstanding educational progress bonus from $800 to $1,000 for 1983-84.

A school district alSo needs to make the related decision of whether to

provide the same amount to all teachers who merit an award or to give differ-

ent size awards, based on relative performance. About one third of the 50 or

so,examples reported by the Educational Research Service in its 1983 survey

(ERS 1983, pp. 22-28) gave a fixed amount. We found no research or other

evidence pertaining to the desirability of one approach vs. the other.

Districts that used a more!ifinely tuned" performance assessment process;

such as point rating systems, tended to provide differentiated awards; Some

plans had fixed award amounts for each of several award criteria, thus com-

bining the concepts of fixed and variable aWardS; For example, Houston's plan
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(see case report) provides a fixed size bonus to all teachers in a school that

has made "outstanding educational progress" and, in addition; provides a

variable bonus for attendance (the size of this bonus depends on the number of

absences by the individual teacher); In some plans; the size of the

individual awards is not determined until the end of the school year, after

the district knows how may teachers have qualified for the award.

Most districts budget a fixed maximum amount for awards. A few, howeveri

do not. For instance, Houston budgets an amount based on the administration's

estimate of the number of persons likely to receive each size award. If its'

estimate is too low, the district would need to provide the additional monies.

More typically, however, districts fix the maximum amount of dollars that-Can

be awarded. An unusal case is that of Round Valley (California), which puts

into its budget the maximum size award for each teacher in the school' district

($2;000 each in 1983-84);

What Proportion of a Teacher's Compensation Should-Be

In essentially all the incentive plans we examined, only a small propor

tion of a teacher's salary is actually determined by the plan. (Note that

dismissal deciiions, which of course involve a teacher's entire salary, are

not a major element of incentive plans.) Even the largest awards are at most

25 percent of salary, and award levels of 5 percent of salary or less are more

common; As discussed earlierinb plans using bOnuses and feW of the salary

increase plans affect the basic salary; they usually only add to t.

The largest potential salary swings we found were contained in the new

merit salary plan for King William_(Virginia); IfCovild permit significant

salary reductions (up to about $6i000) if a teacher does not, maintain the

performance levels that enabled the teacher to gain that additional salary;
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Even in districts with comprehensive merit pay plans, teacher compensa-

tion can be changed for factors other than performance; for instance longev-

ity, education; and across-the-board (cost -of- living) increases.

The continued protection of a large proportion of a teacher's

compensation from performance considerations

tional effects of monetary incentive plans.

evidence on this issue. Thus, the inclusion

is likely to dilute the

However, there is lttle

motive-

direct

of other factors in determining

compensation, such as across-the-board increases (along with performance-based

increments), is likely to reduce the opposition towards these plans by

teachers' associations and by those teachers who do not feel that they would

be likely -to receive merit pay.

Those districts'that believe in, the principle that teacher compensation

should be based primarily on performance may want to apply more radical

compensation procedures such as larger merit pay amounts and inclusion of a

provision for reducing pay if performance is not up,to par in a year, but such

steps will very likely also lead to substantial opposition.

Should_Merit Increases Be in Addition to Across-the Board, Costof-Living
RaiSeS?

We are not aware of any plan that does not have provision for across-the-

board increases' -in the basic salary schedule to adjust for such factors as

cost-of-living increases or to remain competitive in the market for

teachers. A provision for such increases is likely to reduce the opposition

by teachers and their associations.

An important concern here is that the salary levels for the school dis-

trict remain competitive with those of nearby school districts; taking into

account the merit pay plan. TeaElialik-and-adadm7iit-re-tIve-perscinne both

Ladue (Missouri) P.r...1 Summit New Jersey expressed concern about the presence
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iata_Long _Should- the -Fer-fottance -Period Be?

In all the cases that we examined, the awards are made at the end of the

school year and cover the entire school year. We found no instances where the

performance periods were individual semesters.

According to motivational theory, the more quickly the reward follows the

period of meritorious performance, the greate the motivational effect. The

.longer the Iag between the time of performance and the reward, the less the

motivational effect; In government agencies other than education, shorter

time periods--such as three or six months - -have occasionally been used; Fok-

example, a pilot incentive program for stat&employment service offices in

Kansas and New Jersey used a six-month perfdimance period, with bonuses coming

shortly after the end of those six-month periods.

For elementary and secondary schools, hdwever, the full school year seems

to be the appropriate period. The first semester contains such distractions

as the Thanksgiving, Christmas, and New Year's holiday seasons, making the

first semester too short a period to reflect performance in an adequate

manner. Another major disadvantage in using semesters is the added effort

that would be needed to make performance evaluations each semester. Frequent

interim reports and the extra paperwork they caused were one of the problems

identified for the now terminated Lebanon (Connecticut) merit pay plan.

A related question for school districts is the timing of the payment

relative to the end of the school year. .Many school districts maketheir

determinations as to who merits the awards and how much they will receive

before the end of the school year--for instance, soon after final Spring

rating:- by supervisos or Spring student test scores are received. Ladue,

Missouri for example, requires the determination and notification of salary



changes by the third Monday in March. Thus, the performance period orten ddes

not actually encompass the entire school year. On the other hand, state_laws

concerning deadlines for notifying teachers about their employment status and

contracts for the next year often play a major role irr determining when per

formance evaluations are conducted and when notification is given concerning

next year's salary;

As noted earlier, it is generally desirable to determine and present

awards as soon as possible after the necessary information has been received.

In most cases this means at least by the end of June or early July (as

*posed, for example, to delaying the awards until after the start of-the next

school year). This will provide timely reinforcement of desired performance

and will give teachers an opportunity to use the information in planning their

activities for the next school year.



CHAPTER 4

Who Should Be Eligible for Awards?

This chapter discusses issues relating to what types of persons should be

eligible and how many awards should be given.

_

Should Individual or Group Incentives (or a Combination) Be Used?

One issue for a school district is whether the incentive, should focus on

individual teachers or shotld be joint awards to groups of teachers. Most of

the plans we reviewed were incentives for individual teachers, but there are a

small number of group plans or at least plans with a group incentive component.

In an individual incentive' plan; whether a teacher receives an award is

based solely on the individual's own performance--though the award may be

based on how that Individual performs relative to others. In a group plan,

groups of teachers (possibly including support staff) are evaluated and

rewarded as a unit. Each group is evaluated as a whole, and all members share

in the awards. In most cases, all members of the group receive the same award

(though this usually is modified for members of the group who have served only

part of the performance period).

We found no pure group incentive plans for elementary or secondary

teachers, but some plans use group awards in combination with individual in-

centives. Houston has several separate awards. It awards up to $500 per year

to individual teachers based on their own absenteeism record (see case re-

Port). However, Houston also gives $1,000 bonuses to each teacher in a-school

whose improvement in student test scores collectively earns the school an

"octstanding educatiqiraI progress" designation. :Teachers receiiVe the bonus

regardless of the perfornance of. their own claosea on thosetest scores; how=
ti)

ever, they must individually have met certain eligibility prerequisites such

as having had a satisfactory teacher evaluation (see case report). SlialArly,



Dallas new plan focuses on the entire school fbr awards based on student test

scores, but to qualify for the award, individual teachers must also meet cer-

tain teacher absenteeism and student attendance criteria. As in Houston,

Dallas teachers must also have received a satisfactory performance appraisal

from their supervisor to be eligible for the group award (see ERS 1983, pp.

128-131, and Dallas 1983). Seiling (Oklahoma) also uses a combination of

group and individual incentives; Participating teachers receive a bonus if

reading scores in their school reach, the targeted increase, regardless of the

scores in their own classes. In addition, teachers whose own class scores

reach the target receive an additional bonus for each of their classes that

reach the target (see case report). Round Valley (California) also uses both

group\nd individual awards. Twenty-five percent of a teacher's bonus is

based on the success of a cooperative project in which the teacher works with

other teachers to achieve a common objective (see case report).

Even non-monetary performance-by-objectives plans can involve group

incentives. Brown Deer (Wisconsin) teachers occasionally include joint ob ec-

tives in which the teachers cooperate towards a given goal.
. ,

Group incentives have the attractive characteristic that they tend to

encourage cooperation among teachers. Depending on the group dynamics; how--;

ever, they can water down the motivational poler of the incentives. An

individual's own performince is only part of the total, and the individual's

role will to a certain extent be hidden, or at least obscured, rather than

highlighted as with individual incentives.

Group incentives can also lead to some inequities. For example, in plans

such as those of. Houston, Dallas, or SeiIingi'teachers who individually per-

form very well may not receive an outstanding educational progress bonus



because their own Sdho6la did not 'frAet the targeted test scores; similarly,

teachers who perform without distinction on the test score criteria may never

theless receive bonuses as long as they pass the minimum absentedism and

performance appraisal requirements. (Noteillowevei, that by including these

latter requirements, these plans ensure that teachers who do n TreddiVe the

Minimum acceptable performance rating or do not meet the?absenteeism require=

ment will not receive a bonus.)

DeSpite these inequities, proponents of group incentives argue that over

the long run, peer pressure within the group encourages poor performers to

improve their performance. To some extent, the motivational power of group

incentives dePendS on the size of the group, with very large groups tending to

dissipate the motivational impact of the group incentive to a greater extent.

When a district believes this danger exists (especially in lArge districts or

schools), subgroups could be used composed of teachers physically near each

other or teaching the same grade or same subject matter.

Groups can consist of teachers in the same schoolo_sate:grade level, same

subject matter; same floor, etc. Of 'the four districts we examined that had a

group incentive' component, three used the school as the group. Only Round

valley, California (a very small district) did not. There the groups for

teacher cooperation projects were defined as groups of grades (K-3, 4-6, 7=8,

and 9-12).

Individual incentives tend to put control over whether the individual

receives the award in the hands of that individual; thus, individualistic

persods many prefer it. Group incentive plans have the advantage that they

are less threatening to indiVidiialS since the importance of the individual is

diluted; not receiving an award is not as embarrassing since an individual is

just one member of a group that did not receive the award. This advantage may



'be particularly important in those districts where the ,law requires identifi-,

,.cation of persons receiving awards..

We found no studies of public sector employees focusing on. the question

o wh

tions. Evidence from private sector studies indicates that individual incen-
lp

-'..tives are more effective than group incentives and that small group plans are

effective than plans involving large groups; (For reviews of this past

group or-individual incentives are preferable and under what condi-

.,.reseerch, see Greiner

3.1613 '3 Of'coursei

el:, 1981, pp. 19-25, and Katzell et al., 1975, pp.

teaching differs in many ways from private sector white

Colla;ibfessions, potentially limiting; the transferability of the private

sector. findings;

Should .Participation Be Voluntary?

A Ochoordistriet can make partiCipation mandatory or voluntary. Volun-

, tary' plans 'appear to be associated With reduced opposition to merit pay.

chars who Object in principle to a pay-tor-performance system can opt out

if the plan is voluntary. More importantly) a voluntary plan provides Lface-

saying element for teachers who feel-they would not receive awards and would

be embarrassed by not receiving an awardi. (Note that face-saving is much less
1

Important in group incentive plans where the embarrassment is already diluted.)

For some voluntary plans (such as in King Williami Virginia)4 where parti-

cipants go through a special evaluation to be considered for awards, the volun-

tary feature permits the teacher to avoid what may be a painful additional

evaluation process; In other cases (such .as Houston) the teachers, by volun-

teering do not subject themselves to any additional assessment process (see case

report). The criteria (e.g'.. test scores) are assessed for each teacher whether

or not the teacher volunteers for the incentive plan. In Houston, in fact, the

teacher does not have to formally request to be a participant: In the incentive
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award program until after the test scores and information on their absenteeism

arP known. Thus, the voluntary aspect of Houston's plan permits facesaving.

Penn Manor, Pennsylvania, originally used a nomination approach; teachers

had' to be foKmally nominated to be considered for'merit pay. Teachers could

nominate themselves, and if nominated by others, they could decline to be con

sidered further The nomination procedure, however, delieloped inequities and

was dropped\for the second year of;the plan. Participation in any given year,

is still voluntary. The superintendent in Lebanon, Connecticut felt that the

lack of a voluntary element in Lebanon's monetary incentive system contributed

to the widespread opposition to the plan and its ultimate demise.' He recom

mends that participation in merit pay plans be voluntary (see case report).

ApprOximately 20 percent of 50 or so school districts whose 14.ans are

identified in the Educational Research Service's 1983 survey indicat-k that

their plans were'voluntary (ERS 1983).

The Education Commission of the States recommends that plans be voluntary

for current teachers, but mandatory for new teachers (19830 p.5). This

approach has the advantage that it does not impose a new element on teachers

already i the system but lets prospective recruits know ahead of time what

the requirements will be. .

Should Persons Other Than Teachers Be Included in the incentive Plan?

Some districts include employees other than teachert in the same monetary

incentive plan. For example, the plans of Penn Manor'(Fennsylvania), Lebanon

(Connecticut), and Tredyffrin (Pennsylvania) included, such personnel as

counselors, nurses, and library staff--but with a different supervisory rating

form for each type of job. (Note that although neither of the latter two

.4--

plans is currently in operation% their inclusion of such nonteaching school

employees does not appear to have been a reason for their termination.)



we found no evidence that indicates whether such increased coverage adds

to or subtracts from the effectiveness of an incentive plan. Neve theless,-

theschooldistrict is faced with this choice. It can include support person

nel and administrative personnel, especially if the plan uses the school as

the evaluation unit in a\group incentive plan. One option is to have a

completely separate incentive system for support and administrative persons;

this appears to be the more usual arrangement.

For nonmonetary performancebyobjectives plans (discussed in Chapter

7), inclusion of a school's support personnel is quite natural since the same

basic procedure can:be used for assessing,each person S pexformance and for

tailoring the criteria to each person's own job. In fi setting individuiI

targets for support personnel may be easier than for teachers.

How Many Persons Should Be Able to Recetve_Awards9 _Should There Be;Some Porn
ofQuota?

This is a very important issue, one thathas caused seriousproblems for

many past merit pay programs in eduCational and noneducational settings

alike;

School districts may want to constrain the number and percentage of

teachers. receiving merit awards for one or both of two reasons:/ budget limit=

ations,o _the belief_that_shly:_some_teacherswill_beLsuffilciently meritoi4ous _

tto warrant awards. If too many persons receive awards, it is a sign (some

a

believe) that the evaluation criteria are too easto meet. The federal

government and many state 4nd local governments have used specific quotas in

their merit pay plans, for example, a maximum, of 5%, 10% or 20 Of their

employees can be awarded extra compensation in a given year;

Though we have not found any systematic assessment of the effects of

quotas, it seems clear from the available evidence on both educational and



non-educational merit pay plina in the pubiic sector that stringent quotas.

have an adverse and often a serious effect. Employees involved in a pilot

bonus plan in the city of Milwaukee;.Tdisconsin objected strenuously to a 10%

restriction on the number of recipients (Hatry et al.,. 1982)., Teachers asked

to provide feedback aster the first years of Houston's teacher merit pay plan

complained strenuously about the policy of limiting awards to 509 of the

schools, thus preventing uther schools thatsMght also be meritorious from

receiving outstanding educational progress awards. These quotas were subse-

quently dropped (schools now compete primarily against their own previous

accomplishments rather than' against each other--see the Houston case report);

However, one tight quota system that is reported to be popular with the

staff is that of Amherst-Pelham, Massachusetts ;with a maximum of 1.2 awards for

approximately 275 eligible teachers -(less than 5X) (ERS 1983, pp. 40 and 86).

The key here may be that teachers are nominated either by staff, parents, or

students; and the assessments are not 'part-of a formal teacher evaluation

process that covers all staff.

Bryan, Texas initially had a limit of 20 percent on the proportion that
_ _ _ 4

could receive awards but in 1983 increased it to 35 percent. Bryan has raised

its quota three times since its plan began, from 20 percent In 1977-78 to 35

percent in .1983-1984. (It also has raised the size of its bonuses twice over

. that time, from 5600 to $1,000; see case report.)
__-

'The major problem with quotAs is
_

that teachers who perform meritoriously

can be excluded from receiving awards in a given year, diluting the emphasis

on merit, thus depressing morale, and encouraging backbiting.apd hostile

attitudes towards those persons o °Os who received the limited number of

awards. The result can be widespread dissatisfaction and dissention.. In ''

Arlington, Virginia, quotas on the percentage of teachers rated "outstanding"



in a given. year .caused considerable objection from teachers (even without

being linked:ca merit pay). (Arlington teachers were especially concerned

because the ratings were based on qualitative judgments "tainted" by percep

tions of favoritism, etc. -- Arlington' Educational Association; 1983.)

One advantage of quotas is that they insure that the process will not be

so corrupted that too many people receive awards. For example, in federal,

state, and local governments, there has often been such a large percentage of

people receiving high ratings that offictals are concerned that if there were

no quota; many.people would receive awards who do not really merit them. Both

Summit (New-Jersey) and Tredyffrin (Pennsylvania) reported-that one of the

major reasons they dropped their merit pay piens was that.ultimately almost

all teachers received about the same rating and almost everyone received a

merit payment--thereby distorting the concept of the program as a merit pay

plan (see case reports). Thus, without a quota system; districts will need to

use performance evaluation procedures that minimize the likelihood that unde-
-

serving persons receive awards.

The second reason for quota systems, especially those that involve very

tight quotas(for instance-,--those that permit t-a maximum of 5"10%-of the staff
. ,

to receive awards), is that merit awards should'be provided only to really

outstanding teachers. There is probably only a small percentage of outstand
J,

ing teachers in the strict sense. But there is a danger with a tight quota

tklat the-same (outstanding) teachers will receive the awards every year;

further 'xiiminishing the incentive effects on others. Aid for Plans using

supervisory and peer ratings, there Arsts the danger of "halo" effects;

teachers,rated outstanding in the past will tend to get high ratings in future

years, even in years when they may not be performing in an 'outstanding manner.

On the other hand, if a district wants to use'the merit system to encourage
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all or most teachers to inprove,their performance; it is likely to be

necessary to open up the quota to a substantially larger proportiOn of the

teachers so that more than just those who are perennially outstanding can

receive awards.

Quotas are also used as a budget /expenditure control device. School

districts face a tradeoff between'the number of bonuses and their size (see

Chapter 3). The dilemma is that enlarging the potential pool of awardees;
,

While at the same time keeping the size of individual awards reasonably large,

increases the funding needea for the plan. As will be discussed further in :

Chapter b, the district needs to commit adequatefunds for awards or the plan

will be undermined.

Quotas fend to introduce competition among teachers or, if group bonuses,

among schools, especially if the quotas are small. In_the private sector,

such competition is -often looked on as being constructive and appropriate.

The teaching profession is less used to such competition. Many, if not a. (
Majority, of teachers may dislike direct competition and even be upset by it,

with counter-productive results. Other forms of competition with fewer inter-
-

. personalaspects-may be more appropriate for teachers. Examples incI e hav-

ing teachers compete against a pre-set target (such as a minimum test score or

other objective they have set'for themselves at the beginning of the year) or

against their own historical levels of achievement (as in the Houston and

Dallas plans).

hbre 4rect competition, however; might beome acceptable to teachers if

the performance criteria are perceived as being fair, if the awards are made

more professional (such as with the Catalina, Arizona "menu" approach), and

enough awards are made available so-that they would not be limited to only a

small, select group;

41



CHAPTER 5

How Should Teacher Performance Be Evaluated?

Evaluating teacher performance; whether for a merit pay plan. or a non-

monetary performance-by-objectives plan, is probably 16 key stumbling block

to incentive programs. All incentive plans; one way or another; have to

assess teacher performance; To have a truly effective incentive plan it is

necessary that thiS.assessment (a) be reliable and valid (i.e. evaluate well

those elements that are supposed to be assessed); (b) be..reasonably compre-

hensive (i.e. cover major aspects of, a teacher's performance; even if not all

aspects can be measured); and (c) be perceived by the various participants--

teachers; adMinistrators; the school board; and the community--as fair and

reasonable. This is a very difficult and complex task; Probably the single

most crucial decision a school district must make regarding incentive plans is

how to evaluate teacher performance.

School districts have been wrestling for decades with the problem of

teacher evaluation; There is considerable disagreement and controversy over

various teacher evaluation methods. The problem of teacher evaluation becomes

greatly magnified when theresults of those nvaluations are not only to be

used for identifying problem teachers (as candidates for dismissal) and for

helping to improve teacher performance; but also as a way to differentiate

teachers as to compensation. It is clear from our own past work with non-

educationalstate and local government agencies, as well as from the edu-

cational literature and our examinations of teacher merit pay plans; that

using teacher evaluations for the purpose of determining compensation greatly

magnifies participants' concerns over the evaluation probess.

The importance and complexity of this topic are indicated by the length

of this chapter. In this chapter we discuss the approaches to teacher

42
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,

performance evaluation and how teacher performance evaluation findings can

then be used to determine the size of a merit award.

The selection by a school district of which particular procedures should

be used to assess teacher.performance is likely to be the most important deci-

sion, certainly the most technical. decision, that the district makes; one that

can have considerable positive, or negative, implications.

What Elements Should Be Evaluated?

It seems universally accepted that the student is theprimary client of

.

teaching and that ideally student learning is the central and ultimate objec-

tive of teaching, ana thus learning shoula be measured. However; agreement

and consensus stops once one proceeds from this ideal. A key problem is the

presence of many external variables outside the teacher's control that can

affect student learning; At the extreme; if one.believes that teachers'

_ability to alter the amount of learning of students is negligible, then any

justification for additional, performance-based; compensation becomes highly

duliious, especially from the viewpoint of the community. An underlying

assumption in teacher incentive systems is that teachers can indeed through

their activities have a non-trivial effect on the nature, quality; and/or

quantity of Iearning.by students. AS we noted in Chapter 1, this issue has

been debated over the decades; it is well beyond the scope of this report to

get into this debate. Rather, we accept the assumptionthat teachers can have

a significdht impact on their students.
L

But 'earning, i.e. the cognitive Side of schooling, is not the only out-

come for pupils in elementary and secondary education. Though much less often

discussed.; probably because of its vaguenfss, !'affectiven.elements are also

generally of concern. These are usually defined, to include the attitudes and

values of pupils; including self-esteem, self-reIiance; ability to relate well
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to other students and adults (i.e. interpersonal relations), "work" habits,

and such values as respect for home, law, and country. (See, for example,

Johnson 1974). Different persons will give different weight to the school's

role in improving affective outcomes--with some perhaps ,believing that affec-.

tive outcomes are the responsibility of the home and not the school. We foundr-l;

little explicit attention to them in our examination of teacher incentive

programs; and even in most of the teacher evaluation literature we examined.

There is a third major class of elements on which to evaluate teacher

performance :. "process" indicators; Many believe that student learning can

not be validly measured, such as by test scorns, or at least that test scores

have substantial limitations for teacher incentive pay purposes, thereby re-

-

quiring other, or supplemental, performance indicators. And others believe

that in any case a teacher's task "is only to provide the best possible

environmenti'not to guarantee that the results will be effective

(Scriven in Millman, 1981. p.25p). From this it follows that performance

assessments need to assess the process by which teachers work with their

students. This leads to performance evaluation procedures that-measure the

teaching process.

Teacher compensation is also often linked to sich factors as advanded

educational credits, having passed a teacher proficiency test, participation

in extracurricular activities such as coaching and bandIeading taking part in

professional work outside of regular school activities, teaching special

subject matter where teachers are in scarce supply, or teaching in locations

which otherwise would not attract quality teachers. Though there may be

reasonable justification for providing additional pay for such activities,

these generally are not considered to be performance characteristics, and we

not consider them such in this report. However, as is noted in a number of
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the case reports, many school districts have included some of these criteria

in their incentive plans, either as an additional basis for extra compensation

or as prerequisites (eligibility criteria) for individual teachers before they

can receive awards for performance; Extra payments for extra tesponsibiiities

are a characteristic of master teacher and similar career ladder. plans. This

type of plaliQs quite different from the incentive plans that are the main

focus of this report, as discussed A Chapter 9.

Underlying the debate over whether outcomes (whether cognitive or affec

tive) or processes, or both, shoul&.be evaluated is the question of whether

teacher awards should be based only on criteria that the teacher'completely

controls. In the private, business, sector many compensation plans, partic

ularly those for managers, are related to business outcomes that are affected-

by many factors not completely under the managers' control (such as national

economic conditions). The underlying concept is that when outcomes are good;

personnel should get higher rewards than when outcomes are bad, even though

external factors may have played a major role in determining the'outcomes.

Windfalls (and their reverse) are accepted as part of the game; (The reasons

behind the outcomes can be considered when finetuning the amount of the

awards;) School district officials and teachers using merit pay plans,

particularly those whose performance is at least in part, based on outcomes,

should recognize that such Windfalls will almost certainly have to play apart

in determining rewards. (Districts, however, should to the extent possible.

explicitly-consider such "externar factols as student Characteristics When

evaluating teacher performance, as will be discussed later.)

What Type of Teacher Performance Evaluation Procedures Should. Be Used?

The following_ are the primary teacher performance evaluation procedures

that are candidates for teacher incentive plsns:

45
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1. Ratings by supervisors/administration staff
2. Ratings by peers: (including outside experts)
3. Ratings by students
4. Ratings oy_parents

Student achievement test score results
6. School district record data
7. Comparison of actual achievement to pre-selected targets

Exhibit 2 lists these, evaluation procedures and indicates the type of

element that:each measures A school district can use one or some combination

of these procedures. The following sections discuss each of these; but first

some overall comments.

The choice of procedure by a school district should depend on the follow-

ing charactetistics of these procedures:

What the procedure measures. A district wanting,to focus on student
14trning outcomes would focus on such procedures as examination of,
student test scores rather than supervisory or.peer ratings; a
district believing that the instructional process is the important
issue would do the reverse.,

o Reliability/validity of the procedures.

o Acceptability. by participants, i.e. teachers and administrators.

o Cost of the procedufes.
-

In the following sections we attempt to address these characteristics for

each procedure. By and large, however, the amount of substantive evidence and

empirical research on these procedures is
I

quite limited, particularly in their

use in teacher incentive plr There has been considerable research on the

relation of various teacher instruction practices to student learning. A

number of school districts introducing supervisory or peer rating systems;

especially. those using structured classroom observations, have drawn on this

work in developihg their instruments. Our reading of this research, however,

inditateS that there are few definitive findings about the validity and relia-

bility of.these approaCheb- or' the instruments thit-have been used to make the
7

assessments. (Seei.for example, Anderson 1982; Darling- Hammond, et al.
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Exhibit'2

_Types of Evaluation Proceaures and What They Measure

Evaluation-Procedure
1 What Kinds of Elements Does It Measure

1. Supervisory Ratings Process

2: Peer Ratings Process

3. Student Ratings Process and/or OutcoMeS1

4. Parent Rat.ings Outcomes and Some Process

5. Student Achievement Test Results Outcomes (Cognitive' Only)

6. School District Record Data;

e.g. attendance of teacher;

ProcesS and/or Outcomes2

'attendance of: students; accept

ance at colleges; etc..

7. comparison of Actual Achievement Process and/or Outcomesl

to Pre Selected Targets

1. Whether process or outcome elements, or both, are measured depends on
the specific questions asked of -the students (#3), or on the specific objec
tives selected for the teachers

2. It is not clear whether an element such as student attendance is a
process or outcome chaiacteristic.



1983;:Centra and Potter 1980; ERS 1978; Lewis 1982; Millman 1981; Peterson and

Kauchak 1982; and Walberg 1974.) Research on these procedures when used in

the context of teacher incentive plans--whether monetary or non-monetary

plans--is almost nil. Some work has been d ne on testing the reliability of
- _

particular data collection instrumenta(such as for structilred classroom

observations and student rating questionnaires), but much less testing (if

Any) has been don on testing the full set of procedures (of which the instru-

ment is only one part) in settings involving teacher merit pay. For example,

would peers alter their ratings if they know that those ratings are going to

be used to help establish compensation for their fellow teachers? Will stu-

dents or teachers behave differently during the testing process if test scores

are used as a major determinant of teacher compensation?

Despite the many trials of teacher incentive systems that have occurred

over the past decade (with a few even older), tie found in our review no exam-

ples of multi -site comparative studies systematically collecting data on the

impacts, validitylreliability, or costs of such plans. Some districts have

_

attempted their own evaluations. These_have generally lacked rigor, and

usually have lacked adequate baseline data from which changes due to the new

program might have been;inferred. In the:few instances of loCal district

evaluations that we found, there hati been no explicit, systematic attempt to

identify other plausible explanations, i.e. confounding effects that could

'explain observed outcomes.

Thus the currently available_. empirical information, information based on

actual .field experieUces--information'critical to helping school districts

learn from these experiences--is highly deficient. The'key evaluation crite-

ria these days appear to.be whether a particular plan has survived and for how

long and how articulate. the proponents (or opponents) of the plans area
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our brief examinations of a number of-district efforts; we sought evidence as

to the impacts of the plan, such as on student learning, teacher retention

'rates; ability to hire quality'teachers, teacher and student absenteeism, and

changes in teacher practices that might have been associated with the plan.

The information we found to be relevant is included in the following sections

and in the case reports in Part II.

Supervisory Rating Procedures.

Here we consider procedures that involve a formai rating of individual

teachers by supervisors, such as a principal; department head; assistant

Principal, assistant superintendent, or other administrative personnel;

Rating by supervisors is the traditional form of teacher evaluation.

"The principal writes a short statement regarding the teacher's instructional

competence and ability to work effectively with the staff. This evaluation

statement is based on all interactions with the teacher during the year,

including classroom observations" (Niedermeyer and Klein 1972, p.102).

The Educational Retearch SerVice reports that some form of supervisory

rating was reported by almost all of the over 1,000 school districts respond-

ing to.its mail survey of June i977 (ERS 1978).

In recent years there have been attempts at more systematic classroom

observations, using structured instruments describing specific behaviors and

perhaps more systematic sampling procedures. EXamples of such instruments are

given-in ERg 1978, ERS 1979, ERS 1983, and Coalition 1983. These have been

used in such districts as Bryan (Texas), Catalina (Arizona), Lebanon (Connect=

icut), and Tredyffrin (Pennsylvania)- -see case reports. In some of these

cases an explicit attempt was made to develop the instrument based an past

research as CO which Classroomcharacteristics were associated with improved

Student learning (e.g. Catalina). A major example of thiS approach is the new
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performance evaluation system being developed by the Coalition for the Devel-

opment of the Florida Performance Evaluation. System (1983).

Principal advantages of having supervisory/administrative personnel

evaluate teachers, are the following (Darling-Hammond, attal_. 1983; Lewis 1982;

and Peterson and Kauchak 1982; these same references are also sources for the

aisadvantagea noted below):

o These persons have regular contact with the teachers being evaluated
andi to the extent classroom observations -are used,_can see the
teacher in action;_these persons are familar with the school and
community goals and values.

- o By and large this iathe procedure that has been used ly.almost every
school _district for a long period of time end thus in ifaelfitay do
little \to upset the apple cart.

o It provides an opportunity for the evaluator to provide constructive
feedback to the teacher to improve 'the teacher's performahce.

o -These personnel as part of their regular jobs probably need to evalu-
ate teachers periodically amyway.

There are; however; some substantial problems with this approach that

have been widely noted:

There is considerable question as to the validity of the components
of the rating instruments as to their-relation to student learning.

There is considerable question as to the reliability of these proce-
dures. In the ins*uments thatwe have seen the rater still has to
make highly subjective judgments regarding the particular elements
being rated.

o Classroom observations of teachers tend to be infrequent, perhaps 2-5
times a school year and then for not more than one hour at a time.

o Most often (but not always) classroom observations are announced
ahead of time. In either case, the presence'of an observer can
affect the behavior of both the teacher and the class--thus throwing
into question the representativeness of the observation.

o To increase the likelihood of interrater reliability on any given
instrument, special training is likely to be needed periodically f
those doing the ratings (Evertson and Holley in Millman, 1981).

o Where only one person, such as a teacher's supervisor, does the
fating, there can be problems with perceptions by teachers of favor-
itism or general unfairness, and of lack of skills in doing the .

or
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evaluations. (One-school professional noteck to us that prinCipals
tended to be highly_stresseo, under-trained, and have a tendency
towards favoritism.)

o The evaluations can take a considerable amount of superyisory/admini-
strative time.

Procedures that use some form of system tic rating/observation proceduFe

alleviate'(but do not eliminate) some of theiabove.problems. However, as

noted above, the rating instruments still appear to leave much to be de-,

sired. For example, an instrument may ask the rater to rate the teacher's

"sill in motivating pupil interest;" but no specific guidance is-provided as

to how to assess this nor what specific behavior warrants what specific grade

on the rating scale. This lack of specific "anchoring%of the response

categories on the rating scales is typical even with newly developed instru-
o_

ments and has cOnsiderable'potential forsleading to different ratings by dif-
.

ferent persons rating the same behavior--apd-at different points in time.

This gap also means that teachers do notinow whit! specific practices/beha-
.

t
viors are needed to obtain high ratings. Nor hav4 most of these instruments

been tested as to their relation-to student achie emeiit. Where there is more

than one person doing the ratings for any one tea her, dr for a group of

teachers who are "tompeting" for the same merit dollars, the lack of specifi-

city of rating scales becomes an even greater problem, creating inter-rater
4

reliability problems. The Florida work mentioned above for the new perfor-

mance evaluation system is testing interrater reliability, but thus far this

has been done primarily in "laboratory" settings usin4g video-tape sessions

Father than actual in-the-field observations.

Problems of points of view of, particular evaluators can be alleviated by

having more than one person rate each teacher on the assumption that overall,

the average rating will tend to be more accurate. We have not found completed

research that shed much light on the improvement, if any, of evaluations for

incerve plans based on use of.multiple raters.
51
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There' has been debate as to whether certain types of characteristics

shoula be included on these instruments, including personality factor's,

physical appearance factors, extracurricular work, etc: : "'Ladue teachers,

responding to a 1983 opinion survey

tics relating to effective classroom

over such other

. agreed that classroom

its plan, indicated that characterii-
,

teaching should receive major considera-
:-

factors (Ladue 1983, p. 293. Ladue administrators

teaching should receive the 'Most emphasis.

Scriven stated that "using classrbom visits by01.1.eagues or administra-

tors are a disgace; The visit itself alters the teathing; especially when

pre-announced; the number of yibits is too small to be

zations; there may be personal biases and prejudices,

be observed in a classroom can be used as

about the merit of the

accurate for generali-
.!

. _

and "nothing that could

a basis . . . to any conclusion

is thaeitanking'S.t..J.,4.

teaching" (Scriven 19817'p. 251).

A major concern of the/National Education Association

for merit pay would become a vehicle for favoritism

morale (The Washington Pos , December 7, 1983, p,A -6').

Popham pointed out ill 1974 that_use of observation

. 4 %-
debilitatinw,to teacher

Cr
f.;

sy,sirelis, by focusing

assbming rhat; theon process and not produc criteria, mean taLyou are
1

,.
.._1 . 0 4

process criteria bring about desirable products - (Popham 4974, p.I43). Hewent
. ;-,..

.

on to say-that because obServational evaluation criteria usually need to be :._
, ...A.

. '
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-
Teachers from whom we received informal information point out that some

teachers even though displaying what on the surface may appear to be undesir-

able characteristics (e.g. they may disheveled, or notbe articulate in the

cultured sense) may actually perform very well and encourage student learning-

-at least with certain Students, such as certain disadvantaged students.

Teachers who may appear lazy in their instructional methods (such as by makineN

relatively substantial use of films) may actually be quite effective in

helping students. The point' being made is that different types of teachers

may be better with different types of student; and it is dangerous to become

too dogmatic about certain classroom characteristics, especially those involv-
-

ing physical appearances and personality. Several reviews of studies have

reported that teacher classroom behavior is a poor predictor of, student learn-

ing (Millman 1981, p.156);-

Darling-Hammond, (1983) in their review of research findings on

the relation of teacher characteristics and teacher behavior versus student
4_

outcomes and student learning indicate generally inconsistent and often con-

tradictory findings in the "process-product" research. They found that even

broader patterns of teacher practices appear not to be uniformly applicable to

different srade levels, subject areas, and teacher situations or types of stu-
-,

dents. (For example, such characteristics as teacher `!indirectness" that uses

more open-ended teaching to explore ideas may be effective teacher behavior

for some 'types of students with certain SES and psychological characteriffics,

but the effectiveness :night vary for students of different gradeAlevels and

subject areas).' They indicate that generalized rules for teacher behavior mai-

not be7reliabie-indbt0;ek and variable-edUCatibnenvironments.

Given that ratings are to be done, however, teachers'appAar to prefer a

rating from a supervisor or from the administration, such-aStheir principal.
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The American-School Board Journal's survey of teachers in May 1983 found that '

39 percent wanted theirsprincipal to be the evaluator, 25 percent preferred

their Peers, with 27 percent preferring other administrative personnel.such as

department headi o curricnIum specialists (gist 1983). This preference for

principals was expressed more by teachers of lower grades; possibly because

the elementary schools tend to be smaller with more personal con;acts with the

principal or because of differences in organization.

Glass believes that past failures in such ratings are primarily because'

of vaguei general definitions of behaviors that are to be rated and the lack

of_rater training (Glass. 1974): He believes that _these can be rectified.

(However, he prefers an outside observer to somebody from the school

administration, and he foade these points in the early 1970's. It does not

appear from our observation that the problems he noted then have been

corrected to any significant extent.)

Rating teachers is likely to be one. of the hardest thingsprincipals and

administrators do.. It is also 'one of the most unpIeasanvhores, especially

for rating "problem" teachers. Pew administrators have had adequate training

in handling critical employee appraisals.% Such reviews If not handled

properly can be counterproductive.

Perhaps as a result of this, raters often tend to rate personnel highly;

thereby avoiding debate With,.and hoitility from, the persons being appraised;

Because.supervisary ratings are generallybased heavily on judgment; even if

systematic classroom observation procedures are used. theratings cab be dif
, 0

ficult-ta support unless the supervisor has carefully documented-teacher prob
.

lems throughout the year, a task which itself can be quite tiMe-consuminz;
.

/

Some of these rating steps are probably necessary in a,school distrlct

even if pay is not being linked to the ratings; but the linkto'pay exager

bate's this problem considerably.

;

s.4
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matiy, if net Most supervisors; we suspect; would much prefer for monetary

incentive plans evaluation procedures that provide more - objective, supportable

infermation that reduces the neea for adversarial debates (Barrington,

Illinois School District; 1969).

What does all this mean? The use of supervisory ratings is the most pop

ular form of teacher evaluation; Our limited review indicates it is also the

most popular fort of assessment for performance evaluations used in incentive

plans. But there are also indications of major problems among teachers with

sucn ratings for monetary incentive plans. Criticisms of the subjectivity

such ratings were major reasons for dissatisfaction among teachers in both

Lebanon (Connecticut) and Tredyffrin (Pennsylvania)--both of which plans were

dropped. TheSe Problems may be particularly present when other problems exist

such as laCk of subStantial teacher participation in .developing and implement

ing the plan. The validity and reliability of the. supervisory ratings

approach is in considerable question;

The fact; however; that supervisory ratings Ore common for teacher evalu

ation purposes indicates that the majority of schoOldiStridtapktibably are

likely to be predisposed to using this procedure. Such SChtiol diatricts

should seek instruments and observation procedures that have at least--some

researelin dinttint will need to_Adiquatel,y
train the raters in the procedures so that different raters (e4.. different

principals) within, and across, schools in the district will tend to give

similar ratings for similar performance. We believe that researchers and

school districts need to put more effort into developing specific anchored

definitions for each characteristic being rated and for each grade on the

rating scale; both to improve the reliability of the ratings and to let

teachers know more specifically `than currentIy.is the case what specific

performance is necessary to achieve high ratings;
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Ratings By Peers.

Peer'ratings are used here to'refer to ratings mf one teacher by other

teachers or by outsiders; even those outside the school district, that are not

supervisors or administrators in the school district;

There appears to have been little research on peer ratings and a paucity

Of information on the state of peer evaluation (see; for example; McGreal,

1963, p. 126). The chapter on peer reyiew in the 1981 Millman Handbook is on

college teaching, not elementary and-secondary (see FrenchLasovik in MillMan,

1961)

The primary advantages of peer evalutions are:

o Peers, especially if from inside the school and district, are
presumably familiar with the teacher an the locality.

o Peers are likely to encourage professionalism in the ratings (and
thus may also be less, threatening).

o If' peers are from the teacher's subject area, they may be able to
give highly specific suggestions for improvement.

Using peer rating as part of monetary incentive plans, however, can also

present major problems and.concerns among teachers, especially between
tthose

rated and those doing the ratings. (For example, in Endue, the high school

faculty has been consistently opposed to peer evaluation.) Problems in-lqide

the following:

o Teachers may see such ratings, as a popularity contest based on
friendship or general popularity or other irrevelant factors, thus
causing morale problems and mistrust among coworkers.

Reliability problems may -be particularly bad, unless ,anchored
rinstruments and substantial training is_provided to raters. Peer

rating systems will normally involve multiple raters (more than
usually used for supervisory rating procedures).

o The raters will need substantial training, especially special

instruments are to be used. As indicated in the discu6oion of
supervisory ratings; to obtain adequate comparability among raters a
structured instrument will likely be needed.

4
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0 The validity and reliability problems discussed under supervisory

ratings- also apply to peet ratings.

The district will need to provide for the time of the peers in being

trainea,_making ratings, andptobablydiscussing ratings with those

rated: This could be a considerable time requirement.

MC-Greal (1983), in pointing out prObleta such as these, comes to th

Conclusion that peer ratings are undesirable and unrealistic for teacher

'evaluation. Note that he is addressing the issue of evalm9tion only, not

performance assessment for incentive pay purposes which is likely to

considerably worsen, any tensions involved.

The Educational
ReSearch Service in its June 1977 survey found that only

33 of slightly over 1,000 reporting school systems (3 percent) reported the

use of fellow teachers for the formal evaluation of individual teacher

performance (ERS 1978). We found its use, and a partial one at that.; in only

one plan that we examined (King Ailliam); it is discussed below

Darling-HAMM-0nd er al. in their review/of past research reported mixed

reviews for peer ratings. They point out that peers are in a position to

assess tompetencet but .use of peers is not generally recommended for personnel

decisions (presumably including compensation decisions) becaute of "divergence

of criteria" (1983, p.307).

Peterson and Rauchak (1982) are more sanguine about peer review for

teacher-evaluation, believing, that it brings the
expertise and eXperience of

the teaching profession in as does no other assessment technique. However; in

their own review of research on it, they also reported it as "one of the more

undeveloped and under-researdhed areas of teacher evaluation." They Also

emphasized the problems of lack of reliable procedures, credibilit:y to outside

audiences, and the need for extensive teacher preparation for peer evaluation:

But they feel that the Advantages of peers in the same subject area giving

highly specific feedback are substantial; They believe that tome of the

57
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methodological problems can be solved with increased attention to the stand

ardization of these procedures and that its credibilitiy should be established ',

"),

by the use of other forms of corroborating data such as student reports. They

suggest that to implement peer review, it will be necessary for administrators

to review power relationships that currently exist in schools. We note that

they are speaking of peer review in the context of annual teacher evaluation,

not necessarily for the additional purpose of using those evaluations for

compensation decisions. We suspect they would be less sanguine if peer review
-,

is lisec for this aaaitional purpose.

A variation is to use` combinations of teachers and supervisors/admini

strators. This is recommended in the Governor's "Pocket Guide" (October

1983), which. suggests mixed teams of evaluators including teachers because

"good teachers recognize good teaching." It alsc recommends that several

visits be made by the evaluators throughout the year;

King William (Virginia) in its new Program uses three evaluators, two of

which are central office staff members. The third is someone outside the

school district chosen in part by,the teacher from a superintendent's list of

approved evaluators. University professors have been chosen most frequently

by teachers as their third evaluator (King William case report).

From a technical viewpoint, peer ratings have many of the characteristics

discussed in the supervisory ratings. The problems of instrument validity,

interrater -eliability (discussed above), and the focus on process rather

than product thereby assuming that the characteristics assessed are strongly

and positively correlated with outcomes, are also inherent with the use of

peer ratings.
;

Those districts that choose to-use peers for ratings will have to decide

how many peers there will be, how they will be chosen; from what pool of

58
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persons, how frequently the reviews should be done; -specifically how they

Should be done, especially to what extent they should be based on classroom

observations versus by casual informal contacts throughout the year. Ad foUnd

little empirical /evidence on these questions. In addition) there are few

experiences as Leady noted and most of these are in systems using peers for

teacher evaluations only, rather than for evaluations related to compensation.

_Student__Ratings-

Student ratings involve handing out questionnaires to each student in a

class (near the end of the school year), collecting them` in a way to aF-ure

anonymity, -and tabulating the responses.

The priAcipal advantages of student ratings are:

They provide information from the perspective of the primary clients
of teachers, a perspective not obtainable by other procedures. Their
perspective is based on daily observations of the teacher for
extended periods,of time.

They can ootain information on a wide variety of teacher performance,
both outcome and process-related aspects. On outcomes, they_can
provide information relating both to teacher helpfulness in learning
and on affective aspects. Information on affective aspects cannot be
obtained by most other teacher evaluation procedures. Process
subjects that can be sought include such information as the degree of
rapport, motivation and communication engendered in the classroom.

The feedback from students, particularly on classroom characteris-
tics, can give teachers specific information, helping them improve
their own future performance.

The primary disadvantages of student ratings are:

o There are questions as to how meaningful such ratings are (but note
that the research cited later indicates high reliability and
correlation with such procedures as supervisor ratings).

Teachers may feel uncomfortable with the concept of student ratings;
Ladue (Missouri) teachers responding to a survey to evaluate its
merit pay plan indicated opposition to any use of student ratings
(Ladue case report). (Participation by teachers in development of
the questionnaire may be a way to reduce their apprehensions.)

Students may use the opportunity to reward or punish teachers they
like (don't like), especially when they become aware that the results
will be used to affect teacher pay.



There has been a considerable amount of research on student ratings but

mostly for higher education. There has been a small amount of empirical work
116

done on stuaent ratings for teacher-evaluation in elementary and secondary

schools.

Most of the research; both on elementary and secondary and college

levels, indicates that student reports can be reasonably reliable (Aleamoni

1981; Cohen 1981; Darling-Hammond 1983; McGreal 1983; and Peterson and Kauchak

1982)

Peterson and Kauchak (1982) found in their review of past research ]that

-
ratings from older pupils were quite'reliable and that even teacher ratings by

younger students, down to Grades 2-3, are valid. (They primarily reference

the work of R. HAak, D. Rleiber, and R. Peck, "Student Evaluation of Teacher

Instrument II," Austin, Texas: R&D Center for Teacher Education, 1982.) Shaw

(1973) also reports the use of student ratings for Grades 2-12 by Kalamazoo,

Michigan (Shaw, 1973).

The research findings indicate that students, rate teachersYfairIy without

being affected by background factors or by the grades given to them. Again,

however, we note that these studies are not done in

the information for teacher compensation purposes

review of a number

studies found litt

and the grades and

his analysis of 41

of college level uses of student

e or no relationship between the

marks received by the students.

the context of the use of

Aleamoni (1981) in his

ratings reported that most

ratings of the students

Cohen (1981, p; '305) in

studies, also at the college level, found that "students do

a pretty good job of distinguishing among teachers on the basis of how much

they have learned." In both San Mateo and Los Altos (California), students

themselves analyzed relationships between the ratings and characteristics Of

teachers and of students doing the
/

ratings. They found that the following.

60



characteristics were not correlated: teacher sex; academic degrees, years of

experience; or grade point average: of the students doing the ratings (Shaw

1973).

School district use of student ratings to evaluate teachers is small.

The Educational Research Service's June 1977 survey found only 19 school

systems of over 1,000 (2 percent) reporting their use in formal teacher

evaluations. We have found no district using student ratings as part of its

incentive plan. It is not clear whether even those that report using student

ratings for teacher evaluations actually use them on a regular basis and for

all grades and all classes.

In an early effort, DePaul University developed an instrument for stu-

dents in Grades 9 -12 to rate teacher effectiveness. It made a number of tests

of the validity of the instrument assessing correlations with teacher assess-

ments, and principal ratings o: teachers. Correlations of over .80 were found

for the 400 teachers covered in this study (Shaw 1973 and Blanchard 1967).

The American Association off School Administrators' 1981 survey found that

where student evaluations are made-, they usually are only for the use of the

teacher. Only rarely do student evaluationS become part of the evaluation

record (Lewis 1.981, p. 35). Clearly the use of survey instruments with'

feedback providecionly to the teacher will be much less threatening to

teachers. Howeer; if used for compensation decisions; student reports will

be more threatening.

Professionals (such as Aleamoni 1981) urge that student rating forms be

carefully constructed with the aid of professionals to increase reliability.

Others such as McGreaI (1983) warn against certain questions that are directly

critical. He prefers-wording such as "I get help when I need it," and "I feel

my ideas are important-rstrongly agree, agree, disagree, strongly disagree"--

4



to direct questions such as "Dees the teacher know the subject matter" and "Is

the teacher interesting.

The administration of questionnaires needs to be done in a way that

,.assures anonymity for the individual respondents. If the questionnaire

given out towards the end of the year, especially after grades are given out,

pupils are likely to be less concerned_about the possibility of information

getting back to the teacher and affecting their grades; In any case,'

reporting only group data is the proper professional practice. Individual

questionnaires need not be signed and should not be directly handled by the

teacher being rated;

In summary, if the ratings are obtained near the end of the school year,

student ratings can provide a client perspective on outcomes and process

factibrs--a perspective not otherwise available. And they require a minimum of

resources.

The key question is whether students are able to provide valid and impor

tant ratings of their teachers and whether they will do so, particularly in

the context of knowing that the information will be used for helping determine

teacher compensation. For the purposeg of teacher evaluation* the evidence

appears to indicate that'students are surprisingly objective in their ratings.

The approach used in Selling (Oklahoma) with student test scores is of reIe

vance here also. Based on interviews with students, in which a few suggested

that some students control their answers to the test scores in order to reward

or penalize certain teachers,,SeiIing altered its procedure to disregard the

lowest ten percent of the scores in any given year (see case report). The

same approach could be used for student ratings.

- 6 2



Parent Evaluations.

Parents -also have a unique perspective and are also a client, although an

indirect one, of school districts. Parents can be mailed or given a

'questionnaire toievaldate the development of their children in particular

grades and subject matter. As with student ratings, parents can be queried

about their perceptions of their children's learning progress and affective

development. The parent can also report on some classroom process elements,

such as homework, discipline, and parent-teacher communications.

The primer advantages of parent ratings are:

They fer a unique perspective on their children's development,
provi ng outcome information on both cognitive and affective
:deve opment, as well as some (but liwited) classroom process

o They are fairly easyand inexpensive to obtain (at least once the
questionnaire has been developed).

The primary disadvantages are:

o Parents have a relatively limited perspective on a particular teacher's
performance (particularly in upper grades) and may not be able to sort
out other factors affecting their children's development.

o Retponse;rates to the survey may be low; causing questions as to the
representativeness of the repsonses.

o Teachers may feel uncomfortable with such ratings.

The principal issue is whether parents can validly rate important aspects

Of teacher performance. Tie research literature is quite sparse on parent

ratings. Most of the reviews of teacher evaluation procedures do not consider

parent evaluations. (See, for example, Darling-Hammond et al. 1983; Lewis

1982; and Peterson and Rauchak, 1982.)

The ERS June 197.7 survey found tlitt only 6 of over 1,000 school districts

responding (less than 1 percent) reported use of'feedback from parents as part

of their formal evaluation of individual teacher performance. Only one of the

school districts we examined is using parent evaluation (see Evanston,
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Illinois, case report), and it was not using the feedback as a formal part of

its process of evaluating teacher performance for its merit pay plan.

McGreal (1983) briefly looked at parent evaluations for teacher

evaluation systems. He suggests that it is logical and fair to include

parents as part of an overall appraisal system. McGreal, however (citing P.

Abramson; "Ednews," Scholastic-Teacher's Edition, February 10i 1976), notes

the example of the Berkeley, California School District. The school district

found that the parent's feedback "offers nothing that wasn't already known and

it ar?eared that the most significant benefit of the program was its. public

relaEions value.' McGreal points out that parents may be in a special

position to help assess puoil achievements on affective elements and cognitive

elements as well as classroom characteristcs.

In an informal interview we held with an elementary school psychologist;

she indicated that parents might be asked such questions as "As you think about

Jimmy's behavior last September as compared to now, has he become: More sure

of himself? More sensitive to his acquaintances? More considerate? More moti-

vated to learn? Etc." She felt that better teachers would show up better than

poorer teachers on such questions, based on the aggregate of all the responses

received from parents. As with student ratings, parent ratings on any partic-

ular teacher would be obtained from a substantial number of parents so that the

aggregate rating would not be influenced unduly by a few extreme ratings.

Parent ratings (as with student ratings) can be obtained inexpensively.

They require little teacher or supervisory/administrative staff time other

than to administer the questionnaire once (or twice) during the year and to

tabuIae the _results.

Parents may have a somewhat limited perspective on teacher performance,

particularly in upper grades when their children are taught by several teach-
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addition, theAttactaiAnst:themselves may not perceive such feedback as

being very useful. Unfortunately, as noted earlier, there has not been much

experimentation or research with this approach or with particular parent

questionnaires. We fbund no tests of the use of parent ratings as part of a

teacher incentive plan.

To illustrate the procedure, however, we draw from the experience of

Evanston (Illinois) (see Evanston case report). Evanston distributes the

questionnaires to parents through the homeroom teacher at the spring confer-

ence with parents; The parent is handed a questionnaire at the end of the

conference and asked to fill it out before leaving (and leave it in a special

depository) or to fill it out at home and return it to the school. A central

office mails out questionnaires not distributed to the parents. The principal=

of the school is responsible for reviewing atfl tabulating the questionnaires

and preparing a report of the school results. The questionnaire includes

about 50 data elements which take about 10-15 minutes time for a parent to

complete. The questionnaire asks the parent to rate the quality of teaching

in each of fourteen subject areas (such as mathematics, science, social

studies, are, physical education, French, etc.). The questionnaire also in-

cludes specific questions about parents' perception of homework assignments,

discipline, and communication-between the parent and teachers (it also xn-

cluaes a series of questions that assess the principal and the school as a

whole).

In summary, the use of parent feedback for assessing teacher performance

probably warrants more attention than it has been receiving: rt, however, is

not likely to be adequate as the _sole way to evaluate teacher performance; but

it may add a desirable and relevant extra perspective; More experimentation

and systematic testing is needed;



Student. Achievement Test Scores.
.

The use of student test scores is a heatedly debated issue'in teacher

evaluation and will also be for use in teacher incentive plans. It seems to

be widely accepted that It would be highly esirable to measure student

learning if the amount of learning attributable to other; non-teacher; effects

could be separated out; Since this is very difficult if not impossible to do;

use of student test scores as a primary way to assess teacher. performance for

incentive plans will remain controversial;

Test scores, where used, are potentially th:.: major way to measure the

cognitive outcomes of teaching. They do not attempt to assess affective

outcomes. To some extent; student learning can also be assessed by ratings by

students and patents (as already discussed); but such ratings are considerably

more subjective and not likely to be as valid for determining the avount of

progress in learning as is an objective testing program.

As stated by McGreal (1983, p. I29)i the assessment of student achieve-

ment is very logical but has major practical and political implications. The

use of student testing assumes that an important function of teaching is to

enhance student learning (Millman 1981 and McGreal 1983) and that teaching can

do so. Evaluatibn systems

prove that

based upon results say in effect "since we cannot

one method; style or process 6f teaching is superior; all that

we can do is o by results" (Feldvebel 1980; p. 18):

The student achievement test score issue is quite complex; but is one

that school districts should face up to when formulating.a teacher incentive

program.
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The primary advantages of using student test scores are:

It is the most objective apod valid way to assess the amount of
student learning for subject matter covered by the tests;

ó Similarly; it does not require tree use of subjective judgments by
supervisors or peers;

The information can be usedtoindicate.to schools and their teachers
particular. shortcomings in their students'. leatming (i.e. particular
subject matter content that, did not measure upwell for particular
groups of students). '

?

The primary disadvantages are:

o Learning is affected by many other factors in addition to teaching.
Thus, unless these other factors Can be explicitly considpred, the
results_ may ribt_adequateky reflect teacher.performance. some
research hasieven indipated that these other factors have greater
influence than does the teacher (see, for example, Peterson and
Kauchak 1982, and McGreal 1983).

The subject coverage of. the available tests often is limited and
usually does not match a school district's curriculum; thus test
results may not fully reflect teacher performance=

o Teachers are likely to teach to the test; and because the test
subject matter is not a good match to the curriculum, may distort
teaching emphasis and also maykliscourage creative teaching.

o It cad require considerable testing efforts and resources--though
schools already often undertake ctnsiderable testing. The use,of
test scores for monetary incentive planspis likely' to require more
testing and more security controls on the process.

A major issue in the use of student test scores to assess teacher perfor

mance is what to do about the many other external factors that affect student

achievement on-test scores. Such factors include: 'social and economic

characteristics (SES) of the-students and their families, student motivation;

parents' motivation and expectations, classroom size, and the physical setting

of the school room (see for example: Millman 1981 and MdGreal 1983).

The concern is that teachers will be rated negatively (or positively)

because they happen to have a mix of pupils that is less able (or more able)

to score well on the tests. Those school districts that are stable in terms

of the characteristics of its pupils ._and whose_pupiIs are farily homogeneous
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may find this issue of only secondary concern (as it has been to Selling,

Oklahoma- -see case report). In most locations, however, it will 'likely bd an

. -

important concern. Houston (see case report) and Atlanta (White et al. 1974)

have used statistical regression analysis to determine expected scores for-, .

groups of students based on the particular characteristics of those students,

using such variables as fhe percent of students that ktro in the schoda lunch

program and student scores at the beginning of the year; Other variables such

as classpupil/teacher ratios could also be. used in the analysis to develop an

expected score for an individual class considering these characteristics. Use

of regression analysis depends on the school district having enough past data

so there are sufficient data points to develop the equation to make the

estimates. A drawback to this regression analysis approach, as Houston found

out, is that is is difficult for teachers (and others) to understand. Houston

has altered its procedure to a less complicated analysis of test scoresbut

in the process gave-up adjusting the target test scores for these variables.

There aretwo basic choices that a-school district wanting to use test

scores as part of the teacher incentive plan needs to make:
if

1. Which test to use, and.

2. What particular ford of the test scores should be used to assess

teacher performanceisuch as gain scores cr absolute scores,..

comparison against national norms; comparison with other classes in

the:school district; and comparisons with past scores by the school.

It is beyond the scope' of this report to delve into the many complexities

in these questions. However, we will briefly discus a few aspects to

illtS e the issues involved.

The choice of tests is a key issue. Almost all schools already annually

dminister:standardize&tests at least for some grades and for some subject
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matter. Probably -the most frequent objeCtibn we found to the use of

_ _

standardized test scores, both in the research literature and in the school

districts we examined, was the concern by teachers and'administratOrs that ,

these tests do not adequately measure the content that the teachers are

teaching, i.e., the subject matter as defined by the.school district itself.

Singer, et al: (1983), Millman (1981), and Glass (1974) all point to the

desiraoility of a better match of test content to district turticuluth;

Personnel in both of the- districts we examined that used test scores as the

major teacher performance evaluation technique '.(Houston, Texas, and Selling,

Oklahoma) expressed major concerns on the test content.

A key preri_,quisite, therefore, for proper use of student testing in

incentive plans appears to be. to Obtain tests that are compatible with school

district curriculum objectives. This means that national standardized tests

are not likely to be adequate, at least as they are presently constituted.

$oth Houston and Seiling are attempting to develop more curriculum related

tests. This also means that districts will need tests --for each grade level

and each subject. Fortunately, better matching of tests tc local curriculum

already may be a trend in the United States.

This problem; however; poses immediate-problems for school districts

wanting to move quickly into a teacher incentive system using student achieve-
;

ment tests. At least initially these districts will have to rely on less than

- _
idesired test coverage as is being done n Houston; Selling, and in Dallas' new

plan. This also suggests that districts may be less able to depend On tommer-

cially available, standardized achievement tests and oven statewide assessment

tests that may not 'adequately measure teacher instructional objectives in

,one's own school district (Millman, 1983). In any case, most such tests cover

only some skills and not always all.needed grade levels;
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Using locally developed tests has the major advantage that it avoils the

common criticism that teachers will teach to the tests if their evaluations

and compensation depend on the test results (see; for example; Glass 1974).

If the test content and classroom curriculum match reasonably well; th2 school

districts would then want the teacher to "teach to the test.

LOdal test development does not, however, get around two other concerns

sometimes raised: (1) that students will intentinnally affect their test

scores to reward or punish their teachers (if they khow their teacher is being

evaluated or paid based on those test scores) and (:2) i:;;At the teachers them-

selves may become motivated to 'improve their evall...-,tions and compensation by

various undesirable devices such as, not encouraging students' full effort in

the fall baseline test and piacing emphasis on the spring "post" test,- or=

actually giving inappropriate help to students in the spring testing. A fel:.

Seiling (Oklahoma) students in a survey conducted by the district after the

third year of the plan suggested that some students might be controlling their

answers to punish teachers. To reduce the effects of such a possibility, the

district now disregards the lowest 10 percent of the scores on a test (see

case.report).

-Darling-Hammond et al. (19834 report another problem with test content.-

They report that some past research indicates that teacher behavior that is

needed to increase achievement on standardized tests is quite dissimilar to

the behavior that seems needed-to increase complex forms of learning, includ-

ing problem solving ability and creativity. Similarly, Centri and Potter

(1980; p. 285) indicate that when the measure of student achievement is a

mUltipleLchoidei fact-oriented test, it is not possible to assess higher-order

types of learningi No conclusions regarding the effectiveness on teacher

questioning at various levels should be drawn from such studies. These
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findings seem particularly significant for the selection of the type of tests

that should be used; it indicates that tests are needed that cover both kinds

fleatning/teaching.Ifthetettsdonot_cover higher-order learning by

students, the may discourage teachers from trying to develop such thinking

and reasoning and from trying to achieve desirable affective development such

as independence, curiosity, and positive attitude toward self (Darling-Hammond

et_al_;, 1983, pp. 280-296).

The second basic technical question with the use of test scores is what

,orti of the score should be used.

Teachers performance could be evaluated in any one or more of the

_
rollowing ways:

On the:gain in a class' scores (e.g. average score) from the test
results at the beginning of the school year to the end.

Oh the difference between the scores of the teacher's classes and
those of similar classes (at the same grade level and subject matter)
in the school district.

By comparing the class' score to a statistically developed "expected"
score (as discussed. earlier).

o By comparing the actual achievement (either a gain su,re or the
spring score level itself) against some non-statistically developed
target for the class.

In addition to the use of: a class' overall average score, a district can

also use performance indicators,:expressed in the form: percentage- of a class
6

that achieves a certain score; This latter option will possibly be of

particular interest to schools with students that have troubles reaching
'N$

minimum proficiency levels./

Gain scores can be calculated by comparing test scores at the beginning

of the school year to the end of the school year suchas.in Seiling.(Okla-

homa)--see case report--or from one yearto the next such as in Houston and

Dallas. The 'former procedure requires testing studies bdth at the beginning
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and at the end of the school year. (Fall-spring testing has the advantage

that the class composition should be about the same, thus avoiding the

possible confounding effects of comparing a somewhat altered mix of students

because of changes over the summer.) I

The cost of student testing can become substantial, .especially to develop

new tests that better mire the school district's curriculum than do currently

existing off- the -shell However, much of the testing may be needed for

other purposes as well zO that such testing is not necessarily solely for the

inceerive plan. There will be costs for purchasing of materials; possibly

special proctoring of the tests; and scoring and analysis'of test results on a

teacher-by-teacher basis (or, for gr,-,dp ilLcentive plans such as Houston and

Dallas; or a school-by-school basis): A problem also arises as to the

frequency with which tests of a certain grade and subject would need to be

changed so that teachers would not become familiar with the test questions and

be tempted to provide coaching in advance to their classes. Neither of the

schooI'aistricts we examinet that were using test scores as a. major part of

their teacher performance evaluations felt this was currently a problem but

felt that it couldTossibly become one:;.

Could classroom grades be used to evaluate teachers for incentive plans?

Teachers e-ialuarion researchers:appear to seldom raise this option. Millman,

(198_ p.161) summarizes the argument against their use: differences among

teachers and their grading practices mean that classroOm grade scores would

not likely be reliable. Since-their_use would mean thatAhe persons being

evaluated would generate their own evaluation records, their use would not

likely have much credibility among outsiders (e.g. the public) or even among

v teachers themselves.

%. 72
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Glass (1974) discusses an earlier suggestion by Popham, McNeil, and

Millman to test teachers by'having teachers teach a particular topic to an un

tamiliar, randomly assigned group of pupils for perhaps 30-60 minutes--with

only a few hours or a day's notice and then to measure pupil test scores.

This conceptually would-provide ar'igorous evaluation of the teacher's pe:

formance. However, this approach has major problems. It would test only

certain types of instructional ability and not longer term teaching ability.

It would also penalize teachers who need time to prepare and deliver subject

matter. It also would require considerable preparation and administration

time to be able to cover all teachers in all fields, (Popham later, 1974;

recommended against the wide use of this approach.4

0
To summarize, tni use of test'scores considerable appeal, especially

if (a) tests can be 6eveloped that are compatftle with school district.

curriculu.a objectives and (b) if some consideration can be designed into the

procedures consider and adjust for possible differences in student

composition from one class or one-school to another (eig so that teachers of

classes with more "difficult" pupils will not be penalized)--such as by using

statistical analysis to adjust for differences.

Test score results have the great virtues of being objective and directly

facing up to the chief objective of schools--student learning. They appear to
o

have a higher face validity than do ratings by supervisors or peers (the

research on supervisory and peer ratings raises too many questions about the

. adequacy of these ratings as a proxy fo. student learning /achievement).

The approach does require substantial care and cost in del/eloping soul°

priate tests and administering.. Monitoring, and analyzing them: Opponents to

their use are concer,pd about the lack of correlation between teacher effort

and student learning, pbinting to the research that indicates other family and
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motivational factors have considerably greater influence on !:Lident learning

than does the teacher. HOwever; if teachers do not have an appreciable effect

on learning; then payforperformance plans may not make much sense anyway.

If they can have some tangible effect, as most districts will undoubtedly.

agree, then school districts need to decide whether the district's philosophy

is to reward teachers merely for good effort (trying hard) or whether t _focus

on results, even if the result:, are not always due to the teachers themselves.

Use of School District Record Data.

Some school record data can be usedto assess aspects of teacher

performance that school districts may wish to include in performance

lo
evaluations for teacher incentive plans. Prime examples are teacher and

student attendance. Houston, for example, requires that teachers have no more

than five absences in order to be eligible for any of its several bonus awards

(see case report); In addition, one of its bonus awards is for teachers that

have fewer absences than this target. Dallas' new plan considers both teacher
_

and student absences.(Dallas 1983).

Teacher attendance may not be a problem in many school districts, but

where it is (and leads co substantial added costs for substitute teachers or

disruption), it could be factored into the incentive plans.

The relation of teacher liehavior to student attendance is not clear but

student attendance (or rather unexcused student absences) can be considered as

an indicator of student attitude and thus possibly is affected by that

teacher. As with test scores, however, consideration of class ."difficulty" is

desirable to provide fair teacher evaluations. Teachers with students whose

background characteristics are more liable to absenteeism should have lower

attendance targets.
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Houston points out that it had an absenteeism problem; having a specific

bonus related to absenteeism helped it meet an explicit district objective.

In other school district where teacher or student absenteeism is not a

problem, these may not need to be included in the Incentive plan.

Other record data elements that can be used are external awards for stu

dents and college acceptances. This information will, however, be of litited

use for assessing individual teachers but would be more useful for evaluating

individual schools as part of a group incentive plan. It has another major

drawaack; this information will likely reflect the backgrounds and inherent

abilities of the students more than teacher capabilities. Buti neverthelessi

teachers probably have some influence over these and trends over time could be

.indicative of teacher performance.

The 'primary advantages of school record data are:

o It is objective, and probably accurate, information.

o Since it is already available, it would likely cost little to use for
incentive plans.

Its primary disadvantage_is:

It is available only for a few elements relevant for teacher perfor
mance assessments and these elements are'insufficient by themselVes,
to provide adequate teacher assessments.

We found no research information on the use of this type of teacher

evaluation. The information from Houston, the one merit -plan we examined with

experience on rewards directly related to record data, indicated that the plan

had succeeded in obtaining significant reductions in teacher absenteeism.

However, whether.this reduction has affected student learning or to what

extent it has reduced the school district's cost is not known.

'75
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Comparison of Actual Performance to Targeted Performance.

A number of school systems have procedures for establishing objectives 4

for individual teachers at the beginning of the school year with some type of

examination of accomplishments against these objectives at.the end of the

School year. Accomplishment of preset objectives can beused as a major

teacher evaluation approaCh. In Chapter 7 we discuss this type of plan as an

option for a nonmonetary incentive program. In this section, we focus on it

as an option for monetary incentive plans.
%

In a teacher merit pay plan, individual teachers (or groups of teachers

for a group plan) at the beinning of the school year would each e".lish

with their supervisor a set of perforthance targets for the school year. At

the end of the year, the actual results would be compared
est
to the targets.

Those achieving or exceeding their objectives would be eligible for merit

pay. -This type of "performance by objectives" (or ManagementByObjectiveS")

appfoach is .not by itself a complete measurement procedure. The specific data

collection procedures that would be required to determine the extent to which."--

the targets have been met will depend onthe objectives. One or more of the

previous performance evaluation procedures would be needeeto measure progress

towards the specifie4 objectives (e.g. if an objective is to have students

reach certain proficiency 1.evels, then testing would 'be needed).

The primary advantages of an actual vs; target achievement approach are:

Teachers have an important role in establishingi with their supervi
sor,their, objectiVes fon7the school year; thus, this is a highly
participative procedure with an extra' opportunity to motivate
participating teachers;

o The procedure is relatively simple and straightforward in concept;

o Since targets can be_tailored_for each teacher, the procedures
provide the opportunity to_adjust for individual differences in
classroom composition, student difficulty, and other special circum
stances, e:g. a teacher with a class having_low past test scores'_
could set a lower class testscore target bhan,a teacher'with a claSs
that had: higher test' scores.
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The primary disadvantages are:

o The targets set by different teachers are likely to vary considerably
as to importance to the district and difficulty, thus causing
problems in the comparability of awards between teachers.

o Teachers and school administrators need training,in the
identification of-appropriate targets. The process is not a familiar
one for teachidg staff and not as easy to carry out successfully as
may appear at first. Thee is a tendency for targets to become
relatively insignificant and easily achieved.

The targets .teachers can set are limited by the capability of the
distrct _to measure accurately the degree of target achievement;
This procedure is not likely to reduce measurement problems if
meaningful objectives/targets are set by-teachers;

A more thorough discussion of the advantages and problems with target-

setting procedures--for non-monetary plans--is presented in Chapter 7; Most

of those points are also applicable to monetary plans;

Three of the school 'stricts we examined that had monetary incentive

plans also had some form of objective-setting, Round Valley ('California),

Evanston (Illinois), and Lebanon (Connecticut). The latter incentive plan has

been discontinued. Round Valley's principals consider achievement of the

teacher's objective along with classroom observations to determine the point

score for 35 percent of the teacher's overall merit pay rating. Evanston

principals also c. nsider achievement of objectives along with classroom

observations to determine each teacher's overall performance level.. In

Evanston, teachers ust have one student-progress objective of perhaps two to

three targets. district feels that having more targerE will lead to

dilution'of the teacher's efforts and perhaps overwhelm them. Lebanon

.teachers were required to select one result objective (on. student progkess)

and one process objective. .Teaches had to eubmit reports on their progress

towards their objectives five times during the year. (The district reported
.9

that the paperwork associated with the various reports became a significant

burden; probably contributing to the phi's ultimate demise;) In none of

c_
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these cases, however, was the targeting process the central part of the

evaluation.

The data available on these plans do not indicate how successful these

aspects of their pins have been. Nor did we find any past research or

experimentation on the use of targeting for teacher monetary incentive

plena. (As Chapter 7 indicates* there is .J.: 1;t no systeMktically collected
.

evidence on their use in non-monetary educational system plans either.)

A number of school districts are using some form of_teacher objective-
A

setting in part because of State laws (e.g. in California and.New Jersey).

Thus far, however, we suspect most of the - school districts have not introduced

full-fledged target- setting procedures with specific measurable objectives--
,

see Chapter 7.

A way to overcome one of the major problems with this procedure, that of

having comparable targets across teachers, is suggested by Round Valley's plan.

Round Valley uses a procedure on other parts of its merit pay plan that Might

well be adapted to the use of performance targets: Have a central comprised of

adMinistrators and, possibly, teachers assess the individual targets at the

beginning of the scho4 year as to their difficulty and.importance(to the

school district and decide on the maximum number of "points" that each target

warranted. Preferably, also, at that time specify how many points would be

awarded for different levels of achievement for each target. (Round Valley set

maximum points for two components of its plan: special :-.eaching initiative

projects and teacher cooperatiOrtprojects7-see.case report.)

In summary, this procedure is quite attractive in petmitting teachers to

set theieown target objectives (with supervisory approval), thus giving

teachers a substantial role in the procedure. There are a number of problems;

however, especially the difficulties teachers have setting meaningful targets 411'

\
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and the problem of different teachers setting targets of differing importance

and difficulty. Thes&-problems need to be overcome for the procedure to be

useful, otherwise there will he complaints from teachers not receiving merit

awards who believe that other teachers set easier and less important targets.

There has been little experience with this type of procedure. More testing and

experimentation seems needed before, the approach should be widely used.

The Use of a .Combination of Teacher Performance Tva1uat ors Procedures'-

A major option sdhooI districts should cInsider.is the use of a combina-

tion of these approaches; In effect, many- of the incentive 'plans we examined

did use combinations; Hodston, which focuses primarily oft test scores, also

uses. attendance records,'and to determine eligibility for the bonuses, uses

subjective supervisory evaluation ratings. Bryan.(Texas); though emphasizing

supervisory classroom observations, also encourages principals to use other

A

information that is available, such as teacher absenteeism data and informal,.

feedback from parents and students. Evanstr,t (Illinois) uses supervisory

classroom observations, performance against targets, and (informally) parent

ratings. Plans that involve comparisot, of performance targets against actual

achievements, such as those of Evanston and Round Valley (California), gener-'

ally will need to use a -ariety of procedures (such as test scores, record

data, and supervisory evacuations)-- depending-on the partfcul4rr objectives

targeted by the teachers. Sopergisory ratings, especially if based on some

systematic procedure for classroom observations, have the advantage of permit-
.

ting the district to encourage specific teacher improvements in classroom

practices, which is much less possible if the district focuses solely on stu-

dent test scores; On the other hand, if the procedures focus solely on super-

visory (or peer) ratings, this loses any direct focus on student outcomes.

1



the performance evaluation procedures for merit .pay 'plans could well

a combination of these measurement approaches;. such as to ,t scores to

determine student learning results; pe.7haps student (and een parent) ratings

td provide a clientoriented perspectime; and supervisory ratings to identify

more detailed ways to improve teacher performance:

A fi-AAI comment: teachers should know as early as possible; by the

beginning of the school year if not sooner.; what specifically they will be

rewarded for--so they can develop their plans to meet those requirements. The

motivational value of an incentive plan will diminish'to the extent' teachers do;

not know clearls what the requirements for merit awards art and have enough

time to adjust their actions and behaviors to meet those requirements.

How Should Teacher Evaluations Be Linked:to Specific Award,Amounts?

Once a school district has decided on which specific procedures it will

use to evaluate teaches;' .:i'lrmance each year; there is another cruciaI.choice

to be made. How shoui,-. ratings or scores be used to4etermine who will be

given awards and what size eadh award should be? Even the best. performance

evaluation can come to nought if this linkage is poorly handled.

The major concerns here are that

o The relationship between the teacher performance,evaluation measure
_ meats (whether student test stores;supervisory'ratings; etc.) and the

awards be clear and understandable to partiCipiting teachers and
administrators - -so they, know what performance is needed to seceive
what rewards;

o This linkage prodess not introduce a major new element of
subjectivity and

o The linkage is pereived as fair by the participants.

The Urban Institute found this step to cause major problems in local

government managerial incentive plans (Hatfy et al. 1981). Some plans; even

though having specific manager evaluation procedures; used a highly subjective

8 0 .
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and the problem of different teachers setting-targets ,differing .importance

and difficulty. These'problems need to be overcome for the procedure to be
RL

useful, otherwise there will be complaints from teachers_not receiving merit

awards who believe that other teachers set easier and less important targets.

There has been little experience with this type of procedure. More testing and

experimentation seems needed before the appro.ach should be widely used

he II get.

A major.option school districts should consider is the use of a combina-

tion of these approaches; In effect, many of the,.incentive plans we examined

did use combinations. Houston, which focuses pri.marily on'test scores, also

uses attendance records, and . to derermine eligibility for the bonuses, uses

subjective supervisory evaluation ratings. Bryan (texas), though emphasizing

supervisory classroom observations, als- encourages principals to use other

information that is such as teacher ausenteeism data andinformal

feedback frompa7ents and students.. Evanston ;uses super' y

classroom observations, performance against targets, and'Unformally; parent

ratings.; Plans that involve comparison of performance targets against actual

achievements, such as those of. Evanston and Round VaIley-(CaliforniaL-gener--

ally will need to use a variety of procedures (such as test scores, record

data, and supervisory evaluations)--depending on the particular objectives

targeted by the teachers. Supervisory ratings, especiafly.if based on some

systematic procedure for classroom observationsi have the advantage of permit-

ting the district to encourage specific teacher imovements in classroom

practices, which is much less pos:Able if- the district -focuses solely on stu-

dent test scores. On the other hand, if the procedures focus solely on super-

visory (or peer) ratings, this loses any d ')cus on student outcomes.



and vague procedure for determining the specific merit increases, causing

confusion over what Performance -: needed to receive what merit pay;

A school district ccr, use a pre- specified procedure that- specifies ahead

of time what amount of merit pay will be Oven for what specific performance.

Both Houston's and Selling's (Oklahoma) plans do this with their detailed

specification of who gets what for what performance (see case reports). Note
tss

that these are also the two plans with a major focus on test scores.

Plans with a quota system (such as Bryan, Texas--see case report) of with

a budget limit on the total dollars that can be distributed (such as Penn

Manor, Pennsylvania--see case report) do not guarantee thit a certain leveI,of

performance during the year wiII yield a specific size award. This is probably

a handicap for incentive plans by not allowing teachers 'to be assured they will

receive an award of a certainsize gr even any award, for specific

achievements.

Some jurisdictions have numerical point systems often associated with

,

supervisory rating systems. Teacher evaluators determine the number of points

.

the teacher receives on each of a number of characteristics. The-range of pos-

sible points is pre-determined. These points usually reflect the relative
. _

weights (i.e. impbrtance) for each characteristic. For example Ledue (Mis-

souri) grades each teacher from 0-15. Each point is currently worth $300.

--Reund-ValleyACalifornia) also has a point s;, stem with'the number of points

received by a particular teacher automatically determining the amount of, award

the teacher receives. JCurrently each Point is worth $280, with a maximum of

ten points divided among three criteria--see Round Valley case report.)

Tredyffrin's (Pennsylvania) supervisory eValuationsysxem awaIded from 0-12

points on each of a number-of characteristics. At the end of the school year,

the total number of points received by all teachers was addled up and divided,

82
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into the total amount alloLated DV the school district to betermi7)e the dollar

value of each point (set case report).

Complete pre,-specification of what level of performance will receive what

level of award has many advantages. This; however; will not likely be every

school district's preference. Districts; however; should attempt to be as

clear as possible -on the linkage between performance levels and awards to

maximize the motivatin_l_ value of the awards.
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CHAPTER C..

Other Incentive Plan Design Issues

In this chapter we address the following issues:

o To what extent can and should the teacher evaluation procedure also
be used to identify ways to improve performance?

To what extent shoad information on who receives awards be
promulgated?

To what extent should teachers and their associations partiCipate in
the design and implementation of the plan?

How much advance planning and preparation time is needed?

Should there. be an appeal process?

as I -Used to
-. n e-Teacher -Performance?

Ideally; the procedures used to evaluate teacher performance for zhe

urpc ,,!s of determining compensati,^ would be equally useful for giving guid-

ance to achers as to ways to in e their future performance. Unfortu-

natel:;, it is likely to be diffi.it t, achieve both of these purposes witt

the same procedures.

Some-teac:3r evaluation experts believe there is a direct conflict:
_ .

between evaluations to determine teachel status questions such as compensation

("summative" evaluation) and evaluations to help identity what needs to be

done to improve performance ("foative" evaluation). For example; Darling-

HammoTd et al. (1983 identifiri the follo,,ing conflicts between these types

of evaluations information affecting job status; such as pay; will generate

anxieties among teachers and make them-less amenable to constructive discvs-

sion about their performance; the need for objective information for determin-
,

ing special compensationinformation that Is externally defensiblemay
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descril ive and illutinates sources of difficulty as well . viable courses,

for change" (p. 303).- ERS .(1978) poiRts out that there can be a problem

between the two roles of administrators . that of making judgments (e.g. as to
_

merit pay) and that of counseling (helping teacheis improve their future

performance).

On the othevhanct; Scriven (in Millman; 1981) argues that "valid summa-

tive.type evaluation is the essential basis for recommending and detecting

improvement" (p.267). He points out that summative -.'nfortatioh can-provide

clues as to problems needing attention even if such information isnot as rich

as that provided by other types of procedures.
4.

A school district's. desires regarding -these two roles Can directly and

greatly affect the choice.of teacher performance evaluation procedures.

Of the procedures discussed in U.apter 5.;.supervisory and peer rating

proccdqes are most directly relevant to the kole of assisting teachers to

improve their performance. The key cp.estion regarding these prccedures is

wheth-ar the elements examined for the ratings are 'sufficiently valid to lead

to Ole impacts the school district wants. There are the dangers noted !..n

Chapter 5. For - trample; in our informal discussions with teaching perr,onnel;

they frequently pointed to situations where a teacher who might not hfive had

chaiirteristics usually associated with desirable teaching neverthe2e4 was

quite effective in encouraging student learning; at least for certain types of

pupils. 44evertheless, most administrators and teache 11 believe that they can
e

usually iden=tify good and poor teaching practices 'and thui'Can improvc teacher

behavior in the classroom even if it does not clearly le to ityiYed student

learning.

Student test scores are generally perceived as not providing information

to help, improve performance. It seems clear that procedures thAtuse only
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gross student test scores will be the least useful approach for helping

teachers improve their performance (see Singer et al., 1983). However; as

indicated earlier by Scriven; even test scores can--and probably should--be

used to provide clues to learning problem areas. This will depend on

examining the test scores systematically to identify problem areas for the

teachers. This should become considerably more useful as more testing is

adapted to the local curriculum. The need here is to identify the subject

matter for test questions.on which certain students had particular problems,

anc to convey that information to their teachers as guidahce as to where

improvement is needed in future classei. This process probably requires tiding

amore analysfs of test results for individual teachers than achool districts

are accustomed to doing. Even in the school districts currently using test

scores for their incentive plans, we did not find this type of feedback being

provided to teachers in a detailed; organized manner. We note that such

analysis seems considerably more practical for e4en sma!1 school districts

with Cle advent of microcomputers:

As discussed in Chapter 5, student and parent ratings; if used as part of

the district's incentive plan; Can be used assess both "results" and

"process." These procedures appear'tp have bean used by 'schools in the past

moFA:ly as feedback to individual r-achers to encourage the teacher to identify

improvenients are needed. Rarely have they been used for evaluating

teachers. For incentive. plans, the key factor is the choice of e articulir

tcpics to be included in the quL.tionnaire For these questionnaires, the

inclusion of both outcomeoriented questions and specific process questions._

.

as is often done, can provide both evaluative data and feedback helpful to

teachers. For student and parent questionnaires, strengthening f ouestions
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better able to assesss changes both in learning, nd in affective elements of

student achievement such as self-tesPect-and ability to get along with others.

The inclus.Lon of some farm of constructive feedback to teachers as part

af_the merit plan process is often advocated (e.g. ERS, 1979, and Congres-

sional Task Fore:. on Merit Pay' 1983). The current Florida Teacher Evaluation

proyitct is developing two teacher assessment instruments, one for formative

purposes and one for suMMative (Coalition for the DeveloPaerit of the Florida

letformance Evaluation System, 1983). McCrea' (1983) points out that teacher

evajuatiohs should help improve teacher performance ar well as provide a basis

for rewarding superior performance;

On occasion, the teachAr evaluation process, with its improvement-7

oriented components, haL: been kept completely separate -from. Iiierit pay or per-
.

formar.:e-byT-objectives plans. (Mils has occurred frequently in other state

And local government, non-educational agencies where the annual .E.'mployee pe?.7--

formance appraisal process has until recent years been ugual:.y tr,ated as a

separate, independent effortsee Greiner et al., 1981.) This practice has

the danger of providing conflicting messages to employees. Most teacher mone-

tary incentive plans we examined either make'the teacher evaluation A central

part of the:plan or at least require that the teacher evaluations be adequate

to serve as a basis for merit pay (see, for example, the Fouston .case report).

Moat-school districts that use supervisory ar peer ratings require .:on-

fereres between evaluators and teachers shortly atter classroom observations;

(Teacher self-evaluations ara sometimes also required; but this is not a topic

that seers .-elevant to en examination of incentive plans.)

Overall, it seems :.::!iirable for a school district ding an incentive plan

to have procedi that combine 1,PC1 purposes, providing some substantial

to teacheis improvement as well as information for eve uating the
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ExTLsz student test scores will be the least Useful approach for herping

teachers improve their performance (see Singer ex.--aJ-.; 1983). However; as

indicated earlier. by Striven, even test scores cawand probably should - -be

used to provide clues to learning.problem areas. This will depend on

examining the test scores systematically to identify prOhlem areas for the

teachers. This should become considerably more useful as more testing is

adapted to the local curriculum. The need here is to idegpify the subject

matter for test ques..ions on which certain students had particular problems,

and to or.vey that inforuation to their teatflers as guidance as to where

itprovement is needed in future classes,i; This process probably requires doing

more analysis of test results for individual teachers than school districts;

are accustomed to doing. Even i.: the school districts currently using test

scores for their incentive plans; we did not find this type of feedback bell g

provided to teachers in a detailed, organized manner. We note that such

analysis seems considerably more pr-t.ical for even small school districts

advent of microc--

As discussed in Chapter 3, student a parent ratings, if used as parr of

the district's incentive ielaa, can be used to assess both "results" %nd

"process.." These procedures appear to nave been used by schools in the past

mostly as feedback to individual teachers to encourage the teacher to identify

whE.re io:2rovements are nLaded. Rarely have they been used for evaluating

caachers. For incentive plans, the key factor is the choic.2 of the parti-ular

tupi-,s to be includcd in the quflstionnair-:. For these 4uestionnaircs, the-
0

inclusion of both outcome-orienz.ed question:: and specific_prc-.ecs qJestionsi

as is often douei can provide both evaluative data and,feedbac,- ',elpful to

teachers; For student and parent (72,vionnaires; strengtheniL. questions
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teachers' performance. The main problem here is that mixing the two purposes

can require conpiderable extra paperwork. But one way or another; the teacher

evaluation process should be compatible with the incentive plan.

To What Extent Should Information on-Who-Receives Rewards_BeProm_ulf_atedl

Official, public recognition of employees who have performed Particularly

well in a given year is common 60MC pArta of the arivate sector and to some

extent in the public sector. Such recognition itself is believed by some to

be a motivator. Often; however; pians involving such widespread public recog-

nition are limited to a small number of employees. In the reaching pr:),.ession

this could be a teacher-of-the-year award for a school district or state.

However; the promulgation of the names of teacher who have won merit

Awards appears to have had more negative cons::quences than positive ones; at

least in the cases we examined; There are two major cancer y parents

may want to move their children into classes taught by t%ac^ lo,hav

received merit pay, and similarly they may be unhappy at having their children

in classea\taught by teachers who have not received the awards. This could,

for example:srequire school districts to devise a procedure for assitning

students to teachers in some way that parents perceive as being equitable

(Congressional Research Servir,:, 4983). The CRS report also indicated the*

the problem Might not be as great at the secondary level as for elementary

schools because at the hAgh school level; students may spend only one period

per day with a part.cular teacher.

The second major con-..ern is that those teachers who do rot receive an

award may suffer from poor morale, and loss of self esteem and prestige. MIS

is of particular importance. since most teachers are quite dedicated to their

professiOn of helping theirtudents. (We have already noted this concern in



approaches would reduce tte embarrassvch- teachers rot receiving

awardi...)

Lebanon (Connecticut) did not promulgoo but laic-mat-1,1r. c,n them

leaked out desp4-e a formal agreement wth the Tt:acher's Assaciation on confi-

dentiality. A list came out in a Matter of days after the awards were made,

appareptly from.unhappy teachers (see Lebanon caGe report). This caused major

problems with both parents and teachers. This problem -led in part to the

considerable opposition that developed toward the pan and its eventual

termination. Round Valley (California) has a strict confidentiality policy to

avoid the tensions caused by teacher jealousy, bitterness, and humiliation

(see Round Valley case report and Burket 1982). Catalina Foothills (Arizona)

had mixed feelings on this; some teachers in one of surveys felt that

recipients should 1;e publiciz,d whils., others felt ad damage the morale

of nonrecipients. Low Visibility has, however, been Catalina's preference

(see Catalina case report and Frase, 1982). Penn Manr,r (Pennsylvania) made

public the names of award recipients. Some teachers objected, and the

publicity reportedly hurt Some teachers in the eyes of family and community.

School admtristrators, however, feel 'that identification is inevitable and

have not changed their practice of releasitg the names. (The number of awards

each year is small, ,bout 25 or 11 percent of all teachers--see Penn Manor.

case report.) A 1.-as__Itrigeles_Times_ aracie on the San Marino (California)

merit pay plan rep)rted that although teacher: voted the plan out altre.r 25

years, the administrators attributed part of the plan's long duration to their

ability to keep confidentl the award reci 4ents (see also Savage, 1983).

Ladue's (Missouri) policy is to keep the information confidential. It feels

that Salary information should be treated the same, as compensation for,adue's

doctors, lawyers, and corporate executives. SChool officizIs dc not prcvide



inforrition about specific salaries, although they must report them to the

state (t-le I.Au case report and Miami Herald, August 8, 1983). Bryan (Texas)

provides its bonuses qu.:-.ply and without publicity, but teachers can to the

principal and see the list of bonus winners (see case report).

Thus, low visibility is usually the preferred approach. Avoiding morale
r

problems of non-recipients is the primary factor. (As discussed earlier, this

co..-ern and that of encouraging constructive cooperation is also a reason for

the attractiveness to some school districts of making plans voluntary and

-
k

using group; as well as individual, incentives.)

To What-Extent-Should Teachers_and_Te'acher Associations Participate in the
Design. and L.plementation of the Plan?

School districts, anxious to move quickly into incentive plans, tend to

reduce the amount of participation by teachers and their associ- ation. How-

,

ever, a common_theme in incentive plan problems has often been the lack of

participation by those affected by the plr.n. This was a major finding of the

Urban Institute'S earlier work on incentive plans rot- managetial_and non-

managerial employees in a variety of s'7ati,, .1.d.local, government non-

educational agencies (Eatry et al., and. Greiner "t 1981)._

Opvernor of Tennessee had severe problems in etting legisration for his plan

passedi partly due to tack of participation :y the teachers in formulating the
I

plan. The Congressional Task Force on Merit Pay (1983) recommended that educa-

tional,agencies involve teachers and administratois as well as the community

in establishing the evaluation criteria and benefits for a ,y!rit -Ns), plan so

that teachers as wel'. as school admiAistrators and the board of education

become firmly ommitted,. 'iMcGre;; 983) emphasized importances (If a

feeling of c-mer..hip b' teachers if they are to b6 Willing to change and



evaluation procedures; they also are relevant to incentive plans. The

Governo'r's "Pocket Guide" (1983) says that teachers and their organizations

"must be consulted and involved in developing the program but opposition from

teacher unions can make this difficult" (p.6). = The Superintendent -ebanoni

Connecticut reported that laCk of participation by teachers and associa-

tion in the development of Lebanon's merit pay plan severely handicapped its

acceptance (the plan was dropped after years--see Lebanon case reort).

Teacher participation is probably 'llarIy imPortant for developing

the teacher performance evaluation\proce For example; Shaw (1973) sug=

gests that participatior: of the teachers it the development of the question-

naire is one of the best ways to reduce the concerns of teachers about student

ratings. Most of the jurisdictions with which we spoke emphasized the use of

'teacher inputs in the development of the '..eacher evaluation process and in

reviews of the incentive plan after it had been implemented. In many school

districts; participation is required by the legal agreement with the teachers'

association.

Paricipation in the overall design of the plan appears much less common-

rl.ace. Superintendents and their staffn sometimes With outside advisors such

as from rmiversitles; have usually developed the overall-design,

After introduction of the plan; many of the school districts examined

used some form of feedback from teachers.o review the plan and develop

modifications. For ,-.,:ample; Catalina surveyed n. portion of its teachers after

the first year. Other sr: col districts have used teacner councils to obtain
9

feedback; such as Sailing; Okiahoma; ohich haska teacher advaory council that-
,

periodiEs14 suggests odificatior to the plan. Laduei- Missouri has teachers

cn its standing "Comr,-!ttee on. Eveluation" that cont1;,I, ly reviews the plan

end. recommends changes.



Proposals by the Governors,of North Carolina and Arizona are more far-
o

4 reaching; they would require approval of a plan by a majority of teachers in a

scL-ol district (Public Addinistration Times., September 1, 1983). F

O' 77oposali.however, would probably meet with opposition from many of the

:i.s.trict administrators with whod we spoke who beiieve that while

particil_dtion is highly desirable, the final responsibility and decision

should be that of the administration and-school board;

Our examination of experiences in both educational and non-echr:etional

settings indfcetes that the more the participation, the longer it takes to

develop and implAent a plan. Hc.,-erer, these same experiences also indicate

, that agencies that have rushed into such plans, without adequate

participation, will likely face major negative consequences later.

How Much Advance Planning and Preparation Time Is Needed to Prepare a Plan?

In the'previous section, we noted tnat there often are problems when an

ncy attemAtS to rush into an incentive plan (see, for example, Ratty et

Al., 1982). Ladue administrators warn - ainst moving too quickly to force

merit pay on teachers without listening to their concerns and addressing tnzir

needs (,:ee Ladue case; report). Other administrators also warn tha:: rushing

will diminish chances of success (Cramer, 1983). Kc,Iamazoo's plan was intro-

dnaed in a few monthsi apparently too .quickly (Doremus- 1982). The Lebanon

onnec'i4t) superittendrnt indicated that the district had a major problem

trying to develop a plan to stare in Septembez iter gaining apprGai _ _ it

only, in April.

In addition to needing time to obtain teacher-pw:ticipetion (and if pos-

al.ble, their suppoit), time ia.nreded develop an ::*eguate twacher perf-lr-

6
mance evaluation process. .A. key factor is whether the district. alreafiy I .s
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are sufficiently valid to use as a basis for deterMining who should receive

merest pay and how much. Catalina Foothills (Arizona) was fortunate in having

a teacher evaluation instrument already under development that was Introduced

at the same time as the merit pay plan. The instrument had been developed

jointly by teachers; administrators, and the state university. Otheeschool

districts will not be sofottUnate and will likely need to develop such proce-

dures. The State of Florida is taking many months to develop and test

appropriate teacher assessment instruments.

School districts that focus on student test score,. are likely to have an

even greater prob_em.uniess, Dallis and Houston, 1-ney alKeady have an ex-
.

them to quickly de-tensivc data bank and testing capability that permit

velop an adequate student test score process. liowevc7.i as noted in Chapter 5,

a major in the use of student achievement tests is that of finding

tests wtiz.?, content is reasonably compatible with that sci: the school dis-

trict' T Ci. ---lculem an whoSe variety. is adequate to cover various grade levels

end sujec, r. indicated in Chapter 5, jurisdictions such as SeilIng,

Oklahoma and houSton are attemving to develop new tests covering more sub-

jects and that aLe more compatible with the school's own curriculum. These

tasks'can take ma years. All'optlon that these digtri is tookihowever; is

to begin with natiozally available tests, recognizing that these are not com-

pletely satisfactory for the long run. This latter strategy maybe particu-

larly appropriate for school districts that are especially concerned over the

low performance of their students on tests ar:' have as a major district object-
.

tive the improvement of pr:ficiency levels on such national or state tests.-

Non monetary performance-by-objectives (PBO) plans fare fewer problems,

but adequP'e ,r;.paration time is needed to gpin an understanding by
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o'participants of how to select objectives and targectts and to establish

procedures for evaluating progress towards the targets. These tasks are often

assumed to be easy and to take little,:ime. In general; this is.not So. For

-meaningful objectives on topics such as student progress, considerable tithe

and effort maybe needed to establish reliable measurement procedures. Hyde

Park (New York) took fiVe months to pilot te2t its PBO program with approxi--

mately 25' percent of its teachers. Santa Clar, 1ifornia) used a oneyear

period for developing its PBO prograthe.

summarize, thete are two major activities f.)r which adequate time

needs to be scheduled in deVelOping teacher incentive plans:, (1) time to

develop the appropriate teacher evaluation procedures and (/) time to pain

adequate teacher participation. School districts; it seems clear, should not

rush into these plans without providing adequate t'lle for, and arten12 to,

both activities.

ShbuId_LTh I

The majority the districts that we n.-?i.amined had a' formal appeal

process; a few dill not. The primary advantage of an appeal process is tit

teachers who feel that- they haye been evaluated unfairly have the opportunity

to air their concerns. The appeal process provides a safety valve for

teachers to vent 'their concerns while affording them the to

correct situations that may not have been hand1.7.d adeguAte-s,

procedures. For the most pa'rt, thescnool dis.:.i.icts with which we spoke

reported few appeals and fewer reversals of initial' decisions. To some

extent, this low level of reversals was due to the participation of highlevel

administratbrsisuch as- superintendents, in the original award determItiations

(particularly in the smaller school districts) so that an appeal goes to a



Although we fou:te ao d:1:rect empirical evidence on the value of appeal

processes; they are widely- used and appear desirable.

Whit Precondf

Two related concerns appear most important here. The first is an ade-

quate teacher-administrator relationship, and the second the existence of an

acceptable basic salary structure.

The presence in a district of mutual trust between administrative per-

sonnel and teachers is likely to greatly ease the problems in imp'.ementing an
1:3

effective monetary incentive plan. The level of trust is likely to be

-4

affected by the type of teacher performance evaluation procedures u d. If

the procedures are based on super'isory ratings; any pre-existing suspici'on

and mistrust is likely to be exacerbated by a monetary incentive system linked

Lo the teacher evaluation process. In such cases, the use of a'u4re objective

approach, such as evaluation procedures based on student achievement test

scores and other objective.data, is likely to be more palatable to mistrusting

teachers. The reverse may be the case where there is a high level of trust;

teachers may be more inclined accept a supelvisory rating procedure than

test scores over which both'parties have less direct control. Ladue) Missouri
T.

personnel ft.ive reported that "success or failuL'e of a -salary schedule based on

the effectiveness of teaching is dependent largely on the degree to which

there is mutual respect, understanding, and sympathetic professional re lation-

ships between evaluators and teachers ("The Ladue Evaluation Salary Programi"

October 1980, p.15--see Ladue case report).

second potential prerequisite a reasonably satisfactory basic p'y

plan; Some teachers and administrators currently believe that merit pay will

; -

not be'euccessfu/ until the teachers' present salaries reach an "adequate"

a. -1 - 1- - a. - S a- a- 4
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associations that as long as they believe teacher salaries are too low across

.

the board, they:are less sympathetic to using funds for payments to only a

segment of teachers; This problem is likely to increase in seriousness to the

extent that the monetary incentive plan rewards only.a small percentage of

teachers. If, however, the plan permits a substantial proportion of teachers

to receive awards' if those awards are of a substantial amount, and if the

teachers perceive that a primary problem is the willingness of the community

to pay across-the-board increases, then the monetary incentive plans may be

accepted as a partial substitute;

Our sample is too small to make any definitive generalization regarding

the importance of these two prerequisites, but they clearly are important
or,

considerations;



CHAPTER 7

Performance-by-Objectives Plans for Teachers

A potentially promising approach for stimulating greater productivity and

higher leVels of employee performance.is the regular specification of

performance targets. This process involves the formal identification of

specific work objectives and targets for individual employees at the beginning

of a given period and the subsequent comparison of actual.to targeted

performance at the end of that period.' A performance tar tin- program can

be used as a means for evaluating employee performance or as a motivational

tool in its own right.

Chapter 5 discussed procedures used in monetary incentive plans. In thiS

Chapter, we consider non-monetary plans--though much of what is discussed herd

also applies toIMonetary'versions.

Unlike merit pay procedures, the motivational effectiveness of perfor-

mance targeting plans does not depend on the provision of monetary awards.

Instead; such plats are based on the psychological theory of goal-setting.2

Goal-setting theory postulates that human actions are triggered by conscious

intentions that are exprested as, specific goalt. A goal is what an individual

(or a group) is consciously trying to achieve and constitutes the most immedi-

ate determinant of performance. According to this theory, increased effort

and better performance could be realized by providing teachers with clearer

targets or by making their targets harder to achieve (more challenging).

I. We Will 'use .the terms "goals" and "objectives" interchangeably in

this chapter.

2. See, for instance,_Schwab and Cummings (1970), Latham and Yukl

(1975), and Locke et al. (1970).

98
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.Target-setting procedures for teachers generally involve the following

steps:

1. At the.beginning of the performance:period (usually a semester or
school year), individual teachers meet with their supervisors to
agree on objectives for the coming months.

*

i4 Each objective is supposed to incorporate-a specific target to be
achieved, criteria and data collection procedilres for assessing
target achievement, a work plan for achieving the target, and an
indication of the responsibilities of the supervisor (or
administration) in- the target achievement. effort.

During the performance period, teachers receive periodic feedback on
their progress toward achieving the specified targets.

4. At the end of the_ performance period4_the teacher and supervisor meet
once again to_review_the degree to which each target. was actually
achieved. This provides an- opportunity to identify needed:improve-
ments and to begin to specify objectives and targets for the next
performance period.

The application of target-detting procedures to managers is generally

termed "management by objectives" (MBO). The use of ta'Iter-'setting procedures

for annual performance assessments of management and non-management personnel

is frequently referred to as "appraisal by objectives" (ABO).

The focus of this chapter is on the use of target-setting procedures for

morAlmt_ing_ teaching personnel; that isi for stimulating improved,performande

from teaching staff. We will use the term "performance by Objectives" (PBO)

to refer to the target-setting procedures reviewed here.

The performance contracts for teachers popular in the 1950's (ERS, 1974)

represent an early application of target - setting procedures to the motivation

of teachers- 'Suck programs determined a teacher's pAY, in part, by the degree

to which the teacher was able to improve student achievement levels as
0

measured by standardized test scores) in areas such as mathematics and

reading. "Improvements" were measured. against pre-specified targets. Such

programs were tried by school districts in Keokuk, IowarMenominee, Michigan;

and Cherry Creek, ColOrado, among others.



PBO has been widely discussed as an, approach for evalUating=eacher

perfOrMatite. For example, Manatt (1976) and Redfern (1980) have both

described teacher evaluation procedures based on"PBO.

There are a number of important advantages to the use of PBO for

motivating teachers:

o The procedure is relatively simple and straightforward in concept.

o It is a highly participatory process giving teachers a major role in
determining how their performance will be assessed7-an_element highly
conducive to motivating people; especially professionals' such as .

teachers.

o It provides; in principle; a relatively objective basis for assessing
teacher performance;

PBO offers a way to motivate employees without the use ofmonetary
incentives: This can mean lower costs and avoidance of the'. emotional

responses often associated with linking pay to performance.

o SindeobjeCtives and targets can be tailored for each teacher; then

procedure proVideS an opportunity to_adjust or individual
.differences in CUSS composition, subject di fiCulty; etc.

Disadvantages of these programs include the followiug:

o Differences in target=-Setting practices among teachers can make it
difficult to compare teachers or schools (e.g. targets may.differ__
among teachers as to their importance to the.school district and ease

of achievement).
.

.

i'

o The program may .require considerable paperwork and_supervisory time

(an especially difficult problem fOr_PBO programs involving teachers,
where the span of control is unusually large).

4 ,

r;

o It potentially requires that all staff learn a new and difficult

skill - that of identifying and formulating realistic; challenging,

and-measurable,job objectives and targets. '

1

o It may require eirtensive training of all staff.

o The- program can degenerate over a period of time if not coupled with

periodic retraining, revision; rejuvenation; and--perhaps--rewards.

In thiS chapter we fOcus on four types of issues associated with PBOt

des4n issues; implementation issues, operation and maintenance .ssuesi. and

issues associated with the iMpactsand effectiveness of such plans. The
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findings reported here have been drawn from the experiences of five school

.

districts currently using PBO, as we ll as the literature concerning the Use of

PBO approaches for teachers and other public and private sector emplyees.
.

;(Th five districts are the Brown Dee: (Wisconsin) School District, the Hyde

/Park' (New York). Central Scho 1 District, the Ridgewood (New Jersey) School

District, the Salt Lake City (Utah) School District., and the SantaClara

(California) Unified School District.)

Design Issues

-4- A

There has been considerable research by the private sector and the

academic community on the best way to design a performance targeti system.

Their findings suggest that the following features enhance the effectiveness

of a PBO effort: 1

o , Performance targets Phould-be clear* specific, challenging yet real-
itic, priority ranked, and--to the extent possible--quantifiable.,

o Employees should participate in the formulation of their goals and
v,performance targets.

o Overall objectives should be_established at the top level of the
organization and communicated to line staff.

o The performandi objectives should be accompanied by- written action
plans indicatink.how the objectives will be accomplished.

o EMployees_should be provided -with frequent,- relevant, timely, and
construCtive (non-critical) feedback on their progress toward meeting
their objectives.

Other important design issues on which the research does not provide much

am.

guidance are: (1) the importance of focusing objectives and targets on out-

comes rather than processes, (2) the net additional motivational value of

linking target achievement to financialrrewards, and 13) the need for central

coordinaiion and oversight of employee efforts to formulate performance

1. These results are reviewed in greater detail in Greiner et al.
(981), Chapter 8, and the-references*cited therein.

101



' A
-targets. ,Private sector and:academic research findings on:these issues tend

to be either ambiguous or non-existent. There is some limited i rmatioft on

these' concerns from a recent study of tour public sector PBO ams (Hatry

et_:ALL.; 1982). (These programs involved several kinds of municipal employees

but no teaching personnel.) It was foundl for example; that:

0
,

There is evidence that performance targets that focus specifically
and explicitly' n productivity--e.g:; outcome measures' employing
efficiency or_e fectiveness targets -have the.greatest likelihood of
fostering produCtivity improvements. 7'

1

o PrdCess targetsda the form "identify and implement at least one
prbject related, to cost swings or service improvement over the next
12 months" haveinften been effective in-stimulating employees to

i

undertake special prOjects that improVe productivity. 9

o PBO programs where target-setting was highly decentralized and lack-,
ing iu cyntral staff oversight tended to exhibit.large variations in
the quality and difficulty of the targets.formulated by employees.
Withou such centrial coordination; target quality tended to decline
with time. 4 ,

These findings; while-tentative and based'on public sector'PBO programs

involving non-teasers; are potentially relevant to the-design of PBO ap-

. -
proaches-for teaching personnel. .Nevertheless, the precise extent to which

f n di ngs,on PBO programs for non-teaching personnel in the public and.private

sectors ,are applicable to public school teachers is not clear. While many of

those findings are likely to ,pply; there are potentially important ditferen-

ces between PBO programs for teachers and other PBO programs. FOr example,

the compleicity of performance criteria associated with teaching is generally
. r

greater than for the work of private sector employees; heavier emphasis is

given to proCess measures in assessing teaching performance; there are con-

straints imposed on teacher PBO plans by liws; rules; and civil service regu-

lations; and there is a tradition of strong emphasis on, seniority and training

rather than merit in conjunction with teacher compensation plans An example

47.

of a potentially important difference between teachers and other public sector

102
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of control usually

and ,Burns, 197;9).
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as PBO programs are concerned, ids the relatively large span

associated with the supeivision of teaching personnel (Gray

This means that a single-school principal may have to

evaluate a large number of teaching staff; a situation that can lead to

ineffective evaluations and reduce the motivational-effectiveness of a PBO
*

program.

-

Nevertheless, the five case studies and the results we have found from

research on other public sector PBO programs illutinate a.numberof issues

regarding thp design of'PBO:programs for teachers. The following issues

appear to be especially significant.

Program, Coverage.

Each of the five PBO programs Apitiitily covered all teaching personnel.:

However, in two cases coverage was curtailed after a few years. In Brown

Deer, teachefs were giventhe:option of selecting one of-several performance-

appraisal procedures whose emphasis on goal-setting varied considerably. In

Hyde Parki the PBO program was restricted ,non-rtenured staff and teachers

with performance problems. Such curtailtints in coverage make it'difficultfto

view these target-setting procedures as;real PBO' efforts at the current

time. To be effective as a general motivator of teaching staff; it would
.0 . _ --
appear that PBO progr;its should cover all(or at least most') - teaching

_._.

personnel.

The Structure and Source of Teacher Objectives.

--7
- All five P40 programs initially_used a hierarchical objective structure,

with district-level goals (specified by the board of education and/or the

superintendent) at the top, "building" objeCtives lor individual schools

(formulated by the schocq piincipal) at the next level, and the objectives

I

for'



individual teachers' at the lowest level. and'd1strict objectives

were expetted to be integrated with and provykisguidance to the Potmulation;of

objectives by teachers.' 0 -

Job 'characteristics and behaviors incl ded on the rating forms used to

appraise teacher performance also frequently erved asa source of objectives

(see the Hyde Park, Ridgewood, and Brown Deer case reportS), as have the

minimum basic skill levels that some school systems specify for their students

(Santa Clara and Salt Lake City case reports). An innovative source of

teacher objectives in the Salt Lake City school district has been the "SChdbi-
-

,Community Councils associated with each of the distriat's'schools (see the

Salt Lake City case report).

The Focus of TeacKel_ollijecrtAmes

FeW of the objectives established by teachers in the five PRO prOgrackax

examined herd appear to have focused om educational outcomes: or efficiency.

In
------------

-----

thti&e- cases where objectives regarding student achievement were reported

(see for instance the Salt Lake City, Ridgewood, and Santa Clara case

reports); they often tended to be relatively general (etg; "improve the

teaching of spelling") or to fOcus on the basic skill objectives specified by

the school board jeg "teach lohg division concepts using the approved

curriculum in such a way that 90 percent of the students will pass an exam on

long division"). There were, however, some exceptions. For instance, in Salt

Lake CitSi many teachers established objectives for achieving cost savings (in

response to ,a similar districtwide objvtive).

Most of the performance targets reported by the five school districts

focused on teaching processes; the execution'of special projectS, and/or pro-,

feSaional deVeloptent. All Of.these tenkto focus on the _means_ to an end

rather than the outcomes of interest. Teacher performance appraisal
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procedures using target-setting straddle the line between competency-based

(i.e. process - oriented) and outcome-based evaluation philosophies (Dariing-
. ,

Hammond 1953). Thus, depending on how the: objectives are defined, PBO

procedures can focus on either outcome for process mea.-:Ires of performance.

Unfortunately,,the precise relationship between achieving a process-oriented
0,

0 objective and improving educational outcomes has not usually been systematic-

aIly established; The tame, can probably be said, for many performance targets'

the completion of special projects. Such
0

largely 'remedial or to focus ,on curriculum

focusing on personal development or

efforts generally have tended to be

development and other changes in the

_outcomes remains problematic.

An especially important issue for.teacher PBO programs Is the 2egree to

teaching 2-1.12 their relationship to

which a teacher's performance objectives focus on the remediation of deficien-

- ---------
_ _

Cies, -as...opposed to the encouragement of excellence. Many a the teacher PBO
---

programs examined placed their greatest stress on using the targets to

identify and alleviate areas of poor performance (see, for instance, the Hyde

Park, Santa Clara, and Salt Lake. City case reports); While such a focus was

apparently effectife in eliminating "problem" teachers; by itself it is likely

to do little to encourage overall excellet e.

V

Selection ofSpecific Performance Targets.

While goals and objectives identify the general areas -of concern (e.g.

student achievement, curriculum development, or an aspect of teacher be-
.

havior), it is the performance target that spells out the specific actionor

A
change being sought. ':(:)r instance, if the objective is to improve reading

-

skills, the ;corresponding performance target Might be "improve reading levels

by 1.0 years over the rxt six months as measured by a specific standardized

0_
test:"

/05
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Many of the objectives weexamIned did not actuallNi peciWany pertor=*

f - .7

mance targets. Some did not even. define the perillicLto which lthe performance

target applied, although most ofthe, targets examined used the schoOl_yeSx or

the time until the last scheduled performance- evaluation (usually in April) as

the (implicit) performance period of interest-:

Another issue in formulating meaningful performance targets is how to

determine the specific level of performande to be sought. For instance, if
P

the objective is an improvement in reading scoIes, how does one determine,

whether to seek an improvement of 1 or 1;.5 years in such scoies?
N

A number -of

sources might be used.to specify such_taxgets: prior levels of achieveMent;

historical rates of improvement; state or professional'Slandards (especially'
. ,

for schools or classes that are, below standard); district goals or policies;

or perhaps theattual performance of other classes or schools in the district,

the state, or elsewhere in the nation. -, As noted preViousIyi.;wq school

districts (Salt Lake City and Santa Clara) used as performance targets the

basic skill objectives that the School board had adopted for each grade.

the specification of the actual performance targets is an especially

important conegrn for PBO programs deSigned to stimulates outstanding perfor-

.,_

mancei. If the PBO plan is to serve as a Stimulus for excellence, itAnay be

,-,

.r
_

dnadvisabIe,(depending upon kilow target achievement is measured)-tjese't.tamult
_ -

_

.perfOrmaAce standards- as the targetl.. Meeting a minimum performance" staha
I

-

cannot; in itself, be considered gs. mark of excellende. For this reason, us
\ . :

minimum basic :skill objectives as erformance targets may not be the best way

to stimulite excellence; The question of just what kind and what level of

.performanteetargets do stimulate exCellence.in teaching is a difficult'issue

but une that must be resolved by any school district attempting to use ?BO as

a general motivational tool.

11.
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1.

A related issue is how_to adjust for differences betweeh teachers with:

regard,rto the subject taught; student mix, etc. If such differences are .not

4 "
considered and information on the achievement of perfariance targets is used

for'purOases important to teachers (e.g. as a substadtiaL part of-).anntial per

formanceeppraisals or as a major basis for recognition and awards), then
P

charges of'inequities and ul airness are likely to occur. Some teachers will:

feel thatother teachers have -had easier -or less Important (substantive)

targets. The five teacher PBO Programs examined here used no formal; syste

matic approach to adjust for such 4ifferences. In some cases (e.g. Santa

Clara)., the issue was partly addres se4 by str essing to teachers the importance

.4

of ;tailoring their efforts to the needs and abilities of eachindividuaL

student. Teachers were rated specifically on their effectiveness and

conscientiousness in carrying bout this requirement::

But in geieral; it was up.t6 the teacherokor superYisors to make anye

adjustments; e.g. by adjusting the actual performance targets or, by subjec-
a

i -

Lively allowing for such factors when evaluating target achlevediebt. An

apprbach sometimes used elsewhere in ehg public sector--central monitoring and
.

review ofall targets to control target comparability--was not used in the

i

.,
7

school districts exAmined here. (However, Brown Deer did strive to ephance
. '° .
I.

i ..

comparability between schools by holding joint discussions of the various

performance ratings with.all three school principals present.)

Although thit issue of target comparability has been a central concern for

PBO programs; it does not appear to have been a major issue in any of the

schnoIllistricts examined here. This may; of course;: reflect the absence of

. ,

reWds or sanctions in connection with target achievement. Concern over

._
.

_.

targetaomparabinty and inequities would probably have been more severe had

. ,- _
\ any.of these school districts linked target achievement tofinancial rewards.

--_____

7
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Nees uring _Tdrget_Achtememenr.

Hand inband With the problem of specifying objectives and performance

targets for teachers is the issue of how to measure target achievement. One
-

of the assumptions -- and,.. perhaps, biases--associated with the use of.PBO is -

the measurability of major objectives. Very few of the performance targets

for teachers we reviewed aCtually specified the criteria and data.sources to

be used for measuring target achievement. Those that did usually used project'

products, due dales; or test scores for making such assessments. But most

cases, it was up to the teacher or the evaluator to muster whatever evidence

was available to'determine whether the target had been achieved.

In addition (r .perhaps, as a result); in many instances target

achievement was- assessed only subjectively, using whatever information the

superisor and the teacher' could put together. The subjectivity inherent in

such an assessment process can obviate one of the important potential

advantages of a PBO system-7the ability to provide a relatively objective

assessment of 'teacher 4tiormance. The klure--or inability--of many

teacherseachets to apecify *appropriate measureaof target achievement can thus lead

to a PBO plan thatis just as subjective as many other supervisory rating
6 T

n
o _ _

procedures.. This appears;, to have occurred tn connection With many of the

teacher 13130 Programs wedkamined.
.

The subjectivity noted above was often compounded by the way in the

. -

' asses - sments of target achievement
s$ I

. , .

, -

performance. In most'casas, target' achipvemen was only one of many inputs

were used in determining a teacher's overall

considered in producing an'essentially subjective overall performance rating.

The precise manner in which target achievement results were to be incorporated

into the overall performance rating was rarely spelled out.. The essential

subjectivity of the re kulting ratin%, and its loose relationtargrget,achie:ve

'menti,prob urther dilutedthe motivational impact of thePBO plans.
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Ilischanics-of the-Objective- and Target-Setting Effort..

An importantissue here is the number of targets that a teacher should

set. Several of the school districts examined (e.g., Santa Clara and Hyde

Park) initially had teachers formulate numerous performance objectives and

targets. However, none of the five programs are now using more than about six

objectives per teacher, and there appears to be a general Terception that the

number of targets for a given teacher should be kept to between one and six;

Another ques3pn is what should be the respective roles of the teacher

and the teacher's supervisor in setting the performance targets. In two of

the PBO programs examined here (Santa Clara and Salt Lake City), teachers took

the initiative in preparing a first draft of their Performance targets for the

-

coming year. In the remaining three cases, the performance targets were

drafted jointly by the teacher and the teacher's supervisor. These procedures

have the advantage of making it more likely that the teacher will accept and

seriously strive to achieve the targets that are finally agreed on A joint

rget-setting procedure helps ensure that both the teacher and the teacher's

supervisor understand the teacher's objectives for the coming year and agree

on their importance (McGreal, 1983).

On the other hand, the specification of tehcher performance targets was

not always entirely democratic. When teachers exhibited performance defici7

encies, principals often took the initiative in specifying remedial targets;

In addition district and schboI building objectives imposed further limits on

teacher flexibility in setting per ormance targets. In assessing the problems

they had encountered in connection with their first PBO effort; Hyde Park'school

administrators stressed the Imp tance of having supervisors take some initia-
.

tive in setting targets, especially in connection with targets addressing

I
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district-wide priorities (Gray and Burns, 1979). This participation by

supervisors can ensure that the targets of individual teachers are of

importance and are compatible with district priorities.

The Relationship Between PBO and th Teacher Evaluation Process.

The relationship between a school district's PBO program and the

procedures used for annually appraising teacher performance can be quite

complex. Of the five teacher PBO systems examined in the course of this

study, only one (that in Salt Lake City) it currently used as the sole

procedure for appraising teacher performance. Hyde Park a&1 B wn'Deer

initially used their PBO procedures as the primary mechanism for "appraising

teaching personnel. However, both de-emphasized the role)of PBO in

performance appraisal after several years and began to use goal-setting merely

as an adjunct to other performance appraisal techniques (see the Hyde Park and

Brown Deer case reports). In the case of the other two school districts

(Ridgewood and Santa Clara), PBO has always played a relatively limited role

in appraising overall teacher performance.

The Brown Deer School District moved toward other performance appraisal

methods in part to help alleviate a growing threat that teachers perceived in-

connection with the use of PBO to assess their performance. Hyde Park's de-

emphasis of PBO came in the wake of its inability to maintain the effective-

ness of the PBO system over a period of several years (a similar decline, also

potentially traceable to inadequate maintenance of the plan, has been reported

by the Santa Clara School District).

These results suggest that if PBO is being relied on for performance

appraisals, inadequate maintenance of the PBO program may damage its

effectiveness as a source of appraisal information, leading to pressure for

de-emphasizing or dropping the program. On the other hand, subordination of
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PHU procedures and results to other performance appraisal techniques may
4

seriously dilute the objectivity and motivational effectiveness of the PBO

program, as discussed before, and may_prevent one from realizing the

advantages of PBO as a motivational tool.

These results suggest that school administrators contemplating 'the .use of

PBO systems give careful attention to the relationship between PBO and the

procedures to be used for rppraising overall teacher performance. We suggest

that if the PBO procedure is not made. a significant part of the teacher.

evaluation process, it will have little meaning to teachers and little

motivational valUe.

The Relationship Between Target Achievement, Rewards, and Penalties.

As noted previously, the question of whether or not to link target

achievement to rewards and penalties has not yet beeli,Clearly resolved in the

research literature. Nevertheless, a decision on this issue may be quite

important to the motivational effectiveness of a PBO program.

School administrators in Hyde Park and Brown Deer both fr:y that the lack

of tangible awards for target achievement had contributed to tge'decline of

their PBO efforts. Indeed, the presence of some form. of sanctions or awards

maybenecessaryifteachersaretotaketheMprocessseriousIy over the

long run. 'These need not be monetary. For instance, strong support of the

PBO effort from top-level management may in effect create a psychic reward for

taking the program seriously. By limiting target-setting to non-tenured

teachers and teachers whose performance was poor, the Hyde Park School Dis-

trict in effect focused its PBO effort on those situations for which strong,

sanctions (thewithholdingof tenure, the Withholding of step increases, or

even termination) were available to ensure that the plan was taken seriously

by those involved. Several other school di-stricts-(SaltLake-City;-Sautili

11



.Clarai etc.) noted the prominent and effective role played by,PBO in identify-

in g and remediating poor performance -- another .case in which PBO seems to have

been most effective when target achievement levels were associated with clear

sanctions or rewards.

On the other hand* there appears to have been an asymmetry between the

rewards for high target achievement and the penaltiei for not meeting one's

targets in the teacher PBO programs we examined; While most school districts

linked low target achievement to the initiation of remedial actions and* if

necessary* dismissal, high levels of accomplishment with respect to the year's

targets were rarely given much recognition beyond an occasional pat on the

back andoa notation ir. the employee's personnel lolder; By failing to provide

adequate recognition for outstanding target achievement while emphasizing the

negative implications of not achieving targets, school districts may be

failing to take full advantage of PBO as a positive motivational tool for

improving employee performance.

Implementation I sues

Although the evidence is limited* it appears 'that theiMpletentation o

PBO ptOgraMs for-teachers is not greatly affected by.pre=dondititing such as

pay levels or prior experience,witittarget-setting. The presence of did-Oita-I=

tion 'and collective bargaining agreements also did not appeat to have SifeCted

the feaSibility of the PBO efforts in the five school districts. The absence

of a direct linkage to teacher compensation is probably a major reason why'

these problems have not tended to arise in the PBO plan; we examined.

A few implementation obstacles Were repotted; however. Hyde Park

reported-that contractual constraints on the teacher evaluation process and

the large span of control characterigtid of their schools, made it more diffi-

cult'tO initiate the PBO approich and may have affected the effectiveness and
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staying. power of the program that finally emerged '(Gray and Burns, 1979); Two

school districts reported special- problems in getting secondary school adtin-

istrators to utilize the PBO approach effectively.

Most of the five school districts made an effort to involve' teaching

staff in the development and/or maintenance of their programs. Moreover, the

PBO procedures were usually incorporatedtinEo the provisions 'of the teacher

contract. Thus,
i

although the employee associations may not have had a formal

role in the actual development of the PBO system, the need to obtain their

contractual agreetent to the proviSions of the plan probably, ,ensured that

teacher association concerns with regard,to the PBO effort were taken into

consideration (this may, of course, have tended to dilute the plan and limit

the way it was used).

Adequate training in writing iloals and using thePBO process has bee. /
,

viewed as essential bY'most experts on the topic of target-setting ksee, for

instance, the results reported in Greiner et al., 1981, p. 162). two Of the

five school districts reported extensive efforts train their staff in writ-
.

ing goals and objectives and utilizing the targetsetiinisystem (see the:Hyde

Park and Santa Clara case reports). Whether that was enough is; however, un-

certain, since the PBO programs in both-sites apparently encountered problems

in execution after a few years'. School districts implementing a PBO process

should provide for;extensive-stafftraining in the development oil objectives;
4,,q5

and specific targets and, for supervisors, in conducting teacher evaluations

based on target achievement. This training needs to be provided to all new.

employees. In addition, periodic refresher training is also needed.



Operation and Maintenance Issues_

Two important concerns in operating PBO problems are: (t) that it may be

necessary for a diStritt to launch aimajor effort to collect new or additional

data on teacher performance; and (2) that PBO programs can lead to

-considerable extra paperWork for teaching and AdMinistraive staff if efforts

are not made to keep such paperwork within bounds.

The five pograms we examined; however; generally required no special

operational support --data processing facilities; specialized staff, etc.

potentially controversial issue associated with !pally target-setting efforts==

the conditions under which employees are allowed to alter or adjust their

performance targets during the performance period--did not appear to be a

source of contention in the five school districts examined. All five

permitted teachers to revise their performance targets at any time with the

concurrence of their supervisor. ohly targets addressing poor performance

and/or a termination decision could not be modified once the performance

period had beguni

The lack of controversy concerning the fairness of the targets or rev.17.

sion of the targets may reflect the'absencer:tif any direct linkage'between

target athievemint and financial--or other==reWards. Such .a linkage tends to

focus attention upon the equitability of the targets; making adjustments of

the targets to reflect changing external conditions much more urgent and

controversial

The provision of frequent, timely feedback on target achievement has an

cited by many as an important factor in the effectiveness of a PBO program
,r

(seei for instance- Greiner et al.; 1981; pp. 158-16Q). The frequency of suchj

feedback in the.five school districts we examined ranged from one or twctimes

per year to weeklyor even daily. (The instances of more frequent feedback_

114
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generally involved PBO programs.that fcicused
1 9.

on only a few teachers-,-e.g. non-

tenured staff and persons needing-remediation.) In several cases the feedback

frequendy reportedly declined over time. Most. of the five PBO programs either

did not specify a minimum frequency for providing feedback )required only

one or two interim reports on target achievement. .Given themotivational

impprtance.of regular feedback on target achievement and the wide range of

feedback frequencies reported by the five sites, it appears that school

districts contemplating the use of PBO as a.motiVational tool shoilld probably

require. supervisors to provide feedback often enough to ensure that the

motivational potential of the program is not compromised.

Three of the five school districts ekaMined--Brown Deer,' Hyde Park, and

Santa Clara--reportedly experienced a decline in their programs after several

years. Among the,problems reported were a decline in the quality of the

objective` declining awareness and understanding of the PBO
A

process, less conscientiousness by supervisors in observing teachers and

carrying out the evaluation process, ana growing eMPloyee.perceptions that the

PBO program constituted a threat. As noted by Santa Clara School Didtrict

officials, these symptoms point to the' need for periodically reviewing and re-

vitalizing the PBO process if it is to survive and be effective. (In fact, it

did notsurVive as originally designed in either Hyde Park.or Brown Deer.)

Such revitalization can take the form of continuing to train super*isory and

non-supervisory personnel in the techniques and applications of PBO, frequent

rotation of supervisory staff to bz\ing in new perspectives for evaluating

teachersi. and--perhaps--the dntroduction of some frrm of recognition for

outstanding target achievement.
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The Effectiveness of PBO Programs-forleachwrA

Private sector experiences and laboratory research on the use of.

perfoiiance targeting programs'suigest that, wen properly designed and

applied, performance targeting can have a positive effect on productivity

(Greiner et_aar_., 1981, pp. 148-151). There have, however, been few efforts to

assess the effectiveness of performince targeting programs for publid,sector

employees (Greiner 1981, pp. 143-145) and virtually none in connection

with PBO programs for teachinepersOnnel. In one of tt few recent studies 'of

the impact of performance targeting on public sector

employees (Hatry et al, 1982), it was found that:

t non-teaching)

o The target-setting process itself appeared to be responsibly for a
number af modest thought scattered productivity improvement s1

o Performance targeting efforts did not produce any significant amount
of job dissatisfaction.

A

o The linkage of target achievement to me etary rewards did not appear
to produce any. improvements, in performance that would -not have -been_
obtained had no such linkage been used. .Indeed, the introduction of
monetary awards generated considerable dissatisfaction with the
entire PBO effort.

o The targets with the greatest likelihood of fostering productivity
improvements were those focusing specifically and explicitly on
productivity, e.g., outcome measures employing efficiency or effec-
tiveness targets. Process-oriented targets requiring employees to
regularly undertake special productivity improvement projects were
also found to be.relatively effective in stimulating improved
performance^

Thus, the experiences of other public sector empIoees seem to indicate
,

that if properly designed, PBO programs can stimulate modest Improvements in

performance With° t having to be linked'to monetary:re"rds. Furthermore,

such programs.app ai to have few negative effects. An especially attractive

ispect'of PBO is is frequentsuccess in motivating management and profes-
.

sional personnel, a fact that makes its application to teaching personnel

especially prompts ng)
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One must, nevertheless, be cautious in extfapalating the results from the

private and public sectors to PBO programs for teachers. As noted previously;

.

,

the latter programs.may involve some significant differences from those for

non - teaching staff--e.g., the need to deal with the large span of control and

the complexity and subtlety of the outcomes associated With the teaching

process. Thus; information is needed on school district experiences with'PBO

programs and their effectiveness for improving the performance of teaching

personnel. Unfortunately, we have found no csystematic evaluatUms of actual

school district PBO experiences that shed' significant light.oa their impacts.

Three major reasons why school districts introduce, PBO programs emerge

from the five programs examined: (I) increased accountabiIiti, (2) improve-

ment of the performance appraisal process, and (3) satisfaction of state

_requirements for evaluating certificated personnel. It is significant that

none of the PBO programs examined were specifically designed and introduced to

stimulate better performance by teachers. Indeed; Or inattention by these

school districts to many of the design and implementation itsues alcribed

above suggests that the motivational potential of such programs has generally

not been tapped by the school districts. While PBO programs can.potentially

stimulate excellence cn4the-part of teachers, they must be designed, imple-

, mented, and maintaiued with that in Mind.

It is therefore perhaps not surprising that the five PBO programs we

examined appeared to have had little impacti positive orThegativei on teacher

performance and attitudes. Only in Salt Lake City, where PBO represents the

only performance appraisal procedure, did administrators credit:the plan with

contributing to. improved academic achievements by students: However, no sub-

stantial independent evidence of this is availab When focused narrowly on

non-tenured staff and teachers with performance problems (and.'rherefore

1'
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'potentially facing dismissalii. performance targeting efforts have been

reported to be quite effective in shaping antrimproving teaching practices and

procedures.:"(See also Iwanicki, 1981, p. 203.) But for the large majority of

the teaching staff) no specific changes due to PBO were repy,xted. Only one of

the five districts (Salt Lake City) credited PBO With affecting teacher reten7
..

._.

/ .

tio/
.

n or recruitment; in that case the PBO effort was cited as facilitating the

/

/
: elimination of poor and unsatisfactory teachers and the retention of more .

/ effective staff. All
71

a i

Labormanagement relations were also generally unaffected_by_the_

introduction of PBO programsfor teachers. Indeed, the specifications of the

plans were usually incorporated into the teachers' contract.

Thd PBO programsexatined here appear to have had little impact, one way

or the other) on teacher-morale and job satisfaction. The Salt Lake City,

School District) which appeare to emphasize PBO more than the other four

school districts) repOrted some (minor) negative feelings towards the plan on

the part of teaching staff. And teachers in Brain Deer repotedly began to

view the.PBO effort as somewhat thieatening after several years. But for the

most part) teachers appear4to have accepted the PBO process. (Note thee,

acceptance by primary school personnel was in some cases greater than that by

secondary school staff.) The presence of state laws in California and New

Jersey addressing the need for careful performance appraisal proteduras and)

to some extent; encouraging the establishment of objectives appears to have

\
_

contributed tb staff--and union--acceptance of the plans. The fairness of the

PBO procedures has not generally been an issue in
..

the school districts exam
\

d.

\

,ned, possibly because of their highly tited use in the teacher evaluation

"process (except in Salt Lake city)/



U. general, the out -of- pocket costs associated with a PBO effort for

teachersappear to have been relatively low, although the school districts

exatined'have not made a detailed accounting of the expenditures associated

with their programs. To the extent that PBO is used as the primary

performance appraisal procedure (rathir than as a separate motivational tool

or as an adjunct to other performance appraisal procedures), the -Cost of such

a program represents an expense that would probably have to be borne by the

school district anyway.

Some school districts reported that their PBO programs required' special.

expenditures for consultants, trainers, and/:r extra record-keeping, but no

estimates of the magnitude of these costs.were available: The largest cost

associated with a PBO effort is likely to be the time needed for formulating

and negotiating objectives and,subsequently meeting to assess'

ment. For instance, the comprehensive PBO effort employed in

reportedly is quite time consuming; involvirk,the cooperation

of many people.

twrget achieve-

Salt Lake City

and commitment

The school districts exals$048 noted several other advantages and dis-

advantages in connection with their PBO programs. For insta cei; one district

suggested that die target-setting process contributes to improved. continuity

in district activities and emphases from one year to the next. On the other

hand, it was suggested by others that the district and building objectives' may

increase conformism and reduce flexibility and initiative on the part of

individual teachers.

In summary, while PBO programs for teachers can potentially stimulate

\ A
improved-performance (if the results for PBO programs for non-teaching staff

can be extrapolated to teachers), that potential has probably not been fully

_.exploited by the school districts:exatined here. While these five.programs
9
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eyed little evidence-of significant positive (or negative) impacts on
...

/ education 1 outcomes and teacher performan2e, these results should be viewed

withcant The five PBO programs Were apparently not designed or used

_ - . /
specifically 0 motivate teachers. Thus, the 5rograms frequently contained

design and impleMentation features that failed to take advantage of .the full
J \

motivational potential of PBO. For example: v.

o In some casesi;the program was applied to only a Small portion of the
teaching staff.

Tne performance objectives and targets that were used tended to focus
only on processes rather than outcomes.

o feedback oft target achievement tended to be infrequent.

'Performance criteria and targets were often highly subjective;
specific, quantitative performance targets were rare.

o . The linkage between the PBO process and a teacher's overall annual
performance appraisal tended to be complex and to de-emphasize the
importance of. target' achievement in favor of subjective ratings of,._
numerous other chatacteristics.

r

o Little recognition was provided to teachers who performed well with
respect -to -their targetspalthough_many,school adMinistrators
believed that such recognition cote havea positive impact on
-i otivation. Indeed, greater attention -was' focused on sanctions for
poor performance than on recognition of good performance.

o Only sporadic attention was paid to maintaining and revitalizing the
PBO effort after -the first several years. Remedies focused on
altering the perforMance appraisal procedure rather than examining
the factors associated with improving employee motivation and
performance. Strategies for helping to refocus employee attention
and energy upon the PBO effort (e.g. the introduction of sanctions
.and/or rewards for giving serious attention to the PBO,proCess) were
not generally considered.

o Where quantitative performance targets had been established,,they
generally represented minimal performance standards rather than a
goal of excellence.

Without attention to the fo'regping issues,..t.be motivational effectiveness

of the Plo programs examined here is likely to have been coMpromised. Thus,

while the experiences to date with PBO programs for teachers illuminate the

issues,Associated with their use as a stimulds.for improved performance, they



do not appear to provide a basis for assessing the actual potential effective-
..

ness of such programs for motivating teachers. While a number of pros and

\ .cons can be identified in connection with the use of PBO as a motivational'

tool iOr teachers (see the beginning of this chapter), there remain a number
\ 1 c,!4

.

of criti'al unkno the validfty seof the procedures as a means for assessing
-ci

\

..
;.

\teacher erformanc , the best approach for 'inking the FBO process with other
f

-erforman c e appraistal

\

. \

procedures; and plear,,qUantitative,systematic evidence

df the effectiveness of:isuch programs when designed with the%goal of motivat-
,

,

rather than merely tappraising teachers; Systematic rials and evaluations

ear badly needed to assess whether non-monetary.performance-by-objectives

ograms, programs that carefully attend to the problems noted above, can

effectively stimulate improved teacher performan9e.

;.
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CHAPTER 8

Issues After the Plan Has Been Put Into Operation

Here we discuss issues rekating to, adequate annual funding by the school

district) what stint:Lid be done about.evaI9ation and revision of the plan after

it is in operation)'and whether there are any special resource needs for

operating the-se plans.

Will Adequate Funds Be Made Available Each Year?

School diatricts that introduce a monetary incentive plan will need to

adequateZT fund them each year o they will be undermined,

CI

will be temptations duiing periods of tUht

allocations) thereby restricting the'huAber

sure you have:enougheioney to mike merit

1983)p.35).

revenue to cut

andior size of

-attractive to

Inevitably there,

back on the dollar

the awards. "Make

teachers" (Cramer)

Robinson (1983) reported that the Educational Research Service's 1983

survey found lack of funds and inadequate financial incentives to beafre
.'

quent cause of the failure of teacher merit pay plans.: Penn,Mannr (Pennsyl

vania ), for example,'endountered problems when facid with a tight budget)

especially:in trying to marrow the field of candidates from those who had been
*.up

rated outstanding& The Choice Was to divide the money into smaller amounts

for each teacher or to narrow the ,field further and give sizeable amounts to

only a few.__In this case) the school board increased the alloCation) permit-
1

_

Ming all those evaItiated as outstanding to receive the'full $1,000 bonus.

(Crameri 1983 and Penn Manor case report).%

Many) if mot moi;t) school districts saace a total dollar limit each year

on the mo-ey available for,dWards.- This is a natural tendency because of the

need to p vide a balanced budget. Others) however) did not--such as Houston .

122 \
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and Midland, Texas (see Houston case report and jRS 1983). Where dollar .

limits are not established at the beginning of the school year; phe school

district takes some risk that there will be an unexpectedly large number,of

awards. Houston felt that it, could estimate the toal cost of the of awards

reasonably wen, and in such a large school district, any over-expenditure

would probably not be large enough. to cause a major budget problem.

School districts that-provide.yerx?liMited budgets for incentive awards

Will force the adtinistration towards the use of quotas or very small rewards,

or both. This will lead to concerns (as discussed in Chapter 4) by teachers
F.

and the admihistration that all those who perform meritoriously during the

year cannot be given adequate rewards--to the long-fun detriment of the

plan. It may well be better for school districts that are not willing or able

to commit adequate annual funding for the plan not to initiate a Merit pay

plan at all

What Provision Should Be Made for Subsequent Evaluation and RPvision of the
plata

It is not likely, and-perhap is inconceivable, that a plan can be per-

ti

feet the first time around. Explicit provision for periodic evaluation/review.

seems highly desirable, even if only to assess whether the plan,is accomplish-

ing Its objeEtiyes and is."cost-effective."

Some oithe plans-that we examined were modified substantially after the

initial version. For example, the Houston and Bryan, Texas plans both went

through a number of revisions, including changes in, the size of award quotas,

bonus amountsi'arid evaluation criteria (see those case reports). Districts

such as Catalina Foothills (Arizona)iiHoustoniand Ladue (Missouri) have

annual evaluations ,of their plans.
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ERS (1979; p.8) reported the need for continual evaluation so that

problem areas can be identified'and
r
corrected. The Congressional Task Force on

Merit Pay (1983) suggested that plans should be subject "to periodic review

for refinement; improvement, or abandoment." Ladue (Missouri) has a standing

committee to conduct a continuous evaluation of the program and :to recommend

desirable changes. The committee includes teacher representatives. Ladue's

committee has surveyed both-current and former teachers and administrators to

.1At_
help evaluate the program Ree Ladue case report).

By and large, the evaluations that we found focused on obtaining staff

viewpointsi-including those of both adMinistrative personnel and teachers.

Sometimes these viewpoints were obtained systematically, for instance through

surveys using formal questionnaires) perhaps undertaken by an outside

consultant. On rare occasions the districts examined changes in selected

criteria related to their objectives, for instance teacher attendance and test

scores (see, for example, the Selling, Oklahoma, and Houston case reports).

Overall, however, we found few attempts by school districts to compare

performance on evaluative criteria after the plan began to that for periods

before the plan began. School district administrators with whom-we spoke

often indicated that adequate baseline data were ndt available and had not

been examined. Also, few attempts were made to explicitly look for other

plausible explanations for any changes found, such as changing pupil compost-

tion scoresor economic conditions (that could explain changes in test or

teacher retention rates).

The need for review applies to performance-by-objectives plans as dell as

monetary incentive plans. Newport Mesa evaluators, for example, urged school

districts initiating a teacher accountability system to assess the degree to

which the system has been implemented according to the specified procedures
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and to do this early in the school,year so problems can be identified and

corrected before it is too late (Niedermeyer and Klein, 1972). PBO plans

require considerable added paperwork; the value of this added burden should be

periodically assessed to ensure that it is still worthwhile.

A school district developing an incentive plan should attempt to obtain

historical data relating to the objectives of the plan (see Chapter 2)o that

these data can be compared to similar information obtained after the-plan has

been in operation. Such data could include student test scores, teacher and

student absenteeism figures, as well as systematically collected data on

teacher morale and attitudes and on parent and student attitudes.

Such evaluation procedures have the drawback that they require special

effort and, perhaps, special resources. However, if the school district

wants to be able to assess how successful its incentive plan has been and

whether it is worth its cost, these tasks seem necessary.

:es ourres Needed for Operating the Plan?

Depending on the plaes design, there may be special activities and

resources that a district will need to provide throughout its operation:

ti
In the previous section% we discussed the need for an annual evaluation

and review process. In addition, special teacher evaluation procedures and

data processing may be needed. If the school district moves to a more' struc

tured supervisory, or peer, rating process than it has had (involving, for

example, systematic classroom observations), special training will be needed

for those persons who conduct the observations /evaluations. .(A teacher evalr--
uation system using peer ratings will have this problem to an even greater

extent since there are likely to be'many persons doing the ratings; all the

peers need to be trained to achieve reliable, comparable ratings.) Training
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objectives component, whether the plan is monetary (see Chapter 5) or non-

monetary (see Chapter 7). As we have noted in those chapters, extensive

training for participating teachers (and supervisors) in identifying

objectives and setting targets will be needed.

Such special training is needed not only in the initial year of the plan

but is also needed annually for new staff. Refresher training is also likely

. .

to be needed periodically.

Such special training can help defuse perceptions of the lack of objec-

tivity of.the evaluation procedures (Cramer, 1983, p.35). For performance-by-

objectives plans,_such as that in Hyde Park, .considerable training is needed

to develop skills associated with setting objectives and subsequent appraisals

(Gray and Burns, 1979, p.415). The setting of objectives, including the

selection of objectives that are both meaningful and measureabii, is not an

instinctive activity, and is not easy; Special training and technical

assistance will likely be needed. Lack of such help appears to have caused

major problems for PBO plans involving educational as well as non-eduCational

personnel.

Training Will be much less of a problem in a plan based on student test
_

scores and other "objective" measurements. However, as has already been

discussed,. plans based on test scores Will likely_need to provide for

additional testing and_p. obably additional tests, especially tests that better

match the district's Eurriculum (see the Houston and Seiling case reports);

In addition, the district will need to provide resot....ces for scoring the test

results, and perhaps for special data processing'and analysis efforts, using

either in-house or outside help. It.may be also necessary to provide special
At.

security precautions for the testing process.
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Finally; it is desirable to provide orientation on the plan to.prospec-

tive and new teachers; Ladue teachers; when surveyed in a 1983 evaluation-of'

its monetary incentive Tian; reported that it was vitally important tb,orient

_- Inew teachers to the plan (see Ledue case report and'its- October 1083 plan

,

description). In the case of Ladue; members of the evaluation committee plan

to meet with new staff members by the fifth weelcAd the school year to discuss

the evaluation program (the Cdmmittee eked requested that- administrative

personnel who interview candidate teachers describe the plan to them);

1

Unfortunately; we have found no readily- available data 'as to the costs of

these activities (e.g. special-taining; testing; data processing; eic);: The

cost will depend on the school diStrict's size and its own existing resourdes.
1

These activities need to be planned for anCbudgeted by school districts;



i CHAPTER 9

How Should the Incentive Plan Be Integrated Wit
Career Ladder/Master -Teacher.Plans

Career ladder/master teacher .plans are generating considerable interest

throughout the United States. Numerous variations have appeared, several

under the banner of "merit pay." This has led to some confusion over the

relationship between merit pay and master teacher/career development programs.

There has been a tendency to lump together teacher merit pay plans and

career ladder/master teither plans. In this report, we draw a fairly sharp

distinction between the two and focus on merit pay plans, not career ladder

plans. ,Career ladder plans usually provide salary differentials based on

special assignments involving different or additional duties. As such, they

give added compensation,to teachers that have different responsibilities from

other teachers, rather than for a high level of,performance for the same basic

set of duties. For example, a master teacher plan may call for teaching other

teachers, the evaluation of other teachers; or the development of currisulum.

Two general types of master teacher/career development programs are

especially important. One clast combines features of both merit pay and

career ladder plans, providing higher teacher pay grades and Increased

stature) for a combination, of criteria such as performance ratings* partici-

pation in special district projects; educational credits, and longevity.

However; the master teacher's primary role is still teaching students. Thus,

this type of plan is a merit pay as well.as a, career development program and

is of direct concern to the subject 4,this report.

The second major approachto master teacher, programs emphasizes the crea-

tion of new jOb positions for teachers, jobs with additional responsibilities;

extra pay, and - perhaps,- added prestige; More importantly; such newjobs
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often move good.. teachers away from the instruction of students and into areas

"

such as curriculum development, teacher counseling and training, etc. InAgen-
\

eral, this type of plan does not represent a form of what is usually termed

merit pay, since (1) it is not usually, designed to provide a direct and rela-

tively immediate link between. performance and pay, (2) such plans do\not pro-

vide a direct stimulus for improving a teacher's performance with respect to

the teacher's _present_ job (e.g. teaching students), and (3) at any time,

such programs probably provide advancement opportunities for only a small pro-

portion of teachers; In fact; candidates for such programs are-oftem-sele4ed

priMarily on the basis of tenure.; specialized skills; leadership; expertise as

a trains._; and similar attributes other'than - or in addition to - job perfor-

mance (although; of course; performance levels must be satisfactory)..

The primary objective of the latter-type of master teacher program is

usually the recruitment and/or retention of good teachers by providing addi-

tional opportunities for earning extra pay And
5

prestige And-for assuming new

and challenging responsibilities. IMprOveent of student achievement is

usdaily only a secondarT'objective, one that is addressed only indirectly t

(eig. as the result of retaining and recruiting better teachers* having master

teachers develop new curricula, or providing special training and assista4ce

to other teachers).

A potential danger with such master teacher plans is that they may

encourage teachers who are very good teachers of students to dilute or Change

their work in order to receive higher pay--to a job in which they are not as

good or as happy. In any case, master teacher programs are likely to involve

only a small percentage of teachers at any time and thus will be ,something Of

an "elute" program. (How many teachers could be pulled out from teaching

pupils to teach other teadhers?)
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We thusfocus here on plans such as that of Evanston, .Illinois that has

several promotional tracks, combining some features of a differentiated

assignment plan (e.g. active participation in district-wide committees and

projects), but which leaves the participants primarily teaching students and
I

which makes them meet a substantial teaching performance requirement for in-

centive pay to be earned. For example, Evanston has five teacher levels, but
.

0

teachers are still primarily responsible. for teaching students' and they are

reqUired annually to achieve aparticular evaluation rating to stay at that

level (see case report); King William County (Virginia) has a somewhat

similar plan. In fact, it uses the term "master teacher" and "career teacher"

for its top two levels (of four). Again, however, teachers continue to teach
\\

students as their major assignment, and their annual performance evaluations

must meet.specified standards. :Both of these plans also involve longevity and

educational requirements for promotions to a higher-level. Thus, though these

plans may be considered by'some as variations of master teacher programs, they

are considered here as being primatily teacher merit pay plans.

Master. teacher programs are in general quite new,iand.therefore we have
_, -

not in thii effort attempted to assess specific plans.

not appear idfit well into the category of teacher

here.,

And, as noted, most do

incentive plans as defined

At present, there appears to .be even less informati n on the effective-

ness of master teacher plans thah on teacher merit pay and performance-by-

objectives. efforte. Most trials are just beginning. It will take several

years to begin to determine the impacts of such plans' on teacher recruitment

and retention, and probably longer to assess the effects on student achieve-.

meat and academic excellence (because of the very indirect linkage between

such master teacher plane and educational outcomes).



CHAPTER 10

What'Should Be the Bole Of the State Governbent?-

State polices can play a major role in encouraging or distOdraging school
A -

'district incentive plans; State laWS requiring or prohibiting Collective bar-

gaining-have substantial implidations for school districts Wanting to intro-

`Ie

duce, an incentive plan. .:....HCbool district's coverbd by collective bargaining, are

likely to find implementation. more difficult; With more obstacles. States may

also have specific regulations regarding teacher evaluation practices.-

Teacher evaluation practices are also affected by the presence of collectiVe

bargaining, which can have substantial effects on'the ability of school

districts to revise their teacher evaluation process. (The early partiti=.

pation of- teacher representatives in the development of incentive plans and

teacher evaluation procedures can, hoWeVer; lead to a sounder and Mdre'durabie'')

progiam.) State' laws regarding tenure and compensation of teachers can also

have substantial effects on the form and timing of a plan; For example, as

noted in Chapter 3, state laws concerning the treatment of salary reductions

at deMotions can inhibit distrittt from providing for perfOrtande=i;ased salary

redUctions in their plans. EACh schoOl district'w1114 of course; need to

check its own'state laws and regulations and determine What constraints exist

and what might be needed to alleviate such constraints.

There are other less legalistic roles that the state governments can

potentially play. States such as Virginia and Florida are undertaking efforts

to either deVelop teacher evaluation instruments or to provide seed money;

such as In Virginia; to pilot test incentive plans. A state government his

the adVantage oi'being.able to bring to bear more resources in a more concen-

trated way to identity sound incentive plan practices. Unfortunately, we are

not optimistic that this Will occur. We do not see much tip. Of stematic
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to encouraSe`\tljtorough and comprehensive tes;144pd evaluatitin of

p.lans Within'iddiVidua states so that. other school district can learn fully

A. _A

7--

xlq*om such experiences. The state process seems more likely, to either latch

.Mato a pa4ficular incen+e, pproach or to let everyone go their own way
L

without adequate provision ftit5ordinated statewide evaluation' so that other

dlatricts can obtain haef information from those experiences.

Mother potentially importanit role for states is it the area of studen

-.'O:psy4ng,. If-state agenciee could develop appropriate annul achievement tests

,. . _ .rk_ _
foi:400h7ldistrict usei this c nl- greatly ease district problems it assess-

ingstOntlearning progresa
-.441.7.

for i-cantive purposes.__ _1. _.

fi _.' ..*`-'.:'. -

.
'.ginally, states could provide technical assistance and training for

schocirdiStridtliersonnil. As-discusadd in previous chaptersi there are

numerodateChnical and procedural issues on whiC.h individual schinil districts

_Couid'tenetti from technical assistance or training --and probably froM bOth.

would require that a state have staff who can give such assistance and

training or that it make available other resources- such as university

personnel.
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PART II - CASE REPORTS
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Bryan Independent School ,District,,
. Bryan; Texas

The School Distrfct

The Bryan school district consists of 12 echools.(9 elementary, 2 junior

high; and 1 senior high).1 The number of pupils is;10,460, and the number of

teachers; 535. The teachers are not unionized but belong to several profes-

sional associations such as the Aasociation of Texas Professional Educators.

Teacher salaries start at $13;110 going to a maximum of; S22;660 for a B.A.

Eor an M.A. the starting salary isaS14;080 going to a maximum of $25;220.'

Description of Plan

Bryan's merit plan began in the 1977-78 school year. The plan currently.

consists of a bonus given for "superioreachers; a bond's-over-and-above the

regular salary. This plan covers all teachers of all subjects in all grades.

Only teachers are included.

In addition to this. Merit bonus; the district awards "merit retention

increments" (MRI), a program that started in 1981. If any teacher Sets four

merit bonuses (not necessarily in consecutive years), the teacher receives an

additional award--a special salary increase - -in the fifth contract period.

Each year the school board decides what percentage of the teachers can

ik a merit bonus and the size. All teachers receive the same size bonus and

MRI amount. These amounts have been as follows:

I

Year Quota Merit Bonus Amount MRI Amount
/-

1977-78 20 percent $600
1978-79 20 percent 600.
1979-80 25 percent 600 a

1980 -81 30 percent 600
1981-82 30 percent 600 $600
1982-83 30 percent 800 . 800
1983-84 35 percent 1;000 1;200
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4

The quota percentages are applied to each of:the 12, schools), but some flexi-

° bility is permitted; If one principal feels that there are more than

percent "Superior" teachers in-his school and another principal awardvbonuses

to less than 35 percent) then the first principal can hand out bonus s 'above

the quota figure.
a.

In 1982=83) 152 of 533 teachers (29 percent) received bonuse s. A proki---

mately 40 percent of the merit pay iecipients. in 82-83 got MR'S. (ThatNiS)

percent of thair teachers had won the bonus four times.)

The merit pay or bonus is provided quietly without any publicity.
6

fact; the bonus is included with the regular pay in the same paycheck.

'teacher can go to the principal and see the'list of bonus winners;

trict holds,a'ceremony in the civic auditorium for

awards-as well as awards made for the "outstanding,

of the year" and the "outstanding secondary school

of these two teachers receives a check for $7000 .

Te acher Evaluation and Selection of Winners

In

40-

(The dis-

other awards: longevity

elementary school teacher

teacher of the year." Each

The heart: of Bryan's teacher' assessment is classroom observation, Class-

room
'

observations are done by: the principal) the assistant principal, the

curriculum leader from the central,office) and the department-'head or

chairman; Each observes the teachers separately during visits scattered over
7 .1

the year; The first visit is by invitation offthe teacher. Aft-er that) it-id

unannounced. Where differences occur between the different aftessori, it is

the responsibility of the principal to work it out; As each observation is

completed, the findings are discussed with the teacher;

The ratings) from 1 to 5 on each cpiterion; are combined by a weighting

system into an overall.score. The criteria include: personality factors

.

(e.g. enthusiasm) sense of fair play) etc.); social and professional factors



(e.g. attitude towards teaching,, loyalty-to school; etc.); classroom organize-
.

tion and routine (e.g. impartial tteattentof students); teaching techniques

skill in'questioning);-liether the teacheris active in improving the
.---------

profession; and teacher involvement in Community activities. The ratings for:

each Of' the-Criteria are not anchored. - The ratings, therefore, are highly

'subjective.

PrincipAla May also use other information to help them make their-rat-

Jugs, such* peer obserVation, pupil or parent ASSetJaMent, assessment against

pre-set targets, and records. The district &Ott not use student achievement.

(e.g. test scores) as a,criterion because it feels that Some teachers may have

slow learners and others tight not. Pispil or parent assessments are,used on a

.very Informa; basis; e.g. a pupil or parent, can come into the principal's

office' and give an assessment of a particular teacher. Records on absenteeism

are included in the evalUation.

The principal keeps a folder en each teacher. 'Thefoldercontains

records about the tea-cher (e.g.'absenteeism)i thefindings,on the observai..

tiOns,-the goals Set by the teacher, the teacher's self-evalUAtiOn done in

September (based on the lastyear's work), and a formal evaluation conducted

by the principal in February. At the end of, the year the principal examines

the folder and nominates recipients.

The principal has to justify his nominations before a central screening

committee; consisting of the superintendent, director of personnel, and the-
25_

director of instruction. This procedure was established to minimize the like-,

lihood that pe4onality conflicts would affedt the awarding_of the'-bonus. The

screening committee not only examinieSthe why the 35% have been.
,

nominated, but also, why the pthei 65 percent have not beelt nominated. The
c

teachers can, appeal to the_OrincipaI or even to the central committee, but no

ane has yet appealed to the central committee.



It took the dittrict one year to plan and prepare this program. The

district used input_from businessmen, PTA mgmbers, administrators, and the

teachers. The director'of personnel Obtained the assistance'of the teachers

in first overhauling the old evaluation system; After that, the merit bonus

systems added and the teachers were asked once again to review the evalu-

ation criteria.; There was no formal participation from the teacher's associ-

ations although their representatives-were on the committees that developed

the plan; There are continuing efforts to explain the plan to new teachers.

The observers themselves arc trained regularly by professors from the

local university. This training is held three times during the year.

The board supports this program but leaves the details to thasuperin-

tendent.. The-Uard, however, determines the quota and dollar amounts. The

principals nominate the candidates. The remaining work is done centrally.

Evaluation of the Pima

There has been no outside, formai evaluation, but they continually review

the plan themSelves ("semi-formally"); For example, they have a workshop-

planned for next July to examine the merit pay plan;

7

According to our respondent it has affected the teachers in two ways:

(a) they appreciate the recognition ,of merit,' and (b) it helps borderline

teachers improve. The teachers that receive the bonus are "tickled to

death." The others would like to drop it, but-there have '.been no formal

complaints. Apparently, the teaehers generally like the plan. It has helped,

according to the respOndent, to recruit teachers because teacher applicants

are generally excited about merit pay.

In 1982=83 the cost of the 'merit play plans was about $169,750, about $320

per teacher in the district: This is the actual cost of thbonus (according

to the respondent there is no appreciable cost for administration).

137



Since there is no special evaluation work undertaken for the merit bonus

(teacher evaluation would be done anyway), the' only additional cost (over the

extra bonuses and salary increases) is that incurred by each principal to

justify the nominations before the'central committee ad the additional

!

computer effort required to add the merit bonus to the appropriate payCheck."

The state government has had nothing to do with the plan. The district

found no state lawa that have either raised obstacles or encouraged the plan.

The respondent provided two suggestions:

1. The school district should have a good eMployee benefits package

(salary, insurance, etc.) already in place for every teacher. The

merit program should not be part of the regular benefit package_but

should be the "icing on the cake."

2. SChool administrators cannot sit down in a central office and impose

such a plan on the staff. They must get input from the teachers for

such plans to succeed. A school system must have the teachers help

plan the program.

1. ERS, "Merit Pay Plans for Teachers: Stalls and Descriptions,"
Educational Research Service, Arlington,' VAls,1983 pp. 49-50; 103.-107;

122-127.

Telephone Interview, December 1983 with C.B. MCGown, Director of
Personnel, Bryan Independent School District, Bryani Texas.
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Catalina Foothills School District
Tucson; Arizona

The School District

The district consists of two elementary and one junior high school,

together covering K-8 (no high school). The Fall 1982 enrollment- was_ 1,425.

The starting salaries for new teachers are the highest in Arizona. Later

Steps) hOwever,.are about average for Arizona 60014.

Descriptiqp of Plan

Catalina's plan provides annual awards based'on performaned ratings made

by the principals and assistant superintendent. The ratings are based pri-

merrily on classroom performance, process characteristics, USing-a teacher

evaluation instrument With five major categories. In 1982-83, 35 Of the 85

eligible teachers employed by. the DiattiCt (41 percent) received merit awards.

The lowest award value was $300, the highest was $800, and the average value

was $555; The plan began in the 1980-81 school year. It is now in its fourth

year ,(83 -84) .

A unique feature of the plan is that the teadhet, with.the'principal,

se4dtti the particular form of the award, cash being only one fOrm; The

awards ChoSeil by teachers include such possibilitidi as attendance at profes-

sional COnfereddeS held outside the state and the purchase of instructional or

enrichmeat, materialssuch as a micro-computer, a telescope, an aquarium, or a

camerae --all used by the teachers ini classrooms. Thut far, about 30% of

the awards have been in cash, 50% have been used for participation in

conferences or workshops, and about 13Vfor classroom projectd/MAterialS;

The principal, or sometimes the assistant superintendent, makes classroom

4

observations and ratings using a standard eating form: For teachere With

i3



tenure this is done at least once a year with an interview shortly thereafter.

Ot eachofthe five priMary rating categories (assessing student-needs, plan-

ning and implementing instruction; student-teacher relationship, evaluating

the instructional program, and professionalism)lka teacherJe rated either:

exceeds standards; meets standards; needs to improve; or unacceptable; No

quantitative score is developed from these ratings; nor is an overall rating

explicitly assigned. Teachers with any one of the five categories rated in

the third or fourth level (indicating improvement needed) generally do not

receive awards. Completely explicit criteria have not been made o ficial

policy; though in the past two years award winners have been those who have

received ratings of "exceeds standard" in at least two of the five categories

with no ratings of "needs improvement."

The superintendent annually requests a specific amount of funding from

the school board for the merit awards. Thus far; the school board has pro-

vided the amount requested; The teachers to receive awards are identified'in

May atthe end of the sch000l year. The superintendent makes the final deci-

4ions based on recommendations from.the principals. There is no. appeal

process. The superintendent's decisions are final.. The principals then

notify the teachers and discuss with the teacher the particular form of award

the teacher would like. The awards are given after the start of the next

fiscal year (July 1) with all expenditures being spent by approximately

February of the next calendar year; A teacher, for example; could obtain

cash; or attend a conference during the summer, or delay using the award until

later in the school year;

The teacher evaluation instrument was introduced at the same time as the

incentive plan but had been under development before and would have been in-

troduced regardless of the coincidental implementation of the merit plan. The
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instrument was developed joint y by teaehers, school distr

and the University of Arizona.
f 4

on teacher classroom characteristics that appeared to be related to st dent

. ;

administrators,

t was -developed after examining the research
-

'achievement. The teacher's association* an affiliate of the NEA, did not

participate in the formulation of the merit plan. After impleientation,

recommendations given by individual teachers have been considered and used to

modify the plan.

All teachers 3C 8 are covered by the plan with the same plan and same pro-

cedures (e.g. the same teacher evaluation-instrument) being used for all

teachers in both the elementiFy and junior high schools. Administrators are

notincluded in the plan. The plan focuses on individual, not group, ineen-

tives.

The district's policy is-not to release the names of specific individuals

receiving the awards4 though this information does tend to become known among

the teachers.

Evaluation of the Plan

I

No evaluation had been conducted of the effects of the plan on student

achievement such as on 'standardized:test scores. The test scores for Catalina;

Foothills pupils, however, have risen considerably in recent yea a, but the

superintendent indieated that several other major changes that occurred;during

this period could also account for these increases. No_attempt has been made

to obtain evaluations from the parent or pupils regarding-the plan. However,

after the first year, the ,district.sur4eyed the 27 teachers who received

awards and subsequently interviewed six randomly selected participants and six

randomly.selecied non-participants--to obtain information'on their. attitudes

towards the program. Only minor dissention over the plan was reported in

those surveys. (Substantial concern did arise in one.school in which the
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principal had distributed a ranked list of teachers' named.. This procedure

has beenstopped.) After the second year, the teacher's union surveyed the

teachers. About 50 percent of the approximately two-thirds of

teachers who responded expresseapproval of the program. :The

of those who indicated disapproval were that they did not know

the district's

major concerns

the selection

criteria; they did not understand the purpose of the programi and they felt

that the program money, should instead be given to all teachers or used to buy

materials for all teachers. The administration at the end of the second year :

surveyed first-time participants. The administration's, interpretation of

these is that the teachers were motivated by the plan.

The administration has pointed to examples of positive actions undertaken

by teachers after receiving their awards. For exampleooa third-year English

teacher in a junior high school on returning from an award conference
.

Boston volunteered to-develop a program to evaluateArriting in'the elementary--

schools.

The cost of the program has been primarily the amount distributed for

awards--669 in the first year; $15000 in the second; and $201000 in

the third. An average of about $230 per teacher in the district was paid in

FY82 -83. Because of the.simplicity of the teacher evaluation sYstemi no

special data procesaing i.1. analysis is required. Because the instrument had

already been in development at the time of the plan1 no additional cost was

incurred for generating the teacher evaluation instrument. However, another

school district might.need to invest funds in developing -an instrument satis-

factory to the administration and teachers; before initiating theplan. NO
,

special' testingof students isinvolvedt so no special testing costs have been

,

required. The obserliatidn time of -teachers 'had already been at least partly

required by a state mandate and little extra time has been necessary since the
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formal procedures do not require extensive amounts of observation time. The

schools average tinder 30 teachers per school and principal observation time

has not, thus far, been perceived as being a special burden.

Sources

1. Larry E. Frase, Robert W. Retzel, & Robert T. Grant, "Merit Pay:, A
Research-Based Alternative in Tucson," Thi_Delta-Laspan, December
1982:

2. :Educational Research Service, Inc., "Merit Pay Plans for Teachers:
Status and Descriptions,!' 1983, pp. 29-30.

3. Larry E. Frase, Robert W. Hetzel, 6 Robert T. Grant, "Promoting
Instructional.Excellence Through a Teacher Reward System: Herzberg's
Theory Applied," Planning and Changing, Summer, 1982.

4. Telephone interview, November 1983, with Larry Frase, Superintendent,
Catalina Foothills School District.

5 Various descriptive materials and data on the plan provided by the
schoOl district.
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Evanston Public Schools
Evanston* Illinois

The School District

The Evanston School District (Cook County School District 65) consists of
o

9 elementary, 4 junior high_schools; and 1 school for multiply students (no

high schools). are .approximateIy 6,125 students with 438 teachers.

Descr ipt C._

The District has had merit pay for teachers since 1959. The plan con -

sistssists of five tracks. On any one track, teachers move a step for each year of
a

service. They move to higher tracks based on performance, education, and

"outside" activities. Participation is the plan is voluntary.

Track I is for teachers at the beginning level. To move to Track II

teachers must either complete a master's degree or on their annual teacher

performance evaluations have either three ratings of "exceeds expectation"

Within a five-year period, or EA* years of either "meets"-or "exceeds"

expectation. (These are the, two highest ratings; a teacher may also be rated

"needs to improve" or "unacceptable. ")

To move from Track II to Track III a teacher must complete 15 gradUati

semester hours, be an active participant in building, department or
r.

distribution committees and/or professional organizations for at least three

years while on Track II; and as beforei have either three ratings of "exceeds

expectations" within a five-year period or six years of either "meets" or

"exceeds" expectations.

For movement from' Track III to Track IV a teacher must have compieteda

master's degree; had active participation in both building level COmmittees

and district-wide educational activities for at least three. years, while on
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Track and have had four annual ratings of "exceeds expectations" withina

seven-year period.

To reach Track V a teacher must have completed 10 graduate semester hours

beyond iniaSt -'sdegree, had active participation and a leadership role on

building or dis=trict -wide committees and projects, and have had four annual

ratings While on Track IV'of "exceeds expectations" within a seven-year

period.

Teachers on Tracks IV add.V Are giVen a special re-evaluation at least

every three years. If a teacher receives an evaluation other than "exceeds--

expecthtions", the teacher and evaluator are required to initiate steps to

return performance to the meritorious level. If a teacher receive a "needs to

improve" rating two consecutive years, additional compensation is denied,

freezing the teacher's salary.

Teachers are annually evaluated on their performance in five job target

areas: 1) teaching skills; 2) classroom environment; 3) communication; 4)

interpersonal relationships; and 5) professional contributicins. The evalua

ticAls are done by the principal -or teacher's supervisor. There are three

different variations of the evaluation procedure based on tenure status' the

previous year's performance rating, and whether the teacher is due for an "in-

',,,depth" evaluation.

The "in-depth" evaluation is given to non-tenured teachers yearly and to

tenured teachers every three years or A's determined by the principal. Approx-

imatelT1/3 of tenured teachers receiVe in-depth evaluations each year. At

the beginning of the school year, the teacher'and evaluator set job targets

jointly,:and agree on what help the teacher can expect from the evaluator in

meeting the job targets, and on the way in which performance on the objectives

will he measured. -One of these targets-has to be on student performance. The
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= district tries to keep the number. of objectives to 2-3 per teacher,. believing

that more may dilute the teachers' effort and overwhelm them. The evaluator
4

makes a minimum of:three observation visits per schodI year. At the end of
1

the year the evaluator-and the-teacher prepare written narrativestutilizing

the observation material and any other experiences relating tothe five per-
_

formance areas. A final conference i held to assess job target achievement.

At this time there is an exchange and discussion of the written narratives to

appraise performance; Modification of narratives can take place and then a

firminarrativeispteparedbytheevaluator.Theevaluatorcompletes an

"Overall Evaluation of Performance" form.

In the "standard evaluation procedure", teacher ratings are made based on

the achievement of job targets* observations by the evaluator (minimum of

one), and; the final narratives. The "standard modified procedure" is used for

teachers who have "exceeded expectations" on the-previous performance rating.

The procedure is the same except it'omfts the written narrative required in

the performance appraisal section. Use- of,the latter procedure can be ex-

tended a second year if the teacher's performance remains at an exceedingly

high level. These two procedures are used only for tenured teachers.
4

Teachers have-the option to:ap.ply for 'movement to a higher level track

through evaluation by an'Advisory Committee rather that by their principal;

In this case a team of five, consisting of three teach rs and no less than one

principal, will evaluate the teacher; This group is'r ndomly selected. The

teacher writes year-long job targets and an extensive rrative describing and

documenting achievements on the goal areas. Members o the Adviaory Committee

each write an evaluation of the teacher and make their c.wn recommendation for

Tradk movement.

vi
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A teacher may request a conference with the superintendent after which

the teacher, may submit an appeal in writing. The, Superihtendent refers the

appeal to the Advisory Committee whose decision is final.

There are no specific guidelines to evaluatbrs as to the relative impor-

tance of each of the'evaluation procedures (job target achievement, evaluator

observations0, etc.)_or how to combine them into the one overall rating. This

_ _
H

is left to the evaluator. To obtain some consistency among evaluators the

administration has recently-held meetings with the principals to discuss the

performance levels that might be expected of teachers given the various_

ratings.

The district surveys parents on their ratings of a number of aspects of

the quality of teaching and for fourteen specific subjects. This is done at

-the time of the Spring Conference with parents; Tabulations are made by

school as well as for the district as a whole. The results; - however, are not

used as part of the forWal evaluation of *ndividual teachers but may be used

by the principal as information in determining'ehe-overaIl ratings for

teachers. The district has surveyed parents for approximately five years.

.

The Tracks have pre-set dbilar amounts for both' vertical (longevity) and

/

horizontal (meritorious) movement. The 1983-'84 salary range .in Track I, for

example, is $16i240-13,061 While the range for Track IV is $21,111-32,642;

-The maximum salary currently is $36,215, the top of Track V: The merit

increases are substantially higher than the longevity increases: longevity

increases for 1983-84 range from.about $300'to $1,000 while movements across

tracks vary from about $1,000 to almost $3,000;

Approximately 102 of the: teacflers receive awards each year out of the 20-
i

25% that apply; Eleven of the 430 teachers were awarded with merit pay in

1983;
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Evaluation of the-Plan

Teachers have accepted the program on the WhOld. irhe personnel director'

said there had not been a Major problej/

movement.

-
as yet nor a grievance regarding track

Although teachers have two'formt of evaluation to chobfe fro% the most

frequentlychosenformiumbeentheprititipo.aslyaluator.Prhe committee

evaluation method is considerably more diffitult; requiring extra effort to,

prepare the report;

The plan is re- evaluated ivery two years; but there has bepu no forms

comprehensive evaluation of its impacts. Changes have been Made bas on the

reviews, but these Changes have been minor and have not affected>the basic

-Aframework of the plan. Teachers are involved in the review proceW-

There is no systematic testing of student learning as part 0.fthe

(District students have achieved above the national norms on stWent
. v

achievement
. _ ,

i
yt,
_t.

tests; but the extent this has been Ave
r

EtnAto the pls not kntiwn.)

1_;' L.
motivational factor for

A /
,

The personnel dirdetor believes that money is a

teachers,. and the teadhers in Evanston take pride in theft "track,- r noted
ra

that there was never any problem-in getting teachers involved in out -of-i::

classroom activities- -they are willing to serve:

The out-of7pocket costs of the plan are primarAly

performance -based salaries. For 1982-83 this if000t8
ti

$20,240 for about 430 _teachers; about $47 per teacher.

20%-25% of the teachers apply for the plan eachlear.)

Sources t

1. Telephone interviews with Ronald
Evanston Pub4c_SChooIsijand Id'
SuperintendeMWEVanstoil:Illin0

1 - -

7

thomelor Increased

to approxisiatelr.'

(Note that

A

only about

ckert; irector of Personnel;
,k1.?-Ass taut to the

egemlie J908,
;

,
.4

0.%
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3: Various descriptive materials,.., on the plan provided by the Evanstbn
school district.

3. ERS, "Merit Pay Plans for Teachers: Status and Descriptions",
Educational Research Service, Arlington Va, 1983, p. 35.

4.
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The-School District

0

Houston Ihdependent SchoolDistrict !

'Honstow, Texas

The Houston,Independent School District has over 190000 pupils, about

.

9,500 classroom teachers, and 232 schools (169elementary, 35 junior high, and

28 high sChools).

DescriptionLof_Plam

Houston's "second pile plan" began in the 1979-80-school year. It is now

in' its fifth year (83 -84): In the first year; approximately two-thirds of the

teachers received awards. In subsequent years this fell off somewhat t- bg-

tween about one-third.to one-half percent. The information on this is not

clear as the school district information system does not provide this data.

(It does, hbwever, provide information on how many bonuses of each type have.
. .

been earned, but not haw many different teachers have earned one.or more.)

The plan has three highly distinctive characteristics:

1. It is highly structured-and objective with specific quantifiable
%

elements that directly determine who gets the awards and their

amount basically a,"formuIa"approach.

2. Student test scoresare-iiii important part of the plan; and

3« The student achieve:pent bonus is a group rather than individual
. *

incentivewith the ichdol being the award unit (all teachers in-a'

school receive awards):
r

There are six elements on which teachers Can obtain bonuses'Ostipends"):

i. Teaching *t schools withra concentration of educationally disadvan-,

taged students;

2. Teaching assignments in subjects with critical staff shortages such

as secondary science, secondary mathematics, bilingualieducatIont and

spedial education.
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3. Completion of additional qualifying education. \

4. Teaching at a school labeled as "unique," e.g., haling special

students or a new campus.

5. Exceeding a baseline teacher'attendance requirement.

6. Teadhing in a school assessed as haVing made "outstanding educational

progress (OEP)".

A teacher can receive a bonus for one or more of the above elements. For the

purpose of this report, the first four elements are not considered "incentive"

pay and will not be discussed further here.

To receive any of the above awards, the individual teacher must meet all

of a number of prerequisites. Of particular concern here are three of thead.

The first is a requirement that the teacher achieve a rating of at leadt

3 on a scale of 1-4 in a teacher evaluation rating. This teadhet assessment

is made by administrative personnel such as a principal) instructional super-

visor, or assistant superintendent* usually in February or March of the per -'.

formance year.. The rating is of a number of factors contained on a teacher

assessment instrument. A!score of below 3 on any factor m ans that the

tea-cher needs improvement and thuss not, eligible for any award, even if the

teacher isteachiilg at-a school that receives an OEP award. This teacher

assessment screens out approximately 5-10 percent of the teachers. Though a

structured questionnaire is used, this is the one element in the procees that

involves subjective judgment rather than objective criteria. The.teacher

assessment prodedures were a standard practice at.Houston befoie the incentive

plan was implemented. It is during these teacher assessments that attempts to

identify specific improvements in individual teacher performance are focuted,

rather than in the merit pay plan.
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The second relevant prerequisite is a minimum attendance requirement; It

was originally set at ten or less days of absences during the current SchoOl

year or an average of five days or less during the most recent three years.

In the second year of the plait, this was reduced to five days during the

current year; Because of this, the number of bonuses paid in the second year

Aropped off considerably. The distriCt is considering returning to the ten-day

i,

target for attendance as eligibility requirement, rather than five; The

five days may be too_ restrictive.

Beginning in the fifth year, 1983-84, an additional prerequisite has been

included. Teachers now need to pass Houston's new basic skills proficiency

test'. A teacher will need to take the test once every 7 years. The District

staff estimate that the new requirement will redu4e the number of awards by

approximately 25 percent;

If the teacher passes the 'baseline requirements, and has less than the

minimum number of unused, absence days, the bonus is increased approximately

$100 for each day of absences less than the target (this would mean $500 for

zero absences);

The "outstanding educational progress" assessment is based on the exten-

sive standardized testing undertaken by Houston. The Iowa Test of basic

Skills has been used for Grades 1-9; the Test of Achievement and Proficiency

(TAP) has beet used for Grades 10-12. There are two or three forms of the

tests which are rotated from year to year. However, it is conceivable that a

teacher could remember the questions from one year and teach the class to

those qUestions. The administrative staff believes this is unlikely;)

The analysis of the scores to identify schools meriting an OEP school is

complex. In the first year the average gain at a school for all students was

calculated, and the resulting school averages were ranked within indiVidnal
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groups of schooIs.7-with the groupings based on each schoo proportion of

free and reduced lunch students. Regardless of the magni tide of the gain

score, the top 50 percent of the schools received OEP recognition.

There was considerable complaining by teachers of liMiting awards to 50

percent with possibly meritorious schools not thereby being eligible. In the

third year, a statistical regression equation approach was introduced in which

an expected score for each school was determined based on several character-

istics of the school, such as the free and reduced lunch rate; student mobil-

ity rate, proportion -of .speciaI students, previous year's achievement data;

ead teacher turnover rate. The actual test score for the school was then

compared to the score estimated (predicted) by the equation. Teachers at any

school that exceeded its predicted target could receive the OEP bonus. This

change not only eliminates the "qgota" but also shifts from having schools

compete against each other to competing against one's own past performance.

.

Because the teachers found this procedure too difficult to understand,

Houston, beginning in 1981-84, has simplified the calculation process, drop-

ping,the regression equation. The school's average gain score (e.g. the gain

from the second grade last year to the third grade this year) is compared to

the school gain score for the previous year. If the average gain score has

improved by at least one month, the school becomes an OEP school.

The OEP bonus was $800. It has been increased for 83-84 to $1,000 to put

more emphasis oh this component of the plan.

Each -school that is an OEP school for the year gets a flag that it can

fly for the whole year. This provides an indication to the community that the

school has been an outstanding educational progress school

There is an appeals process. Thus far there have only been a small

number of them, perhaps 20 per year. The Appeals Review Board consists of

administrative personnel only.
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The district's teachers have representation from NEA AFT, and a Wite

association. However; Texas does not have a law perMitting collective bar-
:1>

gaining, and the teacher association role has been quite liMited in the plan.

Teacher reactions, however, have played important roles In changes made to the
t

plan.

The awards for teacher attendance and outstanding educational progress

are paid in the fall of the school year following the school year for which

they are earned. The program covers only teachers, no administrative or

clerical personnel.

Participation is voluntary; teachers must formally apply for their awards.

They can volunteer up to the time when the awards are to be paid out and after

all data have become available. It.is-not known whether any teachers that would.

have been eligible, for one or more awards have not bothered to apply for them. .

(This voluntary aspect proVides a face-saving element; teachers that did not earn

4.

any award could then say they did. not bother to apply.* leaving an ambiguity AS to

whether they would have received one had they applied.)

The State's role in this effort has been small. The district found no

obstacles from.state laws when it began. The lack of a collective bargaining

law made it easier to implement the plan. No state dollars or technical

assistance were used

Evaluation of the Plan

Tte school district undertook a formal evaluation of the: plan after two

years. It found that -eacher absences had decreased from an average of 9.0

days the year before the plan started ('78-'79) to 7.6 days in 1980-81. More

recent school district reports indicate that absences averaged 5.5 days in

1982=83. Teacher turnover decreased from 23.9 percent to 20.6 percent (to

13.9% in 1982=83) Teacher vacancies decreased from 613 to 376 (and to 221 in
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1982-83) with critical staff vacancies decreasing from 251 186 (to 87 in

1982). The data on student achievement' however, does not show an appreciable

improvement over the '78-'79 year, the year before the start of-the plan.

Teacher attitudes were found to be quite mixed, with non-recipients of the

awards consistent Y negative. There have been no formal evaluations since the

end of the second 'year. There has been no formal attempt to obtain feedback
tis

from the parents.or the community. The_district has not received any
N

complaints from parents.

Administrative staff have not observed any specific changes in teacher

practices (this is a very large school system): The turnover rate and absen-

teeism have improved substantially, and vacancies in special fields have been

easier to fill. It may be, however, that economic corditions over the period

since introduction of the plan have been a major cause of these improvements.

Principals, after finding their schools were not included as an OEP

school, have on occasion called the plan's administrative staff to inquire !why

and to obtain suggestions as 'to what they can do about it. Because of the

aggregate nature of the test scores, central administrators, however, have not

been able to provide concrete guidance to individual schools. The schools as

before) have access to the details of the test scores and ca.. use that infor-

mation to find out which grades, which cIassesi'which teachers', and' which

components of the test were particularly weak in their schools. It is not

clear,ihowever, that there is any systematic attempt to examine the test score

data in detail to provide suggestions for future improvements.

As noted earlier, the teachers expressed early concern about what was a

quota system for OEP awards. The latest. procedures mean that theoretically

all schools could be a recipient in a given year since each is compared
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against its own past performance. This could cause bUdget problems. The ad-

ministrative staffi'however, have found so far that their experience with the

plan. permits them to provide a fairly accurate budget estimate; they are not

very concerned about the possibility of awards significantly exceed.Vng budget;

Over the long run Houston would like to introduce new proficiency tests

for individual courses and is beginning to work on this. This would then

permit the, plan to be converted to at ,individual incentive plan for individual

teachers, which they feel is not feasible now. Note that with the current

plan, teachers whose students do not do well on the test scores may, neverthe- ,

less, receive an OEP award if overall their school.does well. And teachers

whose students do very well on the test scores, but who are in a school that

does, not do well on the tests, may not be eligible. Thua, the school district

does not label the Second Mile Plan a "merit plan," but rather an incentive

plan. Meritorious performance.by an individual teacher, the district notes,
. _ _ .

is not necessarily rewarded because of this group incentive feature. On the

other hand, the group incentive approach has the virtue of encouraging

cooperation among teacheiS and avoids destrugiive competition. Howeveri thus

far the school district has not specifically identified major instances of

improved cooperation as having occurred since the plan was changed.

The cost of the bonuses was approximately $11 million total for the first

,

two years, $7 million for the third year, $11 million for the fourth year, and

is budgeted for $9 million in '83-'84. (The anticipated, reduction is based on

the reduced size of individual bonus awards for all but the OEP program and a

reduced number of awardees because of the new teacher proficiency restric-

tion.) The cost represents $700-$1100 per teacher for bonuses in the school

system per year. The plan also requires approximately two full7time clerical
4

persons for the system. there is also considerable administrative time
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required in individual schools and by central staff to track achievement of

the baseline requirements and to handle the extra bookkeeping items. The

district has no estimates of how much time or dollars these tasks require.

The school district dohs-not do any additions testing over what it had done

before, since it already\ had an extensive testing system underway and would

have continued that testing. It has not yet developed any new tests.

Suggestions to Others
\

School district personnel had the follog suggestions for other

districts:

1. Have large enough awards, such $1,000 a year, to be able to

motivate people.

Provide awards to enough people but not to all (do not have .a quota

system).

Adapt your plan to the local situation. If the school system hasno

problem with teacher attendance or vacancies, don't provide bonuses

r these conditions. That is, the school system should decide on-

areas that it wants to improve and put elements to the incentive plan

to encourage improvements in those areas.;;

4. The school system ahoUld be flexible and prepared to modify its plan

as the need arises.

Sources

I. Houston Independent School District: "The Second Mile Plan," April
1983.-

_
2: Elaine Say, Memo on "TwoYear Impact_Study of Second4Ille Plan,'"

April 23, 1982, Houston Independent School District, Houstoh, TX;

3 Michael Mauldin, Memo oh "OEP Feasibility Study," June 8, 1981,
Houston .Independent School District, Houston, TX.
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4. Lealid Miller and Elaine Say, "This Bold Incentive Pay. Plan Pits
Capitalism Against Teacher Shortages," The_American_School_Board_
Journal, September 1982.

5. Elaine Say and Leslie Miller, "The Second -Mile Plan: incentive Pay
for Houston Teachers," Phi Delta gappan, December 1982.

6. Telephone interview with Elaine Say, Research Associate, Research and
Evaluation Department, HOuston Independent School Distridt, December
1983:

7. Educational Research Services, "Merit Pay Plans for Teachers: Status
and Descriptions," 1983, pp. 51-52.
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King William County Public Schools
King William, Virginia

Th'

The King William County Public School District consists of one elementary

school (K-7) and one high *School (8-12). Thereare approkimately 1i500

students enrolled and 95 teachers. The salaries for teachers range from

$12,337 to $18i162 for teachers without Master's Degrees and from $13;537 to

'$19t362 for teachers with Master's Degrees.

_ti

Description of Program

King William County's Teacher Incentive Program started in the 1982-83

school year. It awards higher salaries to teachers who have successfully

demonstrated excellence in professional preparation and performance. The

goals of the program are to attract and retain excellent teachers, reward n

excellence in teaching, and thereby promote superior instruction. Librariana

and guidance counselors are also included in the plan.

The Teacher Incentive Program has a four-step salary ladder. Movement up

this ladder dependb on successful completion of criteria for each level.

Participation is voluntary; teachers apply forleach level.

New teachers, probationary teachers, or tenured teachers who have chosen

not to participate at a higher level of the plan start at Level I: Teacher.

Status. Teachers on this level are paid according to the regular salary
1

schedule.

The second level, Senior Teacher_ rewards teachers who- have achieved an

average evaluation rating-of 4.5 in addition to the qualifying criteria_ A

bonus of $2i000 is applied to the teacher's base salary for the following year

After at least four years participation at the second level, a teacher

may apply for Master-Teacher, if the teacher holds a Master's
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Degree or a King William County Professional Growth Program Certificate in the

subject area or grade level of assignment. A successful evaluation of 4.5 at

this level rewards teachers with a $2,000 Teacher Incentive'Program bonus :plus

a $2,000 Master Teacher Level bonus, as well as $1,200 for the Master's Degree

as part of the regular salary schedule. 17/ I

To advance.to Level IV: Career Teacher, a teacher *st haye successfully'

completed eight years in the Teacher Incentive Program; In addition, a

teacher must be recommended for Career Teacher status by professional members '

of the Principal's Advisory Committee. A teacher at this level woui receive

the $2,000 Teacher', Incentive Program bonus along with $4,000 awarded for the

Career Teacher Level, and the $1,200 Master's Degree differential built into

the regular salary schedule;

To remain eligible each year for the Teacher Incentive Program, a teacher

pest be a full-time classroom teacher, librarian, or guidance counselor, have

three or fewer daya of absence that are unexcused, have achieved continuing

contract status* have had two consecutive years of superior teacher perfor-

mance evaluation from the school prinCipal as evidenced by a average rat-

ing each year, and have made a Minimum score of 475 in the common areas and

475 in the subject area of the National Teacher ExaMination (or correlated

scores on the Graduate Record Examination), and have had a successful perfor-

mance evaluation (4.5 average rating-on the last rating ,by an outside team of

evaluators.

Teachers are evaluated initially and again every four years by a team of

0
three experts; Two members of the team are appointed by the superintendent

and are central office staff members. The third evaluator is chosen by the

teacher from the superintendent's list of approved evaluators, or a teacher



can request an alternative evaluator subject to approval by the superinten-

F.

dent. University professarse been chosen most frequently by teachers as

their third evaluator.

Each member of the evaluation team Makes at least two observations, one

announced and one unannounced. Classroom observations are approximately 50

minutes. Observers rate a teacher's performance on seven points: (1) in-

structional methods; (2) knowledge of subject area; (3) ability to motivate

students; (4) classroom management; (5) student /teacher rapport; (6) appro-

priate Student evaluation; and (7) demonstrated student learning. Each is

rated on a scale of 1 (low) to 5 (high) degree of achievement; Teachers may

also provide the evaluation team with written documentation of instructional

activities.

A teacher can renew an award annually by obtaining a 4.5 average rating

by the principal along with participation in some professional growth activity

such as coursework or participation in an approved instructional conference.

Teachers have the option of renewing at the same level; however, every foUrth

year the additional requirement of a 4.5 average rating by an evaluation team

must tt wet; The performance evaluation rating required for the salary

supplement is the same/at all three levels.

Evaluation of the Plan

In the first year of the Teacher Incentive plan, 10 percent of the

teachers received awards. Fourteen teachers had applied; however, only nine

met the necessary criteria. Of the five that didn't meet the requirements,

the Assistant Superintendent felt that they had Applied:pritarily to see what

the program was like.
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The Superintendent has been pleased with inter-rater reliability. At the
.

inception of the plan it was not clear whether the rat;ngs of different obser

vers would vary significantly among the group. However, the ratings were

highly consistent.

The Superintendent noted that the absence level of teachers has declined

noticeably. For example, at one school; in the 1981-82 school year, six

teachers had perfect attendance, whereas during the first year of the plan,

1982-83; 17 teachers had perfect attendance. The district speculates that

this is because teachers are trying to meet the attendance requirement with

the intention of applying for the program in the coining years. The-diStridt'

notes that although teachers say that the plan has not affacted theirlpe-

havior, the attendance statistics indicate that there has been some change.

No evaluation has been done, such as on impacts on student attendance or

student learning as indicated by test scores. At this time there is no pro--

vision for an evaluation of:the program itself. The district is pleased,with

the results of the 1982-83 school year. The plan is only;in its second year;

thereihas notbeen sufficient time to assess the longer term consequences such

as on teacher retention rates.

The administration has had only one known instance of staff dissention as

a result of the plan--from a teacher who was unhappy at notAmeeting the base-

line criteria. They attribute the lack of objections as stemming from the

plan being voluntary and from the existence of clearly defined and reasonable

requirements.

The district administration believes that the community supports the

program and wants to reward superior teachers. The district is pot worried

about whetter or not a parent will want their child in a class where a'teacher

is not im the.program because they generally feel that the parents know when

their child is learning aid they already know who the good teacherS are.
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Funding for the program'is requested annually through the schbol board to

the County Board of Superintendents. Budgeting for teacher incentive pay is a

separate line item on the budget from regular teacher salaries. In the first

yearid$25,000 was requested. Approximately $1;500 was used to pay for

National Teacher Examination fees and also covered the $50 stipends paid to

.

outside evaluators to cover travel and related expenses.. The system,expects

to add a small number of participants each year. The salary supplements will

added in small increments over a namber,Of years until the program is fully

implemented.

Sources:

1. Educational Research Service', Inc., "Merit Pay Plans for Teachers:
Status and Deecriptions;" 1983, pp. 156-157.

2. Telephone Interview with Mrs. Claiborne R. Winborne, Assistant
Superintendent for Administrative Services, King William County .

Public Schoolr, December 1, 1983.

3. King William County Public Schools, "Teacher Incentive Program," Rev.
8/21/83.



Ladue School District
Ladue, Mlisouri

The School-Distriat-

The Ladue School District consists Of four elementary schoOls, a junior;
14

high school (7-8), and a senior high. Ladue's 250-teachers serve a student'

population,of about 3,100.. Teachers and other professional staff (including

some administrators) belong to the Ladue Educators Asso iatioh. Since

Missouri is a '"meet-and-confer" state, there are no'negotiations over wages

and salaries between the teachers' association and the school district;

For the 1983-84 school ',gar, entry level salaries in Ladue were $14,300

to $14,700; In principle, there is no maximum salary (some teachers are

currently earning in excess of $38,000 per year). The average teacher's_-___

salary in Ladue in the Fall of 1983 was over $29,00."

Description of the Plan

Ladue's merit pay plan involves .?erformance-based wage increases for in-

divIdual teachers. The plan has been in'operation since 1953 and covers all

certified personnel, including teachers, c?Unsellors, and librarians.. 'tinder

the plan, there are no fixed salirysteps and no maximum salary levels.

Salary increases for a given year are based entirely on the results of the

annual performance appriisals plus, in some years, an across7the-board.lcost.

of-living) increase; No salary increases are given on the basis of a

teacher's tenure or educational credentials.

The performance of each teacher is evaluated annually by the teacher's

principal or (in the secondary schools) assistant principal on-a scale of 0-9,

0-11, or 0-15 points, depending on the salary schedule used.(see below).

There are no quotas on the number of individuals who may receive a given

rating score. Each_evalhation point is worth a fixed number of dollars to-
,
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wards the teacher's merit increase. For the 1982-83 school year; each evalua-

tion point was worth $300. Teacher perfotmance rating scores that year ranged

from 7 to 15, corresponding to wage increases of between $2;100 and $4,500 f

each of the district's 245 teachers. The average increase was 13,300, or

about 12 percent of the average salary level in Ladue for the 1982-83 school

year.' Over the last several years, perfOrmance increases have reportedly

averaged approkimately 10 percent of a teacher's salary'

Teachers in Ladue are assigned to one Of three separate salary schedules,

depending on experience, performance, and other factors. Associated with each

schedule is i range of,possible performance rating scores and an expectation

as to which score corresponds to "satisfactory" teaching performance. On,

schedule I (for beginning teachers), ihe.possible performance ratings are 0,

3, 5, 7i and 9. Satisfactory performance corresponds to a rating of 5 points;

exceptional performance could be rated 7 or 9. Schedule II has possible

performance ratings of 0 to 11, with 7 the expected rating for satisfactory

Terformance. Similarly, a third salary schedule (for teachers who have

performed very well for several years) permits performance ratings between 0

and 15, with 9 the expected level for'satisfactory performance. There is no,

liMitN to how long a person can remain on a given scheduleiland promotion from

one schedule to anothercan occur in any year.

Promotion to a higher salary schedule is accompanied by a fixed "incen-

tive increment" in the form of a certain number of evaluation points. A

teacher moving from schedule I to schedule II will receive 10 evaluation

points; movement from 'schedule II to schedule III results in a bonus of 12

evaluation points. These constitute the sole basis or computing the

teacher's merit increase for that.year (the teacher's performance rating score

is snot used to compute the increment when moving to a new salary schedule).
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In subsquent years, however, the teacher's salary increment is again

determined by tne annual performance rating.

The performance evaluation procedure is highly subjective; although the

process has been defined in great detail. All teachers are rated on five

general areas: effectiveness in teacher /student interactions; effectiveness

in relationships wtth colleagues; effectiveness in contacts with parents;

patrons; and community; effectiveness in contributions to the total school

program; and effectiveness in curriculum developdent r1d professional improve-
_

pent. Associated with 'each of these general azea: are several performance

cnaracteristir.. that are used to assess teach performance. For i-:,stance,

"effectiveness in teacher/student interactions" includes the following

performance characteristics (among others):

A. The teacher's interactions with students reflect pre-planning with
attention.to both kndividual and group needs.

b. The teacher's interactions with students are supported h'
instructional materials.

C. The teacher demonstrates identifiable skills in lesson presentation.

D. The teacher maintains a learning environment which encourages mutual
acceptance and respect.

For each of these characteristics; several behavioral examples'are pro-
_

vided to show how the characteristic migl b applied to a given teacher's

work; For example; the behavioral descriptions associated with characteristic

above are:

The evidence of planning is identifiable;
2; There is evidence of short-range planning;
3; There is evidence of long-range planning;
4; There is evidence of planning to accommodate the needs of the special

learner.

These characteristics and behavioral statements were developed over a

two-year period with the assistance and participation of teachers. The eval-

uation criteria focus on the teaching process (as opposed to outcomes), an
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emphasis that Ladue administrators believe to be consistent with the stateof-

theart in current research on the teaching process. They also believe that

this focus properly places the emphasis on the controllable aspects of

teaching behavior.

School administrators in Ladue do not believe that the available measures

of educational outcomes (such as test scores) can be used as valid Indicators

of teacher performance at this time. For instance, student test scores in

Ladue tend to be so high that a single incorrect answer can of mean a
ti

difference of several percentiles. Because of these instabilities, testing is

used only for diagnosis, not for performance evaluation and the awarding of

merit pay.

The primary evaluation procedure is supervisory observation, although the

'monitoring of performance targets (in the form of improvements recommended by

the evaluator) has assumed increasing importance in recent years. LadUe

teachers have opposed the use of peer evaluations (as being too divisive) or

evaluations by students. Principals are given considerable flekibility in

_.-
selecting how they will evaludte and monitor their staff. Teachers must be

observed at least three times per year, each time with a pre and post

observation conference. The supervisor's observations are written up in the

form of a narrative (the usdz'of checklists has dlso'heen opposed by Ladue

teachers).

In recent years, principals have been providing several recommendations

for improvement in connection with each evaluation. These are usecNto focus

teachers on'organizational priorities (e.g. "become more familiar with com

puters ") and.reuedial needs. Achievement of the recommended improvements is

^-
not in itself sufficient to earn an outstanding peformance appraisal; ating.
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All performance evaluations are completed in February and March, and

teacher salaries, including any performance tncrements, are announced in

April. TeaChers may appeal the evaluation to the superintendent or o

the board of education. They may not, however, .eat e substance of an

evaluation; School administrators report receiving about10 to 15 appeals in

a typical year;

The school iisL.ict spends considerable time and money training the prin-

cipals in the process of evaluation. To help ensure consistency among the

performance evaluations* the school district requires central review of all

performance evaluations 6y the superintendent* and joint reviews and critiques

of the performance evaluatiol. principals as a group. During the joint

reviews* principals defend their evaluations to other principals, while the

latter provide feedback.. School administrators eport that this has helped

ensure a common understanding of the various ratings a their definitions.

-
Periodic rotation of the school principals, and the low turn-over of princi-

pals and other evaluators; have also reportedly enhanced the integrity of the

evaluation process;

The size of the. merit increases earned in a given year is determinedi*,

the number of dollars that the school board assigns to each evaluation Point.

For thu 19ki2-83 school year, each pbint was worth $300 and there were no

dorosp-the-ooard increases. For the 1981-82 school year, the board awarded

$150 per point plus a $500'across-the-boara;increase for each teacher. In

some years, the value of a point has been as low as $100. However, since

then= are no quotas on performance scores (and hence, 'on the number and size"

t
of the awards given in any year)* teachers do not have to compete against each

other for a limited number of awards.
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In the 19832-63 school year; the minimum performance rating received by a

teacher in the LAdue school system was 7 points. Thus, all teachers received

at least some increase. In prior years, however, some teachers have-reteived

no increase At all or an increase below the standard expected for adequate

performance on their salary schedule.1 Teacher salaries have not, however,

been reduCed for poor performance. Under Missouri law, such a reduction would

be viewed as a demotion and would require.a formal public hearing.

Merit pay is budgeted by the school board as a separate line item. His-

'toricai. data on the distribution of rating scores is used to project an aver-

age increase for budgetary purposes. The board must also decide whether to

incluae a fixed across-the-board increase with the merit increases. In decid-

ing on the amount to.budget:for, such cost-of-lping_ increases; the board has

generally all-cated most of the availacle funds to merit increments. For

instance, school administrators suggest ti;at for an average pay increase of 10

percent, no more than 2-4 percent would ht provided as an across-the-board

increase; the remaining 6-7 percent would be awarded on the hasis of merit.

Teacher salaries and the amounts of any performance awards are generally.

_kept r-,-"IfidentiaI in Ladue. The school board denies requests foi information

on_tgacher seleriesi,eIthough such information must be reported to (and is

available from) the State of Missouri. The public; however, is reported to be

largely unaware, of individual teachdr salaries in Ladue. Salary Confidential-

iiy is also apparointly:the norm for teachers in Ladue's elementary schOols.

however, teachers in the junior and senior high schools reportedly exchange

some salary information.

1. Note that because teachers in Ladue can earn increases even tc.th
.substandard performAce, Ladue's "merit pay" should probably be viewed as a
combination of performance-based and cost-of-living increases.
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The school district makes a point of training and ::ttainints teachers in

the operation of the merit pay plan: All prospective new teachers are briefed

on the merit pay plan during their initial job interview. Once hired, the new

teacher is again briefed on the performance appraisal process and the merit°

pay plan by the building principal, by the "sponsoring teacher" assigned to

each new recruit, and by the building representative to the Committee.on

Evaluation (see below). The building representative is also responsible for,

briefing all teaching staff on changes in the plan.
)

A fundamental feature of Ladue's merit pay plan is its emphasis on moni-

toring and updating the program on a continuing basis; From tne very begin-

ning of the plan, there has been a Committee on Evaluation charged with

reviewing and modifying the plan as necessary. The Committee consists of the

-superintendent, building representatives elected by the teaching staff in each °

building, and a representative from the administrative staff (elected by the
0

principals). This committee has conducted employee surveys and other studies

that resulted in a number of changes to the plan since its inception in 1953.

Teacher, participation has been high. The plan was developed in 1953 by a

committee of six teachers and four administrators appointed by the superinten-
k

!1:: t2.2.:, , ./tit
fident.- the oginal evaluation criteria were developed on-OW-bAtIt-iat-4--

,11:"

-,
survey of all teachers by the Committee on Evaluation, and teachers continue

to exercise considerable influence op the seleCtion of evaluation crireriaifor-

the plan. The Committee on Evaluation still meets at least once a month to

discuss Ladue's merit pay effort, and major reviews and revisions of the plan

have occurred regularly. The following are some of the changes that have been

made:

1. Prior to the 1979-80 school year, teachers in Ladue received perfdr-
mance increases of $600, $700, or $800, depending on their evalua-
tion. However, by 1978 most teaciers were receiving the top
increment of $800; and an increment of less than $800 was-widely

170
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viewe,a as a penalty. The board of eaucation:wanted the system to
providea-widerrangeof,performance awards by increasing and
broadening the increments. The iaea_ was for_most teachers_to_ get the
average increment, while better teachers would get a much higher
award. _At a result,_the award system was changed to the procedure
currently used, in which teachers can receive a performance ,.

evaluation score,Ok.between 0 and'9 (ot 01.5,. depending on their
salary schedule] and a dollar value is assigned .to each point.

2. Prior to'the 1978-79 period, teachers were evaluated on the basis of
three general criteria: personal characteristics; professiOnal
growth and development, and evidence of superior teaching. The need
to make finer distinctions it order to award an evaluation score Dt-r-
0-15 points led to the development of the more refined five-area"
performance evaluation procedure described previously; The revised
procedure also incorporated the findings of-recent research on
factors that contribute to better learning.

3. Over the 19b1-82 period; the performance evaluation procedure was
further refined bythe development of the behavioral'criteria
described previously.

4. A continuing issue has been the treatment of extracurricular activi-
ties. Teadhers_in Laduej.eceive_no_additional pay_ specifically for
undertaking such activities. This has -led to considerable dissatis-
faction,_especially among secondary school teachers. After a year-
long study, -the Committee on Evaluation recommended that there be a.'
separate salary schedule_for_persons supervising extracurricular
activities. The school board, however, rejected this approach and
instead directed: evaluators to take account-of eXtracUrriculatactiV-
ities when rating teacher- performance. In particular', the rating
must reflect both the quality of -the work and the time_spent bythe
teacher on the task (the latter factor takes account of extracurric-
ular duties)..

1

Evaluation of the Plan

Ladue's merit pay plan has undergone a number of evaluations. The

Committee on Evaluation-bas periodically reviewed the program and surveyed

teacher opinion. Others have examined specific aspects of the plan in detail

(see Shaughnessy, 1976). Natrielio and Cohn (1983) reOently completed an ex-

amination of the history and c-oiution of Ladue's merit pay plan; including

111

interviews with key administrators and with 23 teachers from one elementary

sdhool. On the other hand, there have been no formal evaluations of the

impacts of Ladue's merit pay plan on outcomes such as student achievement,
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behavior, and. attitudes, or on the teaching process Itself. Most of the

available information on the effects of the Ladue pl&n.consists of subjective

assessments by school administrators and teaching staff.

School administrators in Ladue feel that the merit pay. plan hap been re-

sponsible for improving. instruction (ERS 1983; p. 42). 'Thiviaw.was seconded

. -
by aeVeral teachers in one elementary school who reported that the presence of

merit pay had led them to increase their efforts 4nd to improve instructiim

(Natriello and Cohn, 1983, p. 28). Such-results are attributed to he fact

that the merit pay plan and the associated evaluation system have made teach71

ers more accountable tar their performance. ',-School adminiltrators note that

teachers in Ladue are recognized and rewarded for doing things well; for cool-,

.

ing up with new approaches to old problems, etc. Such efforts are frequently

cited in _teacher performance evaluations as reasons for awarding increments.

Ladue's merit pay plan is not credited with any special effects on

teacher retention or the ability to recruit new teachers. School admini-

strators note that teaching saIariep in Ladue are relatively high and that

there is correspondingly little turn over. While administrators feel that the

presence of merit pay cannot be shown to have actually attracted teachers to

Ladue, it has also reportedly not dissuaded attractive candidat Some

teachers, moreover, feel that having merit p- ay, rather than a se iority

system, has helped the school system retain its best teachers and maintain

instructional quality (Natriello and Cahn, 1983, p. 29).

Lague school administrators noted a number of other benefits from the

merit pay plan. One is increased accountability for principals (Natriello andv

Coan, 1983, p. 25). Each principal's teacher evaluations are reviewed by the

superintendent and by the other principals;Ithey also come under close scru-

tiny from the teachers. This reportedly encouragds the principals to pay' ore
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aaytoday attention to the educational process and to spend consiaerable time

with their staff monitoring and appraising performance. Other rep-oft-6d bene

,fits include better documentation of teacher performance and greater recogni

tion of the teacher as an individual.

ikccording to Ledue school administrators, the merit pay plan has not been

a prominent issue is labormanagement relations, with the exception of the

question of extra pay for extracurricular duties (discussed previously).c (As
i

noted above, teachers do not bargain collectively over wages and salaries in

Ladue.)

5ChOol:edministrators'report a high leel of support for the merit pay

plan from parents; the school board, and other members of -the community. The

school board has provided reliable funding for the ',Ian since 1953 with

increases for all who deserve them; avoiding any need for teachers to compete.-

against each other for a limited number of awards. While many of Ladue's

citizens were unaware of the plan until recently; the publicity which it is

currently generatingis reportedly creating a favorable image for the school

system within the community.

School administrators have not computed the total cost of Ladue's merit

pay plan. T.e primary expenditure is for incentive awards. In 1982-83, the.

cost of awards was approximately $810,000, an expense that. will continue to be

incurred in future years since .the awards represent an increase in salary

rather than a onetime bonus. (On the other hand; thee raises substitute at

least in part for acrosstheboard increases that would have been provided

otherwise.) School officials note that administration of the plan probably

costs considerably more than-administration of a typical teacher salary sched

ule; It is estimated that each principal must spend about 20 hours per year
o hr

per staff member completing the necesseryevaluations. Program maintenance
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aria staff retraining require an additional 30-40 staff-hours per year. And

members of the Committee on Evaluation meet 1-2 hours per month to review and

revise the merit pay program. The plan is operated without the need for

.special data processing, analyses, or testing, and it does not currently

require special staff for its administration. However; when major changes

4have been implemented; it has sometime;: -..sen necessary to temporarily assign

someone to help with the plan.

Teacher opinion on the plan appears to be ambivalent. Most Ladue teach-

ers appear to favor the principle using merit pay, but significant numbers

are aissatisfied with specific aspects of Ladue's approach. For instance,

while 85 percent of the teachers responding to a recent survey favored a-

system of merit pay, only 34 percent favored the system being used by Ladue

(Silva, 1983). Similar assessments have been given by school administrators.

In theii interviews of 23 teachers in one Ladue elementary school,

Natriello and Cohn (1983) found teachers reporting both strengths and

weaknesses in connection with Ladue's merit pay plan. The weaknesses included

the subjectivity of the evaluation process (and associated problems of favori--

tism and inter - school inconsistency.), morale problems (especially d=ssatis-

1

faction with the treatment of extracurricular activities under the merit pay

plan), uncertainty concerning what must be done to earn the "best" performance

ratings and merit awards (some claimed that one had to be a coach in order to

earn the maximum of 15 points); and the absence of adequate opportunities 'for

appealing performance evaluations (especially after they have been put in

writing). On the other hand; th6Se same teachers pointed'to a number .ot

strengths in Ladue's merit pay program: the availability of monetary rewards

for superior performance, the encouragement of improved classroom instruction,

the responsiveness ok-the merit pay system to teacher concerns.. (through the
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provision of numerous opportunities for pa rticipation),anu the sense of

professionaliam fostered by tha plan. Of tne 2 elementary school teachers

interviewed, 22 felt that the merit pay system worked largely because sale-y

leVels were kept confidential (Natriello and Cohn, p. 27).

Ladue school administrators report that the teachers' primary compl int
-

about the plan is the treatment of extracurricular activities (see p. Lk 8);

Another is the equitability of the pay plan with respect to pay levels in

other school systems. For instance, teachers with masters degrees and consid

erable experience are ,reportedly able to earn better salaries in other school

systems, which reward tenure and educational attainment rather than merit;

Other common complaints teachers include the additionalrstress of Working

under a merit pay system and the frustration of not knowing precisely what

needs to be done in order to earn a top rating (Natriello and Cohn, :983;

Silva, 1983).

Ladue administrators believe that some of these problems have occurred

because many-teachers do not coMpletely understand the philosophy and proce

dares associated with the change from awarding fixed merit increments of $600,

*MO, or $800 to the use of variable awards basea on performance appraisal

points; Thus,,sothe teachers report that they were more satisfied with Ladue's

previous approach, to merit pay, under which they received the maximum award of

$800. Even though the rewards are larger under 'the current system, these

teachers feel that they are not performing adequately if they receive less

than the maximum number of performance evaluation points;

Some Ladue teachers report that the trrit pay plan has created morale

problems, causing teachers to become money conscious and less cooperative

(Natriello and Cohn, 1983, p. 32). Morale problems and disenchantment with

the merit pay plan are reported to,be especially intense in the junior and
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s./LioL- high schools. The eimmentary school teachers interviewed by Natriello

and Cohn attributed much of that dissatisfaction to the sharing:of salary

information by secondary school teachers. However; uany other theories have

been offered to explain the reported dissatisfaction of Ladue's secondary

school teachers, and no,single explanation seems suffizient (see, for

instanceNatriello and Cohn, 1983, p. 33).

On the whole, Natriello and Cohn report that the negative factors cited

by the teachers they interviewed were "far outweighed by the positive factors"

(Natriello and. Cohn, 1983, p. 34). All 23 elementery'schdol teachers favored

a werit pay plan over other salary and evaluation approaches. This parallels

more general assessments by local school administrators, who note that while a

significant proportion of Ladue's teachers have complaints about specific

aspects of the plan, their overwhelming attitdde is to change the plan but not

to scrap it.' Ladue administrators see no serious possibility of discontinuing

the plan in thct

Indeed, these administrators, as well as the teachers interviewed by

Natriello and Cohn, report that the merit pay plan has been an effective moti-

vator for the majority of Ladue'S teaching personnel; However, it is the

formal recognition given to excellence, rather than the monetary.. award, that

is believed by many to be the Most impOrtant motivator associated with Ladue's

merit pay plan.

Ledue administrators-are uncertain ofuthe extent to which nissouri't

meet-and-confer labor law has played a role in making the merit pay plan
-v.'

feasible. In particular, they are not sure whether such a plan would work in

an adversarial setting. Nevertheless, they'note that if workable mecnanisms

exist for solving problems between labor and Management; such a plan would

probably have a chance anywhere.
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senior high schools. The elementary school teachers interviewed by Natriello

and Cohn attributed much of dissatisfaction to the sharing of salary

information by seconnary school t'lachers. However; many other theories have

been offered to explain the reported dissatisfaction of Ladue'e secondary'

school teachers, and no single explanation seems sufficient '(see, for

instance, Natriello and Cohn, 1983, p. 33).

On the whole, Natriello and Cohn report that the negative factors cited

by the teachers they interviewed were "far outweighed by the ,Positive factors"

(Natriello and Cohn, 1983, p. 34). All 23 elementary school teachers favored

a merit pay plan over other salary and evaluation approaches. This parallels

more General assessments by local school administrators, who note,that" while a

si6nificant proportion of Ladue's- teachers have complaints about specific

aspedts of the plan, theix%overwhelmingiateitbde is to change the plan but not

to scrap it; Ladue administrators see no serious possibility of discontinuing

the plan in the foreseeable future;

Indeed; these administrators, as well as the teachers interviewed by

Natriello and Cohn, report that the merit pay plan has been an effective moti

vator for the majority of Ladue's teaching personnel. Jciowevet, it is the
4

formal recognition given to excellence, rather than the monetary award, that

is believed by many to be the most-important motivator associated with Ladue's

merit pay plan.

Ladue administrators are uncertain of the extent to which Missouri's

meet-and-confer labor law has played a rOle in making the merit pay plan

feasible. In particular, they are not sure whether such a plan would work in

an adversarial setting. Nevertheless, they note that 4orkable-mecnanisms

4
exist for solving problems between labor and management,_ sucrva plan would

probably have a chance anYwhere.

I
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Sources
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Lebanon Public Schools
Lebanon, Connecticut:

-The School District

Lebanon Public Schools consist of two schools (an elementary and a high

school.)°,'80 teachers and approximately 1,200 students.

Tescription of the Plan

Lebanon's merit pay plan was contracted with the teachers' union for the

three year period fror 1977 to 1979.
.

The merit incentive evaluation plan in Lebanon involved bonuFes for a

teacher's progress in meeting objectives set at the beginning of the school
.

year and for satisfactorily fulfilling the requirement's of the tescher's job

'ascription: The_plan begin in September 1977 and terminated in the third

yea about May 1980. Each t, er Was required to identify one performance

Huojective for students in te subject. matter and one process object:!.ve.

The methods by which achievement of that..: objectives wAl 3 be Measured were

also to be specified. The process objectives indicated the procelures that

the teacher would use use to meet tie erfrmance objectives. The second part

of the evaluation process involved use of the teacAer's job desc iptio-1 as a

checklist to evaluate the t7...chet's performance in terms of four goals and 20

uties as pres,:ribe4Opy elf.. school district.

At re beginning of the school year; teachers submitted their objectives

to the principal for his concurrence; Five times during the year tee-..hers

submitted to the principal an interim report indicating the amount of

pro6ress. The report could include requested revisions to the original

objectives. The principal twice during the year completed job description
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pri-,A.pal based on their performance on the performance 4..,bjective (up to 200

points); on the process ojective (260ipoints); and on the job description

rating (500 points). At the end of May of each year, the principals subtatted

to the superintendent and school' board their recommerldatops for merit inen-

tive recipients based-on the extent to which individual teachers met their

objectives and fulfilled the requirements of their job description; However;

the relationship between the numerical rating and the size of the bonus was

not clear.) The merit pay was distributed in Ju..-e.

Teachers at the elementary and high school levels were ranked separately

. to encourage consistency within each school and in light of differences in

Loti.

teachers' responsibilities' between elementary and secondar'y levels. Those

teachers that achieved rankings higher than the expected level of performance

were eligible to receive bonus awards. In the first year of the plan (77 -78),

!'reuses ranging from $100 to $500 were paid to 55of 78, persons (about 70%),

with an average bonus of about $20. The bonus size went up to the last two

years to $900 maximum for the third year, however;

The plan also covered other, staff such as counselors; school pnycholo-

gists, and library specialists, as well as teachers; Different ewluation

forms, relevant to each group's job description, were used;

EvaIt tionnf Plan

The Lebanon plan was introduced by the school superintendent and was

.

initially supported by the teachers and the community., But at the develop-

mental stage; even prior to its actual implementation* the plan met with

resistance from a newly elected unicn leadership that did not support the plan

ratifled by its predecessors. The new leadership; elecied in part because of

its opposition to the merit pay plan; did not permit formal participation by
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participation. AS the first year progressed, tension increased within the

schools. A pritary problem was infighting among teachers, which included

jealousy and hoarding of materials, creating a-divided staff.

Another problem identified by the superintendent was the short time

period available to develop'the ?Ianfrom April 1977 when the contract with

the teachers' association was signed' until September 1977 when the plan went

into effect. This was aggravated by the lack of staff response to the super-

iLtendent's request for participation In the development of the plan's details

(due in part to the changed attitude of the new association officials).

Another major problem arose after the awards were made shortly before the

close of the first year. Although the contract containecLa formal agreement
1

calling for confidentiality as to who received the awards, information leaked

out, appaI...ntly fro-s. some teachers. Public disclosure of this information'

discouraged some teachers, Community problems arose lt this time, and parents

began to request that their children be assigned to certain teachers.

A critical concern of the t,dchers was the la k of objectivity in the

evalogrion piocess. Teachers felt that the possibility ,of faworitism left

some teachers at an at:ve ntage to receive awards. Elementary teachers and the

elementary school principal were parti:tularlor negative. High ichool personnel

were less-negative, perhaps because they tended to ba more recent hires.

_Also, elementary school teachers felt that since they were laying the educa-

tional foundation for the students, high school teachers h-j predisposi-

tion for success, and as s.ch, the e2Tentary teachers should receive a larger

award than high school teachers;

The district also found that the extra papQ.:work, including the various

interim reports, became a significant burden.
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Although the superintendent felt that the plan had a favorable effect on

student achievement, the plan was short - lived.` He believed there was a

noticeable improvement in student.leathing, e.g. increased scores on tests and

greater participation of students in extra - curricular activities.'t, However, no

formal.eval=tion of the plan was conducted.. At dissention among staff

members grew, reportedly it became "very demoralizing" and eventually led to

the plan's demise in 1980 at the end of the negotiated contract term.

Sources,

1. Telephone interview ,With Lawrence E. Ieradi, DireCtor, Hol.71 Cheney
Technical,School, Manchester; CT (formerSuperintendent of schools;
Lebanon, CT, trot April 1976 to October 1980) in November 1983.

2.- Telephone '..nterVieW With Ann Lord,Secretary , Superintendent of

.Schools, Lebanon, CT, Noxetbet 1983:

3. Steve Kaibey, "This. Neat_Little Merit Pay_SchemeGets Down to the
Basics." American School Board Journal, June 1978; 0.. 34.

4. ERS,'"Merit Pay fir ,Teachers." Arlington, VA: a.2cAtIonal Research

Services, Inc., 1979, pp. 93=102.

5; Various descriptive materials on the plan provided by the s'iool

district.



The School District

Penn Manor School District
Millersville; Pennsylvania

. .

The Penn Manor S hoof District consists of eight schoolssix elementary

schools, one middle school (7-8); and a high school..- The'total enrollment is

curreIntly 4,100 pupils. Non- supervisory personnel belong to the Penn Matibr

Education Association, an affiliate of the NEA. They bargain collectively

over wages and salaries; At present there are 220 persons (teachers, counse-

lors, nurses, librarians, and other non-supervisory staff) in the bargaining

unit. Teacher salzries start at $12,000, per year'and can go as high as

$28,500 per year for teachers with a masters degree and 15 years of experi-

ence. The.average salary level is $191000 per year.

Description of the Plan

Penn Manor's merit pay plan provides cash bonuses for outstanding

.teachers and other members rF 2 bargaining unit based on supervisor observa-,

on and ratigs. ?Lan was iormally begun In November 1982 and is cur-

Tently in its second year. it was .included ay. part of a three-year contract:

with the Pen:: Manor Education Association signed in. August 1984. The: agree -

merit stipulates that the Board of Education provide$20,000 in merit pay for

eni.:h year of the three-year contract; The merit'pay provision is in addition

t: across-the-board salary increases. The plan covers all persons in the

bargaining unit-non-supervisory teaching StaLf guiance counselor , nurses,

librarians, Participation in the merit pay plan is voluntary. 0:

The same amount is awardee all qualified persons.- Tbe size of the
.

award is detertined by dividing the $20,000 award poolf given year (plus

any additional reward money rized by the school boar. the Aumi);_r o!:
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(about 11 percent of the covered personnel) earned awards of $1,000 each after

the School Board provided an extra $5,000. The additional funds were,com

mitied to ensure that the awards would be at least $1,000., (This amount was

, -
felt by the School.Boar0, d Chairman to be necessary if the program :was to be an

effective motivator.) The first-year bonuses were paid in M yi betore'the end

of the school year. The 25 recipients included 23 teachers and two counselors

but no nurses or libratianr,).

Teacher-Evaluation and Sele:tion of Reward-Recipients. The procedures'

for evaluatin; teachers and selecting recipients have been different in each

year of the program. The first-year procedures tare described below; second-

year lorocedures are covered later.

During the first year, merit pay candidates to be nominated for the.

award. Anyone could submit a nomination. The neAlnatior made anony-

mously-and had to be received by December 23, 1982. I irion proce-

dure, involving the following eight criteria, was ,-inatiLg 'and

selecting the merit pay recipients:

1. Qua city of planned instruction

2. Effrrive Ir-plementation of planned instruction

3. Command of subject area, including depth of understanding and
knowledge of current.' trends

4. Effort and effecciveness in motivating studehts

5. Accuracy and effectiveness of communications

6. Resourcefulness and adaptability -,to change

7. Involvement in total school program

8. Rapport with sidenr- staff, parents, and community

The nomination had to indicate qualitatively that the candidate excelled

with regard to each criterion. IL the'first year, 158 of the 222 eligible



All nominees were then sent r

--- 3

r -,vr illat%on f(,rm on which they were

asked ko assess and document the It performance 4.ith rega,A to each

criterio A fire -point scale was emplcye4; 6wever, little v;as dune to

define or o' erwise anchor the criteria; One-hundred and thirty-one teachers
-s-

- completed the self-evaluation, questionnaire and became finalists,

Each finalist was then evaluated by a t,;am of three supervisorsusing the

same criteria and 5 point scale. Different teams were used for different

schools. In general, the teams consisted of the tea-her's immediate

supervisor and two other persons. (For elementary school teachers, the

additional persons were principals from other elementary schools.; for middle

and high school teachers the committee was usually composed of the teacher's

department chairman, in assistant principal, an( school principal.)

Each member of an evaluating team was req a observe the teacher in

_ .

the classroom for at least 45 minutes',.;( rone period or, for elementary school

teachers, one subject area). These obiervations were conducted separately by

themembers of the team. In some cases they were announced; in some, cases

unannunnced. Each three-person committee ad. 18-26 candidates to evaluate.

after all evaluations were completed, each committee had to consolidate the

assessments that the committee members had prepared forseparate numerical

each candidate at rank order the candidates= All assessments and rankings

were completed by April 15, 1983.

The various committee rankings were ten synthesized by a five- 'person

steering comMitrc'-2 Oith the help of the various school principals. (The

committee consisted of the assistant to tL, r.upPrintende4t, the elementary

school coordinator, the middle school principal, the high school principal,

and a department chairman.) The steering committee asked each school princi-
:

pal to rank the candidates from their schdbl on the basis cf -the evaluation



committee assessments. The steering committee then Winnowed down the number

of candidates until the number remaining was small enough to provide a signi-

ficant award for each recipient. (giyen the $20,000 award pool). The committee

was unable to reduce the list of candidates to fewer than 25 teachers. Be-
.

,cause they felt that it was important for each recipient to receive5 least

$1,000, the steering committee asked the Board of Education'to provide the

-*additional $5000 needed to permit awards of that size.
_ .

The names of the 25 recipients of the $1,000 bonus were announced by the

. Board. , They were also published by.;the local newspapers.

The performance evaluation proCess was admittedly very subjective. How-

ever, school administrators note that the committee evaluations were generally

accepted by the teachers. The school/district has been,regularly observing

and rating teachers (as satisfactory Vs. unsatisfactory) for 15 years. Ten-

ured teachers have to be observed at least twice in a givkn year; new teachers

are observed twice each iirking period (eight times pet year). Since. the

school district is small, teachers the evaluator:, walx, and problems

concerning the qualifications of the *valuators and the subjectiv y of the '4

,\ )

assessments have not arisen.

,

No effort was mad-e-
a

to allocate tab number of awards between the :schools
\

. -

or levels. Nine awards went to high 'school teichels, five to middle school

teachers, and kleven to elementary school teaChers. Administrators admit to

some problems with comparabilit- across schools. For ingtance, some princi-
,

pals were regarded as more lenient in their, ratings than others. T9 alleviate

this problem, the individuals comprtsing the evaluation team for a given can-

didate were.chosei provide a balance between harsh and more lenient cvel-

uator,;;, I. t11,e care of thec!-igh school and midde school, newarability.

evaluats wns en aced by havJ:ig the p7inciral revew tne evaluations for
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No formal appeal process was specified for the first year of,,the program.

For the second year of the program, principals and evaluators have been in-

f rmed that a candidate has the right to Involve'the superintendent or the

assistant to the superintendent -if there is a difference of op::-.61! between

the evaluators and the candidate with regard to the latter's 7.:i-otmanse.

The merit pay program was drafted over a period of several months by the

assistant to the superintendent, t. mentary school zoordi,,,ror, the middle

school principal, and the high sch .).ncipal. While they considered vari-

ous mechanisms for getting teacher participation, they decided that this would.

lead to excessive delays. The program Was implemented in Noveeer 1982, and

nominations for-the first round of awards were received by December 23, 1382.

There was no formal participation by the Teacher's Absociar-lon. The lat-
.

.

ter maintained a formal hands-off approach, although it frequently urged

teachers not to return the various quektionnaires and rating forms needed to

administer the program. No pilot testing wan done. The Board of Education

accepted without change the plan developed by the four-person committee.

After the first year, the AdminIstretimi asked the teaching staff for sugges-

tions for improving the program. Very few'suggestions were razeived, except

with regard to the nominiting process.1 However,,there were some complaints

that teachers did not understand the program.

No special training has been recluired:and no additional administrative

staff were= added to run the program. Once the plan was approved, the princi-
e

pals irt.tt with their department chairmen and explained the program. The pro-

gram vas explainer. to them again curing the Farmer session. The principals

alsb explaivwd the program tc ;..1.1 faculty members during re ular faculty

meeLings.



The State Department of'Educstion had no fornal or informal role in the

PennManor-merit pay plan. Indeed; the Department of Education has reportedly

ti4it A hands-off attitude with regard to merit pay;

Chan Ag- the Plan. During the sumL, 1 a ..830
4

he Steering Committee sought suggestions from teachers concerning ways to

improve the plan. Although the union urged teachers not to respond to the

request, a few suggestions were received. One issue was the publication of

the names of the award recipients. School administrators, however; feel that

since information on the salaries of public employees is a popclar topic of

local newspapers; the identicarion and publication of the recipients of the

merit awards is iaevitable. there were also complains about the nominating

process., Nominations_ could be mad! by a friend or by oneself; and many,

teachers complained that.they did not unuerstand why they were not considered

for a given award;

For the second yer (1983-84), the following` changes were made in the

merit pay plan:

Ever); employe is to be e.aluated (through auparvisor observations)

at least c:40 times before February 1. This is expected t defuse que-A:iOnS

abot the adequacy of superyisor assessments of the candidates. It pill also

provide added documentation on employee perfortPazze.

2. The Self-nomination p):ocess has been dzw7ed. Any emplorae will '..ee

J.if3gMle for merit pLy awards if .wo saTtsfactory evaluations are on rile.

/
3. The evaluation process has been re.vised. The form ti-als neel altered

to r quire ratings of several specific characi,e;.-j,-:t1c_s for each of the eight

criieri; listed earIier A total of 28.. -such itens provided. The teacher

to be rated on a scale of 1 (marginal perforrinc,.0 to (4:(distingu.shed or

standing,peiftrmance) on each of these items (a five-point scale .as used .



Each teacher is supposed to complete the checklist for himself. This

self-assessment is not, however, submitted to the teacher's supervisor.' The

teacher is also required to describe his teaching goals on the evaluation

form, what has been done to meet them, achievements during prior years, etc.

In addition, the teacher must indicate whether or not he wants to be-consid-

ered for the merit 'pay bonus. The description of.gtaIs and achievements and

the statement on merit pay'participation are to be completed by early DeceMber

and submitted to the teacher's supervisor:

Each teacher wishing to be considered for me It pay'is,thenevaluated by

two persons--the teacher's Ashediate supervisor the tchoo4, piincipal--

using the checkIisti These assessments are .L:ted independently. One of

the two_evaluators must visit the classtoomay. 1 and assess the teacher's.

0-
perirmsnce. The two evaluators meet and develop a consolidated.aet of

'

The average rating score from this consolidated checklist forms ihe .

their Final recommendations, the two evaluators are to meet

_

with each teachei to discuss the ratings they have come up with. The teacher

--
can at that time refer to his sell assessment of.the items on the checklist

I i

and discuss discrepan-AeS betweenhia,e:tinge Ind those of -the evaluators'

If there are uaresolvable disagreementsi the superintendent or assistant;

superintendent can.be inoIvedi

Evaluation of_the7Plan

No formal evaluation of thn plan hL., been conducted; The i-Jucation'asso-
,

ciatio claims that plan has had negative effectkon staff members, while

scncio distriCr msneviment iisagrees; The follv;ing-subjec-ive assessments

have peen pi:Livided bx'school administzaLors.



Sthnol administrate .-,:tport several impacts on teacher behavior that are
coi

apparently partly related Lo the merit plan. Responsible students; when asked

infortally by the principal, have reported that teachers appear to be trying

harder and to be better orgahlted this: year than in Years prior to the merit

pay plan. -. School principals report that lesson plans (which must be turned in

weekly reflect considerably more th.ught and represent a marked improVement

from previous years.The principalsalso report more innovation by teachers

this.year; including new science and mi(th fp4.7s-

/

Another `Important benefit of . Lan cited Ley school officials is in-

creased willingness and interest by teachers n:volunteering for extra assign-

wetts; They report that teachers who never before had offered to help with

extra-:turtitiaar activities and other voluntary tasks are now'pekiug them.

School officials note that the district has had more national m.:!rit semi-

fiaalists.thia past yeat thad ever before; The officials; howevr.,r; point out

that this could be a Coincidehde and not a product of the merit pay program.

There. have been a .felOcompiaints from students that certain teacher

should heve'retetved awards did not get Lhem. But no complaints have beel

received that teacherswhohad'reCeived awards should not have gotter them.

School officials report few negative reactions; to the merit pay plan.

Although union officials feel: that morale has suffered; schbol principals feel

that morale has never peen higher and that they had school

opening ever; They feel that: teacher attitades towardv -.4m are,be::ter

than expected and that there 6s bcen relatively little oppositiol, to the

plan, although there are some bugs to be worked out.'

No -change has been obserVed in turn-over r;.(tes; which are generally low

(less than 5 percent). School administrators; however; attribute this to the

shortage of jobs for teachers.
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Ail candidate .teachers are briefed ,on the merit pay plan and asked how
o

feel about it. All have reportedly said that such a program is "great"

and,.thatthey would, like to be paid on the basis of what they produce.. One

recruit reportedly applied for, a job because'of the merit pay plan.

School adMinistrators feel that the leadership of-the Teachers Associa-

tion Ms become negative towards the plan;. even tr.::'ih they signed the three-

year contract which contains the program. No form.1 grievances have been

filed'over the merit pay plan.

No, complaints about the plan have been received from parents; and the

plan, has attracted little opposition, from the general public. Of comments

received; approximately two-thirds were supportive of the plan, one-Third

:opposed.

The so.:e out-of-pocket cost to the school district thus far has been

$25;000 pa.1 in incentive awardsabout :314 per teacher in the distitt.

the

School administrators estimate, hm.iever, that'at leaSt $50,000 worth Of time

was spent in the development and administration of the program. NO detailed

accounting, however, has Inen'undertaken.

-
Overall, school officials believe that the program has been successful,

r

stirprisihg_even some skeptital administrators. They feel that the program has
L..../....

definitely served to motivate teachers to try harder. The motivation repOrt-

edly arises not so much from the cash awards as from the recognition now pro-

vided'to outstanding teachers. Prior to this plan, teachers were evaluated.

merely as satisfactory or unsatisfactory. The merit pay plan provides a means

for'identifying a teacher as being outstanding; TAIS has reportedly stimUla-

.

Led good - a nd even weaker - teachers to try harder;

ItAs the current intention of-the steering committee to provide more

awards during the second ye?r,of the plan. Since the award poolsis fixed;



this will mean reducing the size Of the bonus given to each recipient. It is

felt that the bonuses could be pared back to $750 apiece and still be motive--;

tionally effective. (If $25,000 is available; this would permit about 33

awards and cover 15 percent; rather than 11 percent, of the teachers.) The

administration feels that it would be desirable to ultimately provide awards

for perhaps 25 percent of the teachers;

Suwatioms to Others

Penn Manor school officials suggegt that administrators interested it in

stituting merit pay start with acceptable salary scale for all teachers and

Add a merit pay pool to it, as Penn Manor has done. The program should not be

undertaken if the union views the existing salary levels as unacceptable.

Sources:

1. BUrt_Sthorri "School's Merit PAY Program Draws Gripes From Losers--

And Winners," The Wall Street JOUrnal; June 16; 1983.

2. ERS, "Merit Pay Plans for Teachert: Statusand Descriptionsi" Educa

tional Researth Service; Arlington; Va., 1983, pp. 47-48, 119-121.

3. Telephone interview with Jerry Brooks; AdMihistrative Assistant to

the Superintendent, December 1983



Round Valley School District
Covelo, California

The School District

Round V-illey has two schools (K-8 and 9-12) plus a continuation high

school located near the high school. It has approximately 460 pupils and 23

teachers; It is a somewhat isolated school district in Northert California

With "self- motivated, individualistic" teachers. Thetekchers are represented

by the California Teachers Association, an affiliate of NEA.

Description of the Plan

The incentive pay plan provides bonuses of up to $2800 per year per

teacher (in addition to any across- the -board cost-of-living increases on the

salary adie-dui-6). The amount of the award depends on how many of a maximum of

10 points a teacher earns. The 10 points are divided into three parts: up to

4 points are awarded on the basis of teacher initiative in developing a new

project or activity; up to 2-1/2 points are awarded for projects involving

teacher cooperation with other teachers to achieve a common objective; and

3-1/2 points are awarded based on an evaluation of the teacher by the princi-

pal; The plan began in 1980-81; 1983-84 is its fourth year; There is a pre-

set bonus schedule that specifies the size of payment for each point awarded

(approximately $280 per point).

Participation is voluntary; however, almost all teachers have partiti-

pateiL In 1982-83 one teacher who objected to the plan on principle did not

participate.

In 1982=83 the average award was $1700 with a high of $2400. Ail but one

of the teachers received at least some amount.

Because 25 percent of the award requires joint activity by more than one

teacher; the plan is both an individual and group incentive program; For the

194
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teacher cooperation projects, the staff is divided into four groups: K-3,

4-6, 7-8; and 9-12. Teachers can develop projects with one or more teachers

in their group.

The amounts and winners of the awards are kept strictly confidential to

eliminate the necessary tensions and possible embarrassment before students,

fellow staff members, and varents;

The awards are deteriihed at the end of the school year and distributed

soon after.

All teachers can receive the maximum bonus in any year; there are no

quotas; The school board puts into the budget $2800 (the maximum award

amount) for each teacher in the school district. The allocation between the

two schools; thus; depends solely on the number of teachers in each school.

Currently only teachers are covered by the incentive program, but the

sch661 dittritt is planning to adopt a management bonus covering its six

admihittratiVe personnel; excluding the superintendent.

The bOhUS plan is covered by the teacher's association three-year

contract. The current contract is the second one that includes the plan.

Teacher Evaluation

Both the "teacher initiative" and "teacher cooperation" activities are

evaluated by a committee of four people, consisting of the school's principal,

a teacher chosen by the union, and two members of the school board. The ele-

mentary and high schools have separate committees, but the two board members

are the same; providing greater comparability Of the evaluations. (The Board

Of Education can be so heavily involved beCauSe of the small size of the

district.)

Ih the fall the committees set the maximum number of points that can

awarded each teacher depending on the committee's judgment of the value of the

195
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individual projects. At that time; the teacher and commit'ee determine what

criteria the specific project should be evaluated against. (Criteria could

include observations of completed projects, judgments about their success, and

test score evidence.)

In the Spring; the committees meet with the teachers to review the re-

sults of the activities and determine the actual number of points to be

awarded. Thus far, test scores have not often been used to evaluate projects.

The actual scores for both the teacher initiative and teacher cooperation

projects are determined by vote of the committee. There has been a consider-

able amount of consensus among committee members. There is no formal appeal

process, but teachers can appeal to the con. *_tee. There was one appeal in

82-83 which was reviewed but turned down by the committee.

For the evaluation by the principal (comprising 35 percent of the

points), two approaches are used. First, the principal makes three classroom

observations over the year (the contract with the association calls for a

minimum of two observations). Second, each teacher in the fall develops with

the principal a plan for evaluation. (Such a plan is required by state law,

but the state requires this every other year whereas the school district does

this every year.) The principal in the Spring judges the extent to which the

teacher has achieved the plan. The principal's rating could be based primar-

ily on judgmental factors or, depending upon the nature of the plan; on more

objective criteria such as test scores.

The superintendent is not involved in determination of who receives

awards or their size.

Evaluation of the Plan

No formal or informal evaluation has been undertaken of the plan. No

evidence has been collected on such elements as changes in student test
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scores, teacher retention and absenteeism rates, or on the viewpointS of the

community, parents, pupils, or teachers; The superintendent ho came to the

district in May 1983) suspects that there has not been a substantial impact on

student 7earning--not because of the plan itself; but because of the lack of

any focus by specific objectives. He hopes in the future to obtain more spe-

cific guidance from the school board on specific objectives such as to improve

student reading or vocational education and then to encourage these as a focus

Of teacher projects.

The superintendent did feel, however, that the plah was definitely

encouraging teachers to do constructive things. Teacher projects have

included such activities as teaching library skills to junior high school

stuaents during a teacher'S preparation period (the project of a fitat grade

teacher with a master's degree in library science), offering an elettiVe

course on advanced mathematics to eighth graders (a project of a second grade

teacher), and working together to establish writing, health, and phYSical

education programs. Some teachers have earned merit points for cooperative

efforts in. organizing contests and extracurricular activities.

The teachers have been zooperative, with only a small number of excep-

tiona. The union has been cooperative; as noted, basic elements of the plan

are included in the teacher's contract.

The primary element of cost for the program is for the grant awards

(which averaged $1700 per teacher in 1982-83). A small amount of added

clerical work is required for processing the paperwork, and committee members

spend substantial time in meeting with teachers and assessing projects in the

Fall and Spring.

Sources of Information

1. Brian T. Burke, "Merit Pay for Teachers: Round Valley May HaVe the

Answer," Phi Delta Kappan, December 1982, pp:. 265-266.
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2. "Merit Pay Plans for Teachers: Status and Descriptions," Educational
Research Service, Inc.; 1983, p.32.

3: Telephone Interview with Leo St. John, Superintendent, Round Valley
School District, Covelo, California, Dedethber 1983.
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Selling Oklahoma Public Schools
Selling, Oklahoma

The School District

Seiling is a very small diStrict with an enrollment of approximately 550

pupils. It has one facility covering K-12 and approximately 44 teachers;

For the 1983-84 school year, the beginning salary for a teacher with a

bachelOr's degree and no experience was approximately $15,000; $20,200 ftir

teachers with 15 years of experience and a bacnelor's degree; and $21,500 for

teachers with 15 years experience and a master's degree.

Description of the Plan

Awards are baSed solely on the results of test scores on student achieve-

ment. The plan began in thd 1979-80 school year and was in its fifth yeah of

operation in 1983=84.

The plan uses both group incentives and individual bonuses; Participat-

ing elementary school teachers (Grades 1-6) receive a $500 bonus if reading

scores in their school reach the targeted increase. Each teacher whose class

reading scores reach the target receives an additional bonus of $250, and each

teacher whose class math scores reach the targeted increase receives an addi-

tional.$250. Thus, participating elementary school teachers can earn a

maximum bonus of $1,000.

All participating secondary school teachers (Grades 7-12) receive a $300

bonus if the reading scores in their school reach the targeted increase. In

addition, each participating secondary teacher earns a $140 bonus for each of

the five classeS in WhiCh their students reach the goal for that subject Or

skill area. Thus, SeCtindary Sthool teachers can also earn a maximum bonus of

$1000
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A large proportion of the teachers have received bonuses during each year

of the plan. In 1983; 38 of the 43 teachers (88 percent) earned merit pay

awards, varying from $300 to $1,000; The average award was $853 (for a total

Of $32,440); The school bonus has been earned in each of the first four years

by both the elementary and secondary school; thus all participating teachers

received the bailie sChbol btibUS ($500 in the elementary school and $300 in

GradeS 7=12). The superintendent estimated that approximately 70 percent of

the teachers have received the maximum of $1;000; indicating that their

classes had reached the targeted test score improvement.

Class test score gains are determined by converting the standardited test

scores to "normal curve equivalency" points (NCE). These points are averaged

for the students in the class. The school gain is determined by averaging the

NCE scores for all students in the school. The target for the increase in the

NCE score is set by the district administration. it initially was set at two

_poitts, but in the third year of ..the program; a committee of teachers and the

principal recommended raising the required test score gain to six points above

normally expected gains (two points had proved to be too easy a target).

The SCOOOl system gives reading and math tests each yeari'both in the

fall and spring: The Comprehensive Test of Basic Skills has been used; and

new tests haVe beet developed, particularly for several high school subjects:

These have been developed by the teachers with a consultant from Central State

Univeraity. The Oklahoma University scoring service has scored the standard

ized tests. Teachers score the other tests with principals checking them.

The district uses a microcomputer to calcuate the change scores, each class'

and school's averages, and the amount of bonus each teacher will receive. The

pre and posttest scores are keyed into the computer.
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The bonuses are provided in addition to across-the-board increases, whiCh

have been given each year to all teachers. The state has annually mandated

specific across-the-board increases except for 1983-84, but the school

district itself gave everyone an increase of $750.

The bonnses are given out at the end of June or early July, as soon as

possible after the awards have been determined: The year-end tests are given

in April; The two-month delay is primarly for obtaining the test scores from

the scoring service.

The plan is VOldfitary: a teacher wanting to participate signs a separate

contract in Octtiber acknowledging that the bonus is not to be considered

salary and will not be carried forward to the next year. With only rare

exceptions, all have volunteered.

Administrators are not included it the plan, nor are band and music

teachers, who receive extra pay for those activities;

No attempt has been made to consider differences in student characteris-

tics among classes or over time that might take it harder or easier to achieve

the target test scores.

The plan was developed solely by members of the adWitietration, with

technical assistance from the State DepartMent of EdUCatiot Teachers did not

partitipate; The districti.however, uses a teacher advisory council, with two

teachers elected from the elementary school and two from the secondary school.

It -meets about twice a year and suggests modifications to the prograt; The

teachers are members of an NEA affiliate, but the association has not formally

participated in the development_or implementation of the plan.

Teachers can appeal to the superittendeht; but thus far rhere have been

very few appeals.
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The district, as required by state laW, has an annual teacher evaluation

program; with teachers rated annually by the principal. The merit pay plan is

intentionally kept completely separate from the teacher evaluation process.

If a teacher's classes did not achieve the targeted gains required under the

Merit plan, the teacher would not be penalized unless the principal otherwise

found problems in the teacher's performance. The evaluation is used to

identify areas for teadhet improvement and for dismissal decisions; The

district does not belieVe that test scores and merit plan results are directly

relevant for these purposes.

The state government initially ptoVided technical assistance for the

merit plan and helped the district obtain a Title III innovation program grant

of $5,000. The state university has subsequently provided assistance in

developing and scoring tests. Because of the State's concerns about legal

issues with the bonuses, the school system introduced the special voluntary

merit pay contracts for individual teachers to assure that teachers understand

that the extra pay is based on student performance and is a one-time bonus.

Evaluation of the Plan

ThetySteesinainpurposes/ inintroducing the plan were to encourage bet-

ter retention of teachers and better achievements by students. At the school

bdated request, the 'school administration undertook an external evaluation

during the,rhitd year. It found that student gain scores have gone up consid-

eralily over thoSe in the fall. The district's scores on the ACT (taken by all

studp.nts whether or not they intend to enter higher education) indicated sig-

nificant increases over the period 1979=83.

However, the district has little test score data prior to the beginning

of the plan, and thus improvements over the pre-plan periods cannot be demon-

strated. For the ACT scores, which are available for the periods 1969 through
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1978; there were considerably higher scores during the earlier years with a

substantial drop-off occurring in 1977-1979 (before the start of the plan).

The administration does not knoW why these dropped but the scores started back'

up beginning in April 1980; the first year of the plan. The ACT composite

score (17.2 in 1983) is not yet badk to the 1969-1976 average of 18.4. The

population of Selling has been fairly stable; there is no indication of a

major change in faCtors such as the socio-economic characteristics

students.

There has been little teacher turnover since the plan began and there is

a perception by the administration that Old district is able to hire quality

teachers but the district does not have comparable data from before the plan

started. It recognizes that business condititing could also have affected its

ability to retain teachers.

Though the administration could not point to specific differences in

teacher procedures since the plan begani it believes that teachers are now

more goal-oriented and more jealous of class time. In some instances teachers

have complained about activities that have taken away from the academic time

and appear to be focusing on planning activities related to their specific

teaching objectives rather than unrelated activities. The superintendent

believes strongly that the plan has led to improved student achievement.

There has been little reaction-from the parents; though they appear to

like the philosophy of pay-for-perforMance;

Students were interviewed by an outside consultant the third year of the-

plan The majority of the students were either positive or neutral towards

the plan, but a few suggested that some students controlled their answers lin

order to reward or penalize certain teachers. TO protect the teacher against

this, the current procedure is to disregard the lowest 10 percent of the

scores on a test.
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The teachers interviewed at the time of the evaluation expressed mixed

views with some feeling that it had helped them financially and had motivated

them. A few teachera said that it had caused more work or that it hurt self-

esteem. Then, and in subsequent feedback from members of the advisory

committee, teachers expressed concern over the adequacy of the tests;

The major problem expressed by both administrators_and teachers is the

weakness in the testing, especially whether the standardized tests cover

material that the teachers are supposed to teach. The school district is

attempting to develop more locally applicable tests that do this better,

including,skills tests such as for auto repair and home economics courses.

A particular concern of the school district has been the dramatic fall-

off of scores in the fall in the following year from the reading and math

Stores in the spring of the previous year. There is some concern that

teachers may not be encouraging students to do well on the tests in the fall

(the baseline for determining the change scores for that school year). Though

the teadher6 themselves administer the tests, there are usually two teachers

that procter each test, reducing temptations to affect student performance.

The cost of the merit pay plan for bonuses averaged $755 per teacher over

all teachers. in addition there have been administrative costs of about

$2,000 per year for a computer programmer and clerical costs, plus an annual

cost of about $5,000 for the testing services. This additional $7,000 per

year contributes an extra $160 per teacher, for a total of approximately$915

per teacher;

Suggestions_ra!0thers_

The superintendent suggested the following:

o Keep the system simple;

o Base the system on products and outputs (not on inputs).
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o Don't take dollars away from SalatidS to pay for the bonuses.

o Make the system voluntary.

o Do not tie the system into the teacher evaluation process

considering dismissals and teacher improvement.

o Merit pay should be awarded on an objective basis; the

should be taken out of a subjective evaluation role.

o Tests should match the objectives of courses;

o Involve the faculty in decision making; at least in an

capacity.

Make merit pay available to the all that qualify.

used for

aditinistrator

AdVisory

Sources:

1. Gerald Daugherty and Gladys Dronberger, "A Merit Pay Program That

WorkS: The Seiling, Oklahoma, Experience," Spectrum, Sumner 1983,

3=10.

2. Educational Research Service, Inc., "Merit
Status and Descriptions," 1983, pp. 46=47.

3. Telephone Interview with Gerald Daugherty,

Public Schools, December 1983.

Pay Plans for Teachers:

Superintendent, Selling

PP.
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Tredyffrin/Easttown School District
Berwyni Pennsylvania

The School.District

The Tredyffrin/Easttown school district consists of eight schools (five.

elementary, two junior high, and one senior high). There are 326 teachers for

4,400 students. The teachers belong to the Tredyffrin Easttown Education

Association which is part of the Pennsylvania State Education ASsociation, in

turn affiliated with the National Education Association (NEA). The union

engages in collective bargaining over wages and salaries. Under the current

3-year contract, teacher salaries range from $14,500 to $31,019 with an

average of $27,500 for teachers with bachelor's degrees.

Description-af_thenan___

Tredyffrin/Easttown has had two separate incentive plans: (i) the

Performance Increments Program and (ii) the Superior Service Program. Only

the second one is now used. Each one is described below.

The Performance Increments Program. From 1970-1981, Tredyffrin/Easttown

used the Performance Increments program, a system of monetary payments related

to job performance. The program was part of the contract package negotiated

by labor and management. In 1981, the program came to an end, "negotiated out

of the contract."

According to the program, each teacher was given an annual performance

rating or score. An amount equal to 2 percent of the salaries of teachers,

counselors, nurses; and library personnel was set aside for the performance

increments. This total dollar amount was divided by the total of all perfor-

mance scores to determine; at the end of the school year, a dollar value for

each performance point. This dollar value per point was multiplied by each

teacher's score to determine the amount of the teacher's merit payment. This

amount was added to the base salary without fanfare or publicity.
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Scores ran from 0 to 60. If a teacher scored less than some Ote=Spedi=

fled figure, no award would be given; This "bottom-level" figure was changed

from contract to contract. During the last contract (78-81), no "bottom"

figure was designated, and almost everyone received some award.

The merit payments were awarded in July of each year, a month after the

school year ended. All employees in the bargaining unit -- teachers, counse-

lors, nurses, media specialists--from all SChnold were covered by this plan.

The performance ratings upon which the payments depended were based on

classroom observations by the building administrator. Two to six obSetVatitin

visits were conducted for each teacher, some announced and other6

unannounced. After the observationi the adminstrator discussed the assessment

with the teacher. Annual performance appraisals were also part of the basis

upon which each. teacher was rated;

Teachers also generated their own target goals, but this was done inform-

ally between the teacher and the principal. Goals were not necessarily

quantified. Teachers also conducted self-appraisals.

Performance criteria included the following:
-

1. Planning (e.g. "plans for the use of a wide variety of teaching

strategies");

Climate for Learning (e.g. "shows respect for students as
individuals").

3. Directing Learning Activities (e.g. "is effeCtiVe in directing

student interaction").

4. Evaluation of Instruction (e.g. "develops student self-evaldatiOn

Skill8");

5. ProfeSSional Attitudes and Conduct (e.g. "is self-motivated").

Each of the above was rated 0-12. The scales were not "anchored".

Different evaluation ftittd were used for nurses, counselorsi and library

specialists.
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Tredyffrin has a very "homogenecida" student body according to our respon-

dent, with 85 percent going on to college; therefore, no effort was made to

consider pupil "difficulty" in rating teachers. Evaluation procedures were

the same for all the schools.

The Superior Service_Program__(_SSP_)_. The Tredyffkin gdhool district has

had this merit bonus plan since 1970. This plan was never part of contract

negotiations. From 19711=1979, these merit payments were added to the base

salary. Since January 1979, they have been bonus payments. Teachers have to

"apply" to the program.

About 4-5 teachers (of the 326) receive the SSP bonus each year (about

1-2 percent). Currently the bonus consists of $750 awarded each year for

three consecutive years to each teacher deemed to be "superior." A quota of

4-5 winners is imposed because of the effort required to evaluate applicants.

AA in the case of the older program, all teadheta, counselors, nurses and

othetS in the bargaining unit in all schools are eligible for SSP payments.

The assessment of teachers is similar to the assessments under the old

program with the difference that the rating is conducted by a team of three

persons instead of by the building administrator only. The three persons on

the team are (i) a central administratori (ii) a building administrator, and

(iii) a peer (teacher) who has received the SSP in the past. No anchored

scales are provided. However, the respondent stated that the 3-person team

made the assessments more "acceptable" to teachers than were the old 1-person

assessments.

SSP awards are made in Ncvdtber of the school year following the

performance period and are announced publicly; About 6%-7% of the total

instruction staff have received the SSP award at one time or another.



Evaluation of the Plan

No formal evaluation has been conducted of either of the two plans. The

Performance Increments Program was "negotiated" out of the contract in 1981.

The union preferred across- the board increases; The subjectivity of the per

fOrMaiide daat6Mentt was one .of the reasons cited by the union for dropping

the program. The other reason given was that the average teacher ratings

reached about 51-52 out of a total Of 60, with the range of scores very small.

The result was that almost everyone received a merit payment, thereby distort

ing the program as a "merit" payment plan. No evidence was avai' able on the

validity and reliability of the procedures. No special administrative or

other requirements were needed for the plan. No major impacts were reported

by the school district.

The Superior Service Program has not involved any significant administra

tive costs. The bonuses cost the school district about $12,000 per year

(about $40 per teacher in the district). The district plans to continue the

program. No major impacts Were reported by the school district.

Sources

1. Educational ReSdarch Service, "Merit Pay Plans for Teachers: Status
and Descriptiond," 1983, pp. 84-88.

4f

2. Telephone Interview With Mr. John Beatty, Director of Personnel
Tredyffrinaasttown School District, Berwyn, Pennsylvania, DeciAer
1983.

3; Various materials provided by the school district.
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Brown Deer School District
Brown Deer; Wisconsin

The School District-

The BrOWn Deer School DiStritt currently serves about 1,800 pupils.

There are three-schools: an elementary school, a middle school (4-8), and a

high school. The school district's 125 teachers are affiliated with the NEA

and bargain collectively over wages and salaries.

Description_of_the_Plam

to c past eight years; since 1975; the brown Deer School District has

been using various target-setting techniques to help motivate and evaluate

teachers. Before that time, the school district utilized a traditional

checklist approath for assessing teacher performance. But in 1975, the

district began to emphasize the specifitation and achievement of job

targets. Target achievement has not, hOwever, been linked to salary.

In recent years the target-setting.process has been de-emphasized

somewhat and coupled with other performance appraisal techniques. At present,

teachers in Brown Deer can choose to be evaluated under any one of three

procedures: (1) a checklist, (2) a modified (shortened) checklist,

evaluation approach of their own design..

(3) an

About 2 percent currently choose to

use the full checklist, 78 percent select the modified checklist, and about 20

percent design their own evaluation approach. Appraisals employing checklists

usually involve one or two classroom observations of the teacher during the

school year; These observations (each of which involves pre- and post-

obaetVatitin conferences) are conducted by the school principal. As described

later, each of the three procedures involves the specification of targets:

Teachers wishing to design their own performance evaluation approach can

do so with the concurrence Of their principal. Usually these evaluations are
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based on the teacher's completion of special projects or the achievement of

other practical objectives during the coming year. Examples include an

attempt to use student evaluations in appraising a teacher's performance, and

the development and testing of new teaching techniques (such a project could

include an experimental trial of the technique and an assessment of the re

suits by another teacher). If the teacher and the principal cannot agree on a

specific evaluation approach, the teacher's proposal is submitted to a panel

of two teachers and an administrator who review and resolve the conflict;

Each of the three performance appraisal approaches involves the specifi

cation of performance targets. Tnusi all teaching staff must set a few tar

gets (commonly referred to as "growth objectives") each year. If the teacher

has chosen to be evaluated by checklist; the growth objectives tend to focus

on the behaviors and characteristics included in that checklist. Such a focus

is not required, however, and many targets involve tasks and objectives not

directly related to items on the checklist. Targetsetting plays an especi-

ally important role for teachers who design their own appraisal approach since

the special projects undertaken by those teachers are usually defined interns

of a set of Performance targets.

The performance objectives are drawn from several sources: the perfor

mance appraisal cheCklists and the specific behaviors addressed by those

checklists, specific problems that have been found in connection with a

teacher's performance; job descriptions, and special projects. or activities

that the teacher wants to undertake. The targets are also supposed to reflect

current school and district objectives (copies of these are prominently

posted?.

Most targets are designed to improve teacher performance and capabil,

itida. Thus, a teacher's performance targets can focus on personal growth



(e.g. the completion of specialized courses) as well as instructional proce-

dures and outcomes. An example would be "to review the reading materials at

the fourth grade level and determine the need to revise the curriculum."

Another example involved two teachers who were cooperating in observing and

providing feedback on each other's performance. The performance targets

specified by these teachers focused on making the necessary observations and

providing the feedback required.

Teachers meet with their supervisors in the Spring to assess the past

year's performance and to specify performance targets for the upcoming year.

Each teacher sets at least one performance target; and many have several

targets; Both the teacher and the supervisor (principal) can propose objec-
.

tives. However; if there are problems with a teacher's performance; the

supervisor usually takes the initiative in proposing targets that focus on the

problem areas.

No formal effort is made to adjust for differences between teachers in

course assignments or pupil difficulty. (The principals are supposed to take

such factors into consideration when assessing teacher performance.) However,

administrators attempt to enhance comparability between the schools by holding

joint discussions of the performance ratings with all three school principals.

The targets can be modified during the school year if both the teacher

and the teacher's supervisor agree to the change. Such modifications are

reported to be common.

Feedback on teacher performance and target achievement is provided at

least twice a year and in some cases as often as every month. The principal

also meets with each faculty member for a formal assessment of overall

performance and target achievement at least once a year and sometimes as often

as quarterly. Each principal is supposed to spend at least four hours per
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year Si:perviaing the development of each teacher. Par': of this time is

deVated to a discussion of target achievement; If the specified targets are

not being achieved; the principal probes for the reasons why and tries to

_

identity appropriate types of remedial actions. (On the averagef only about

two percent ofthe staff is involved in such remediation in a given year.)

Poor performance with respect to target achievement is likely to to the

assignment of specific improvement goals for the next year.

While the school district provides no formal recognition or award for

outstanding performance with regard to target achievement; such performance

car. serve as the basis for a recommendation by the principal to a local

committee which selects the recipients of three annual "excellence in

teaching" awards. These $500 bonuses (one for an elementary school teacherf

one for a middle school teacher, and one-for a high school teacher) are

sponsored by a local industrial firM.

There is no formal appeal process for persons using the checklist or the

modified checklist evaluation procedure, unless a disciplinary:.action is

potentially involved. Teachers choosing, to develop their own performance

appraisal method can; as noted previouslyf appeal to a panel of two iaachers

and one administrator to resolve conflicts between the teacher. and the\

principal over the evaluation procedure to be user'.. The results of such au

evaluation, however, Cannot be appealed.

The Teacher's Association did not participate in the development of the

:original targetsetting procedure in 1975. However; the administration worked

closely with the Association for eighteen months to develop the option

allowing a teacher to design his or her -own-appraisal approach.
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Evaluation of the Plan

Brown Deer's performance targeting program has not been formally

evaluated. Administrators are unsure of the impacts of the target-setting

effort on students or on teachers; although they feel that it has been re-

sponsible for some beneficial changes in teaching practices and procedures.

The effectiveness of the target-setting efforts has apparently varied, depend-

ing on the principal involved. Some principals have reportedly been success-

ful in utilizing the approach to identify and enhance the strengths of the

teaching staff. Others, however, have tended to use the target-setting proce-

dures for highlighting a teacher's weaknesses, a strategy which administrators

feel may be motivationally less effective.

The recent changes allowing teachers to design their own evaluation

approach are believed by school administrators to have relieved some of the

pressure on the target-setting process. The new appraisal option was one of

several actions taken to help reverse an apparent decline in Brown Deer's

target-setting program. One symptom of that declirle was the fact that over

the years the goals that were established by the district's teachers had be-

come relatively insignificant and easily achieved. This was believed to be

due in part to's growing perception by the teachers that they would be

penalized for not meeting their job targets. Ths teachers responded by

specifying less significant targets and goals that were relatively easily

achieved.

To avoid the perceived threat that came.to be associated with the perfor-
.

mance targeting effort (a.threat which was; in fact; unwarranted, sincethere

were no sanctions for not meeting one's targets); the performance targets were

renamed "growth objectives" and linked with the three alternate appraisal

techniques descril-.ed previously. This de-emphasis of the performance targets
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was coupled with renewed assurances oy scnool aaminiscra Lurb Ludt. Lucre WMLC

no penalties for being unable to achieve one's targets. Moreover, teachers

who still felt that such targets were unfair or otherw-!.se undesirable were

given the option of developing alternate appraisal approaches. AdministratOrS

feel that by providing such an option, they have eliminated much of the threat

formerly associated with the use of job targets. (Note that despite the

availability of this option, about 80 percent of Brown Deer's tearing staff

have opted for checklist evaluations and the associated performance targets;)

School district administrators believe that teachers generally have a

good understanding of the overall el.alUation procedure) although some of the

specifics (e.g. the target-setting procedure) may not be understood as well;

Administrators report that the target-setting process has imposed no

special demands in terms of data processing or other special operating needs.

Suggestions to Others

School administrators in Brown Deer suggest that perhaps the greatest

stimulus to teacher performance is the provision of don-monetary recognition- -

the knowledge that others know and care about the teacher's performance. The

administrators feel that by providing teachers with an opportunity for devel-

oping their own individual performance appraisal procedures, they have under-

scored the administration's commitment to recognizing and evaluating teachers

as fndividnals. Brown Deer schoei administrators suggest that more frequent

observation of; and feedback on, teacher performance may in itself increase

productivity by enhancing teacher recognition, morale, and the overall

operating climate.



1. Donald Thomas, Performance Evaluation of Educational_Personnel,
Phi Delta Kappa Educational 'Foundation (Bloomington, Indiana, 1979),
pp. 36-37;

2. Telephone interview with Mr. Kenneth Hoe, Superintendent of the Brown
Deer School District, December 1983.
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The School District

The Hyde Park Central School Distriet serves approximately 4,200

students. It consists of five elementary schools, one junior high school, and

a senior high school. Currently the district has about 250 teachers. They

are represented by the Hyde Park Teachers Association, an NEA affiliate, and

bargain collectively over wages and salaries;

o Fl-an

Hyde Park introduced a classical, non-monetary management-by-ojectives

(MBO) plan in 1972. It lasted until 1978 when a more limited application of

target-setting was adopted. The latter program continues to the present time.

Hyde Park's original MBO plat was initiated it the wake of increased

mands for teacher accountability and the need to provide better supporting

datafortenurerecommendations.Theschool board instructed the administra-
.

tion to develop a more systematic procedure for appraising teacher perfor-

mance. The plan was developed through the joint effores of teachers and

administrators. After reviewing a variety of performance appraisal proce-.

dures, the group decided on a version of MBO. The plan was pilot tested with

60 teachers (about one-quarter of the staff) for the first five months of

1973. At the Sate time, teachers and supervisors were given extensive in-

service training in performance appraisal; The training included discussion

groups, role playing, and assistance from well-known MBO consultants.

The school board established a number of district-wide performance goals

on basic student skills. Input from the community and from staff was used in

preparing .these goals. The district=wide goals provided a focus for teachers

setting their own job objectives.
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Hyde Park's initial MBO system involved five steps:

1. Identification of Performance Areas. Four general performance areas

were identified: instructional skills, management ability,

2.

professional responsibility, and professional qualities. EaCh Area

was broken down into sub-areas which were further defined and

illustrated with examples of appropriate behavior. For instance, the

general area of "instructional skills" was broken into "planning and

organization," ppropriateness of materials," "resourcefulness and

adtptabl "ability .to motivate," "use of resources;" "classroor

.

techniques;" and "parent relationships." Aidong the desirable

behaviors listed under "ability to motivate" were: deals with each

student according to his needs; uses a variety of classroom

activities; varies-assignments according to student needs; etc. The

teacher and the teacher's supervisor jointly reviewed these lists of

behaviors and identified an (unspecified) number of specific job

objectives on which to concentrate. Generally these involved areas

of performance that needed strengthening, improVing, or maintaining.

I I - - The teacher and the teacher's

supervisor next determined the teacher's objectives for the coming

year. The objectives were supposed to be specific (and be

quantitative where possible) and to identify what data were needed to

monitor progress and what would constitute meeting the objective.

Some examples:

The teaCher_Viill concentrate on individualizing the mathematics
program.by developinga diagnostic and prescriptiye approach to
the skills areas taught, having at least 70 percent of_the
students achieVing at grade level or above on the May 19 State

Achievement Test.



The librarian will initiate the 'One -TO-One" reading program for
students in grades 4-6. The number of books read by students
should increase by 10 percent over the previous year.

Although the objectives were expected to vary considerably from

teacher to teacher; all objectives were supposed to focus on one of

three areas: student progress, teacher performance, or overall

program attainment (district-wide objectives). In some cases,

Wilding-wide objectives were also established for specifiC schools.

3. Development of Work Plan. After the objectives were identified,

detailed plan for achieving them was prepared. This

determination of the evidence that would, at the end

period, indicate the extent to which the targets had

also involved

of the appraisal

been achieved.

Procedures for collecting the necessary data were also agreed on.

4. Ikmatarimg_of_Yerformance. Provision was made for regularly monitor-

ing the performance of each teacher and for providing feedback on

target achievement. (No general requirements on the frequency of

that feedback were specified.)

5.- Conferencing and-Fallowp. At the end of the evaluation period, a

conference was held between the supervisor and the teacher. Perfor-

mance during the period was reviewed; and possible job objectives for

the next round of appraisals were discussed.

The foregoing procedures adhered closely to the traditional MBO process

recommended by private sector consultants.

As time went by, however, the number and quality of the objectives being

prepared dedlineci, according to district officials. A more limited

application of target-setting was adopted by the school district beginning

with the 1978-79 school year.
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In the current program the evaluation procedure now relies primarily on

superViscir observations. Target-setting is used in only a limited way;

primarily as an adjunct to the teacher evaluation system, and then only for

non-tenured staff and tenured staff with performance problems;

An appraisal project is required to-be completed by each non-tenured

teacher during the first three years on the job. The appraiSal project i8

jointly defined by the teacher and the teacher's supervisor. It indlUdeS a

set of objectives, criteria and procedures for assessing target achievement*

And a standard for identifying when the objective has 'been achieved. A

standard format is utilized for preparing the target, and both teacher and

supervisor sign off on it. Appraisal projects generally last from 6 to 12

months and focus on a single specific area; Only one such target is assigned

to a teacher at any given time.

In the case of tenured staff, appraisal projects are assigned only if

there is concern with a teacher's performance: Such projects are usually re-

medial in purpose and target specific areas of Weakness (e;g; planning* class-

room disciplinei instructionalSkillsi etc.). The contract with the Hyde Park.

Teacher's Association requires that such a project be Undertaken prior to a

dismissal action; (Note that the entire teacher appraisal system is specified

in the contract ;) Appraisal projects can also be assigned to tenured staff at

6 to 12 months and focus on a single specific area. ?nly one such target is

assigned to a teacher at any given time;

These targets can be altered or adjusted as needed during the performance

period_ with one exception, the latter being projects that may lead to denial

of tenure. Such targets cannot be altered during the performance period.

Regular feedback Gr. target achievement is provided during the performance

npriod; The frequency of such feedback depends on the type of project and
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No award or other recognition is given for outstanding performance with

regard to these targets, with the possible exception (in the case of non

tenured staff) of a letter of commendation for the teacher's personnel file.

Very poor performance With regard to the assigned targets can of course result

in dismissal or denial of tenure.

Evaluation_of the Plan

There was no formal evaluation of Hyde Park's MBO programs. District

officials reported that student achievement scores rose during the first MBO

effort (note that the improvement of such scores was a major District objec

tive at that time). Roweveri as noted previously, the quality and number of

objectives specified in connection with the MBO plan declined between 1972 and

1978. One school district administrator reported that Hyde Park's initial MBO

program began to lose effectiveness after just a few yearsi

Hyde Park's current, more limited application of targeting has been

reported to be effective for those teachers to whom it has been applied.

particular, the performance of teachers assigned appraisal projects has

apparently improved in many cases. The program has also reportedly led to

some valuable' curriculum development efforts. Note that since the current

program is limited to individuals facing potential dismissal or a tenure

decision; there is a strong incentive for the targets to be taken seriously.

This reportedly accounts in large part for the effectiveness of Hyde Park's

current application of performance targets.

At a way to address individual teacher problems and achieve specific

improvements it teacher performance, the limited use of performance targets

linked to specific appraisal projects appears to have been effective in Hyde

Park. However, school officials feel that there are no clear overall motive

tional advantages to their present approach to targeting as compared with
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other forms of clinical or summative evaluations or a more comprehendiiie MBO

system.

Suggestions to Other

Sdhool administrators made the following suggestions for owtrcoming the

prObletha identified and for ensuring the effectiveness of an MBO program for

teachers, based on their experiences with Hyde Park's first 100 program (Gray

and Burns, 1979):

o Supervisors should not overdo the "collegial approach" in developingperformance targets and objectives with teachers. SuperViSora shouldtake some initiative in target Setting, especially in connection withtargets reflecting district-Wide priorities.

o It is important to prepare a work plan indicating how the targets areto be achieved. At the_SaMe time, the supervisor shoUld specify theassistance that the_adtiniatration will provide to help the teacherachieve the given objectiVes.,
Administrators stressed that ideallythere should be no surpriaes during the performance period.

It was emphasized that the board of education should establish andpublicize district=Wide objectives using the_same format as the
objectives to be prepared by lower-level staff.

o The absence of a systeM of financial penalties or rewards linked to
target achievement was viewed by some as detribental to the
motivational effectiveness of the MHO program.

o It was stressed that a teacher's objectives should allow for the itti
expected by leaving enough time:tO handle the crisis situations thatwill inevitably arise. In the absence of -such allowances, the
achieVement of pre-pIanned objectives Will too often be pushed asideby crises.

On the other hand, Hyde Park school officials noted two potentially

serious issues for which they could offer no solutions:

o Contractual specifications of the performance appraisal process re-
portedly constrained the -use of MBO in Hyde Park; In particular;
Hyde Park's contract with_the Teacher's Association. specified thenumber of appraisals, theit dates, and the:types of 64alUations to beutilized.

Another problem --one perhaps inheren% in developing an MBO programfor teachers (but not usually associated with private_sector
programs)--was the large span of control characteristic of schools.



This meant that a single principal orassistantprincipalhad to
evaluate a large number of teaching staff; Such a situation may lead
o ineffettive evaluations and to reduced motivational effectiveness
_ the program.

Sources:

1. Frank Gray and Margaret L. Burna,"DdeS 'Manage:dent by- Objectives'
Work in Education?" Educational Leadership (March 1979), pp. 414=
417.

2. "Teacher Appraisal Manual," Hyde Park Central School District (Hyde
Park, New York, September 1975).

3. Telephone Interview with Lloyd Jaeger, Assistant Superintendent for
Ingtruction, Hyde Park Central School District, December 1983.
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other forms of Clinical orsummative evaluations or a more comprehensive MBO

system.

Suggestions to Others

School administrators made the following suggestions fok overcoming the

problems identified and for ensuring the effectiveness of an MBO program for

teachers; based on their experiences with Hyde Patk'S fitsr MBO program (Gray
And Burns, 1979):

o Supervisors Should not overdo the "collegial approach" in developing
performs:1dd targets and objectives with teachers. Supervisors shouldtake some initiative intarget_setting, especially in connection withtargets reflecting district-wide priorities.

o It is important to prepare a work plan indicating how the targets areto be achieved. At the Same time, the supervisor Shduld specify theassistance that the administration will provide to help the teacherachieve the given objectives.
Administrators stressed that ideallythere should be no sUtpkises during the performance period.

It was emphasized_ that the board of education ShbUld establish and
publicize district -wide objectives using the SA:Me-format as the
objectives to be prepared by lower-level staff;

The absence of a system Of financial penalties or rewards linked to
target achievement was viewed by some as detrimental to the
motivational_effeCtiVeness of the MBO program.

o It was stressed that a teacher's objtctiVeeeibuld allow for the un-
expected by leaving enough time to handle the crisis situatLons thatwill inevitably arise. In the absence of such allowances; the
achievement Of pre- planned objectives will too often be pushed asideby crises.

On the other hand, Hyde Park school offidiala noted two potentially

serious issues for Which they could offer no solutions:

o Contractual specifications of the_ performance appraisal process re-
portedly constrained the use of MBO in Hyde Park. In particular,
Hyde Park's contract with the Teacher's Association specified thenumber of appraisals; their dates, and the types of eVAluations to beutilized.

o Another problemone perhaps inherent in developing an.M130 programfor teachers (but not usually associated with private_SeCtor
programs)--was the large Span of'control characteriStit of schools.
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This meant that a single principal or assistant principal had to
evaluate a large number of teaching staff. Such a situation may lead
to ineffective evaluations and to reduced motivational effectiveness
of the program.

Sources:

1. Frank Gray and Margaret L. Burns,:iDoes 'Management by Objectives'
Work in Education?" Educational_Leadership (March 1979), pp. 414 -
417.

2. "Teacher Appraisal Manual," Hyde Park Central School District (Hyde
Park, New York, September 1975).

3. Telephone Interview with Lloyd Jaeger, Assistant Superintendent for
Instruction, Hyde Park Central School District, December 1983.
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Ridgewood School District
Ridgewood, New Jersey

The School District

The Ridgewood School District has 4,990 students, 360 teachers and ten

schools: seven elementary schools, two junior highs (7-9), and a senior

high. Most Ridgewood teachers belong to the Ridgewood Education Association;.

an affiliate of the New Jersey Education Association and the NEA. They

bargain collectively over wages and salaries;

Description of the Plan

Ridgewood uses a version of performance by objectives (PBO) in conjunc-

tion with its annual performance appraisals of teachers. Success in achieving

one's objectives is not linked to monetary rewards.

The PBO program evolved from teacher appraisal procedures initiated by

the school district in 1964. These procedures were reviewed and revised five

times in the succeeding 20 years, usually to refine and clarify the appraisal

procedures or criteria used. The most recent revision of Ridgewood's teacher

appraisal plan occurred in 1979. The primary impetus for these modifications

was a change in New Jersey laws affecting teacher evaluations and the desire

of the Ridgewood School Board to make their appraisal procedure consistent

with the new legal requirements; One result was greater emphasis upon annual

goal-setting by teaching staff.

The statute that stimulated these changes was Section 6:3-1.21 of the New

Jersey Administrative Code. This statute imposes a number of requirements on

the evaluation of teaching personnel, including a stipulation that the teacher

evaluation process include both an individual professional improvement plam

and an examination of indicators of pupil progress to assess the individual

teacher's performance.



. Ridgewood's prior performance appraisal procedure had already addressed,

at least indirectly, some of these requirements--e.g. the monitoring of pupil

achievement and the identification of needed improvements. The pre-1979

teacher evaluation procedure involved subjective supervisory assessments of

numerous aspects of instructional competence, professional growth and

relationships, and personal characteristics related to teaching. There was

also some (limited) goal-setting.

Efforts to make the performance appraisal procedure more compatible With

the new state code led to a greater emphasis on target - setting, and to the

introduction of new sections on, the appraisal form dealing specifically with

the individual's professional improvement plan and relevant indicators of

pupil progress and growth. The phrasing of the statute emphasized the impor-

tance of setting-objectives. For instance; the statute requires "review of

teaching staff members' progress toward the objectives of the individual

professional improvement plans developed at the previous annual conference"

and "review of available indicators of pupil progress and growth toward the

program objectives. ".,

Ridgewood's target-setting process should be viewed as part of the school

district's teacher appraisal system. The appraisal system has the following

elements:

1. Regular Testing of Student Achievement. All students in the Ridge-

wood school system are given standardized tests on an annual basis.

The California achievement test series is used. Results are provided

to teachers by the end of the school year and are carefully examined

to identify their implications for future instructional efforts.

2. _Supervtcory ohservarinna. As required by New Jersey's Administrative

Code; the Ridgewood School District conducts in-class observations of



all teaching staff. Non- tenured staff are observed at least three

times per year by the eSchool principal and/or a team of evaluators.

Tenured staff receive at led6t one classroom observation per year.

Each classroom observation is folloWed-by a conference. In addition;

all tenured and non-tenured staff receiie a final summary evaluation

conference at the end of the year. The in-class observations and thd

associated conferences address teachers' success in achieving their

Objectives with regard to professional development and pupil

progress., as well as other factors rated on the summary evaluation

form (see below).

3. Summary Evaluation Forts 4 written "Summary Evaluation of Teacher

Competence' is completed at the end of the year for each member of

the teaching staff. Tenured personnel are rated on three major

areas: instructional competence, the teacher as a professional staff

member, and personal CharaCteriatitt as they relate to teaching (such

as conscientiousness, moral integrity, maturity, resourcefulness;

adaptability, and sense of humor). Several attributes are described

under each of these areas and rated as satitfactory or

unsatisfactory. (For example; attributes rated under instructional

Competence include careful planning and sound preparation, recogni-

tion of and provision for the individual' students are interested and

stimulated by the teacher, teacher has a command of subject matter,

effective methods are employed; teacher provides for ongoing evalua-

tion of the achievement of pupils; etc.)

The summary evaluation Us:it both tenured and non-tenured staff includes

(1) a discussion of indicatort of pupil progress and growth; and (2) an indi--=

vidual professional improvement plan. These two areas; along with various



school diptrict and school building objectives, generally constitute the focus

for teacher goalsetting efforts in Ridgewood.

The goalsetting process begins in September of each year, when each

teacher meets with the teacher's supervisor. They jointly analyze test

results for the preceding year; assess their satisfactoriness and the

improvements needed, and set objectives for the coming year. In most cases no

more than five objectives are specified° While most of the objectives are

tailored to the individual teacher, a few may represent group objectives

reflecting district or building priorities.

Objectives emerging from the review of the test results generally do not

target specific changes in test scores. Instead, such objectives tend to

address in general terms the areas needing attention. An example might be

"improve the teaching of spelling."

Many of the teachers' objectives are drawn from the professional improve

ment plan. Such goals can focus on the correction of individual deficiencies

as well as the continuation of professional growth. Examples of teacher

objectives on professional improvement include:

o Moderate expectations of what teacher and students can accomplish in
one,year of learning history.

o 'Make increased provision for differences in learning abilities among
students.

Another third important source of teacher objectives is the set-of-

district and building goals established within the school system. The school

district usually establishes 4-6 very general objectives, along with a number

of related target areas. While these are revised on an annual basis, for the

most part they tend to remain stable for a number of years. Examples of

districtwide objectives include the following:

o Upgrade computer skill6
o Upgrade writing skills
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Continue to refine the use of 'pupil-progress indicators to improve
instruction
Continue to monitor the affirmative action plan

In addition to these district-wide objectives, individual principals can

establish specific building-wide goals for their own school.

All teachers are subject to the annual goal-setting process. Teacher

evaluation procedures in Ridgewood have been negotiated with the Teacher's

AssociatiOn and are spelled out in detail in the school district's contract

with the association. The contract even includes excerpts from the relevant

New Jersey AdMinistrative Codes covering performance evaluation of teachers;

However, despite the precise specification of evaluation procedures in

the contract document, the target-setting elements of the evaluation process

are not specifically mentioned. Thus, many of the details associated with

implementing the target-setting procedure are left up to the individual

supervisor. For instance, while the teacher may suggest many of the targets

for the upcoming year, the supervisor will usually take the initiative in

proposing very specific performance improvement targets if there is concern

over the adequacy of the teacher's performance. A teacher's flexibility in

setting performance targets is also constrained by the need to reflect school

and district objectives in the individual targets for the year Targets can

be altered or adjusted during the performance period if both the teacher and

supervisor agree to the change.

Teachers are provided feedback on target achievement through the in-class

observations and conferences scheduled throughout the year (at least one per

year for tenured staff' three times per year. for non-tenured staff).

Additional feedback is provided during the final summary evaluation conference

chat takes place at the end of the school year.
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The targets do not, however, generally specify the kinds of data and data

sources that will be used to assess target achievement. Information on a

teacher's progress is drawn from a number of sources: test scores, teacher

observations, etc.

There is no formal procedure for adjusting the targets to account for

differences in student difficulty or other special circumstances associated

With a given teacher or school. However, such adjustments are addressed, in

part, by the emphasis given in the evaluation process to differentiated

instruction and tne importance of recognizing and providing for individual

differences among students.

Despite the emphasis on annual target-setting and the monitoring of tar-

get achievement, the teacher's performance with regard to the objectives does

not play a major role in the overall summary evaluation of teacher perfor-

mance. The evaluation form does not provide a specific place for assessing

target achievement, although a few elements on the form are indirectly related

to target achievement. Examples include "sets long-range goals which are

clearly recognizable by all" (under the topic careful planning and sound prep-

aration), "carries out the individual professional improvement plan coopera-

tively developed with supervisor" (under teacher continues to growth profes-

sionally), and "contributes to the efforts to accomplish system-wide goals

(e.g. academic improvement projects) and specific objectives of the schools"

(under recognizes and fulfills total professional responsibilities). Thus,

target achievement constitutes less than 15 percent of a non-tenured teacher's

performance evaluation; it could conceivably be ignored entirely in assessing

the performance of tenured staff. Ridgewood administrators note, however,

that performance with regard to target achievement is often described in the

"comments" sections that accompany each of the individual performance rating

elements.



Outstanding performance with regard to target achievement is rewarded

only by a notation in the teacher's personnel file. (The Ridgewood School

System does provide an outstanding service award for one teacher per year.

This award is rotated annually between elementary and secondary school teach-

ers. Target achievement can, of course, be an element in the recommendation

of a teacher for such an award.) Very poor overall performance with regard to

the summary evaluation can serve as the basis for denial of tenure or, for

tenured staff, the withholding of a performance increment. However, as ex-

plained previously, target achievement is only one of a number of factors

considered in coming up with a teacher's summary evaluation.

Teaching staff were involved in the development of Ridgewood's original

performance evaluation instrument in 1964 and in all subsequent revisions, in-

cluding the 1979.changes that led to increased emphasis on objective setting.

While the teachers involved in the development process were union members, the

teachers' association did not have a formal role in the design of the

appraisal procedure. Nevertheless, the performance appraisal procedure is

incorporated in the language of the teachers' contract. (The school district

negotiated with the teachers' association over the actual evaluation forms

used.)

The 1979 revisions to Ridge4odd's teacher appraisal process were devel-

, oped over the period of one school year. All revisions were reviewed in

faculty meetings before final approval. Although the new elpluation approach

and the corresponding performance targets emphasized increased attention to

pupil achievements, there was no need for special testing of students since

the school system was already administering standardized achievement tests to

all students on an annual basis.
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and meeting with the individual teacher. However, such evaluative meetings

were part of the overall appraisal process and not unique to the use of

performance targets.

School administrators report that no major problems have been encountered

in connection with the target-setting process. They note, however, that

teachers may have lost some flexibility with regard to curriculum development

and experimentation because of the inclusion of district-wide and school

building objectives. School administrators feel that the presence of such

objectives may make teachers somewhat more conformist and less inclined to be

creative in the areas addressed by the district-wide objectives.

On the other hand, school administrators believe that the target-setting

process has been effective in motivating teaching personnel. It has also

helped provide continuity of direction from one year to the next) a result

attributed in large part to the development and incorporation of district=Wide

and school-wide objectives. On balance, school administrators see no major

disadvantages to the target-setting elfort.

Suggesttons_to_Otherw

School administrators in Ridgewood recommend that other districts contem-

plating a performance targeting effort start slowly and work up gradually to-

wards full-scale use of objectives. They emphasize that such programs should

be simple and should be. developed in close cooperation with professional

staff. Finally; they underline the importance of school board participation

through the development of realistic, understandable district-wide objectives.

1; "Goals of the Ridgewood Public Schools," Board of Education (Ridge-
wood, New Jersey, June 1977).
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2. "Board Goals--1980-81 and 1981-82," "District Goals--==1982-83," and
"1983-84 District Goals," Ridgewood Public Schools (Ridgewood, NeW
Jersey).

3; "Evaluation of the Teacher as InstrtictoriStaff Member, Person,"
Guidebook, Ridgewood Public Schools (Ridgewood, New Jersey, 1979).

4. "Summary EValdatibn of_Teacher Competence," tenured and non-tenured
versions, Ridgewood Public Schools (Ridgewood, New-Jersey).

5. Telephone InterVie4 with Mt. Robert Sullivan, Director of Personae
Ridgewood Public SchoolS, December 1983.
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Salt Lake City School District
Salt Lake City; Utah

The School District

Salt Lake City has 37 schools, including 27 elementary, 5 middle (7-8), 4

regular senior high schools, and one high school for adults. There are

approximately 1000 teachers for about 25,666 pupils. The teadhett; haVe an

association affiliated with the:NEAJ

Description of--theP-Lan

This is a hOft-Monetary, performance-by-objectives plan. It was begun in

the 1973=74 SthdO1 year and is currently in its 11th year

The plan uses a pyramidal set Of objectives. The school board sets gen-

eral objectives for the school district as a whole. ,Retent objectives have

included the initiation of cost-saving approaches and school learning

achievement goalsi though stated in general fashion. Each Sthool has its own

school community council that annually sets general school objectives, Such as

improving school discipline and possibly student learning objettives; The

council members include the principal and a minimum og eight parents. The

toinitild also identify procedures for determining the degree to which those

objectives are athieved The *-8 schools also have a permanent set of minimum

baSit skill objectives covering most subjects. School community CouncilS

could include objectives aimed at improvements above those minimum levels.

In the fall, each teacher identifies a set of the objectives' putting

theM on an "accountability form" These are reviewed with the principal

before being accepted by the latter These teacher objectives cover a wide

range of topics with many being process, rather than direct student learning,

objectives. At least to some extent, these objectives are intended to reflect

the school and school district-Wide objectives. For example; in 1982-83 to
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Meet a school district cost-savings objective, some teachers included an

objective "to cover each other's classes when a teacher is absent in order to

reduce the number of substitutes.

The principal in January prepares a written progress_ report whi-rh goes

through the administration to the school board; at the same time, the prin-

cipal may informally review the progress of individual teachers. The prin-

cipal meets with each teacher near the end of the year to discuss the extent

of achievement of the teacher's objectives. Teachers indicate on the account-

ability forM their perception and evidence of the level of adhievement. The

principals then add their assessment;

The completed accountability form is kept in the teacher's file for 1 -3

years. The results are not used for compensation purposes.

There is no additional teacher evaluation process. Employees who are not

making a satisfactory contribution are placed on "remediation." If remed-

iation is not accomplished within 30 days, a formal remediation team is

established consisting of a principal, a learning Specialist, and two teacher

colleagues The teams work with the person for a 5month period. At the end

of that period a recommendation is made to terminate the teacher or to destroy

All records if remediation has been successfullY adhidiied.

review grievance for the remediation

elements.

Fiat the 1983-84 school year a special ad hoc bonus plan based on

district-wide cost savings was adopted; No general raises had been appropri-

ated by the state legislature. Instead, the school district decided to pro-

vide an across-the-board three percent bonus payment if substantial savings

were achieved. By early December the didtritt felt that enough savings had

been achieved and awarded the three percent bonus. This bonus is independent
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of the performance -by- objectives plan, except that cost-saving objectives were

included in some school and teacher objectives.

Evaluation of the Plan

There has been no formal evaluation, of the performance-by-objectives

plan. The district administration indicates, however, that the district was

below the national norm before the plan began. The district currently

ages two years above the national norm. The school system, however, has not

formally tracked such figures as changes in test scores over time. The cur-

rent administrator of the plan attributes this improvement to the combination

of the accountability program and the associated focus on minimum basic

Skills, and the remediation process. He feels that the system, by

establishing objectives to achieve basic skill levels and retaining only those

teachers suited to the educational setting, contributed significantly to the

improvement. The diStridt has a larger proportion of terminations of teachers

as unsatisfactory than any school district in the state and possibly in the

country., This is.takea as evidence of having achieved its goal of retaining

only effective teachers.

Though initially the plan needed substantial selling to the;teachers, the

school administrators persisted in the mid -70's. Currently the adminstration

feels there is only quite minor negative feeling towards to one plaft; Parents

appear to be supportive; their role as part of the school community councils

means thatthey have a larger say in school activities.

The primary cost of the plan has been its time-consuming nature, required

because of the involvement of so many people in the determination of objec-

tives and subsequently assessing performance. There is also additional

tetotelkepittg required for the plan. However, no cost data are available.
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Sources

I. M. Donald Thomas; Performance Evaluation of Educational Personnel;
Phi Delta Kappa Educational Foundation; Bloomington; Indiana; 1979,
pp. 33-36.

3. Telephone interview with Dr; Stanley Morgan; Administrator for
Educational Accountability; Salt Lake City School District; SaItLake
City; Utah; December 1983.

3; Various materials provided by the' school district.
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Santa Clara Unified School District
Santa Clara, California

The School District

The Santa Clara-Unified School District consists of 15 elementary, two

junior high (7-9)i and two senior high schools. There are approximately

12i590 pupils and 650 teachers. Although a few teachers reportedly belong to

the AFT, most are members of the United Teachers of Santa Clarai an affiliate

of the California Teacher's Assodiation and the NEA. Santa Clara teachers

bargain collectively over wages and salaries

Description of the Plan

Since 1972, the Santa Clara Unified Sthool District has been using a

(non-monetary) version of performance by objectives (P80). The program was

originally implemented by school administrators to help improve accounta-

bility. An additional stimulus was provided by the passage of California's

Stull-Rodda Professional Campetency Act, which stipulated (among other things)

that all certified teachers must receive periodic performance appraisals..

Teachers and administrators in Santa Clara viewed PBO as an attractive strat-

egy for achieving the twin goals of regular performance appraisal and in-

creased accountability. (Prior to the use of PBO, Santa Clara employed a

checklist with subjective supervisor ratings of items such as classroom cli-,

mate, teacher dressi etc.)

The program currently operates in much the same way as it was originally

designed. At the beginning of each school year all teachers receive an evalu-

ation packet that includes the school plan (building objectives). Teachers

then specify their own objectives for the coming year; including specific

targets ("success criteria") and suitable measures for assessing the degree to

which those targets have been.attained. The objectives usually address
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student progress in various areas of study (the district has eLtablished stan-

dards for progress in each academic area and techniques for assessing that

progress), as well as classroom control, maintenance of the educational envi-

ronment, etc. The teacher performance targets for assessing student achieve-

ment in each area of study are supposed to.be the minimum standards of perfor-

mance expected for individual students. The support services needed from the

school district to facilitate the attainment of the given objectives are also

to be specified.

Our respondent reported the following examples to be typical of the

objectives that might be specified by an elementary school teacher:

o My students will be introduced to long division using the approved
curriculum, and 90 percent will be able to pass an exam in long
division.

o My students will write compositions once a week emphasizing good
sentence structure.

o We will have a science unit on the Santa Clara Valley, and students
will be able to identify area birds;

o I will introduce a social sciences unit on ancient history and each
student will prepare a report on a specific country.

Teachers are usually expected to concentrate on about sit objectives

(considerably fewer than the number of objectives specified by teachers when

the program began). A teacher's performance targets can include personal

development goals as well as objectives focusing on teaching outcomes.

The objectives proposed are also supposed to relate to and support the

objectives of the district and of the school. Although copies of district

goals are not included in the individual evaluation packetsi they are posted

in each building; District-wide objectives are generally developed for a

three -year period; Examples of such objectives (which tend to be very gen-

eral) have included enhancement of reading scores, more homework, and better

discipline. Building objectives are developed for each school by the building
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principal. These are designed to support the district objectives and to re-

flect specific building priorities. The building objectives tend to be more

specific than the district objectivesi For instance; at the primary level;

there might be a building objective on raising the standardized test scores. in

mathematics or language (e.g. if warranted by the previous year's test

results). However; school adtinistrators report that building objectives

involving teaching outcomes are not usually specified in terms of specific

improvements in standarized test scores.

Secondary schools in. Santa Clara currently utilize a program of "guaran-

teedinstructional services" which specifie6 the development of specific

skills at specific points in a student's career. Successful teaching of these

skills frequently constitutes the basis for the goals or objectives specified

by secondary school teachers

All teachers are expected_ to draft the objectives themselves and meet

with their building principal early in November to discuss and agree on the

goals for the year. When agreement'has been reached; the teacher and the

principal both sign off on the targets; The objectives must also be reviewed

and formally approved by the site administrator acting for the school dis-

trict.

During the year; feedback on target achievement is provided by the school

principals. The frequency of feedback depends on the principal; while some

principals reportedly provide feedback on a weekly basis; in most instAnces

the feedback is less often. (The official guidelines for the program do not

prescribe a specific feedback frequency.) School administrators report that

feedback on target achievement has become much less frequent since the PBO

program was first implemented in 1972.



It is possible for a teacher's objectives to be revised during the course

of the year with the concurrence of all parties. This might occur* for

example, if there is a change in teaching assignment or in the mix of students

taught. However, Santa Clara school district officials could not recall an

instance where such changes have been necessary.

Target achievement is evaluated in March and April (final evaluations of

all tenured employees are due in mid- April). Earlier interim evaluations are

required of non-tenured staff and teachers whose performance has been below

standard.

Each teacher meets with the building principal to discuss target achieve-

ment, reasons for under-achievement; and the improvements needed. The princi-

pal's assessment of target achievement is based on classroom observations;

conferences with the teacher, and any other available data. A formal overall

evaluation report covering seven specific areas and roles (e.g. the teacher as

a human resource, as an assessor of student needs, as a communicator in the

educational process, as an evaluator of student progress and instructional

purposes, etc.) is also prepared. Performance is:compared to predetetMined

"standards" derived from role expectations, position descriptions, school

plans, student achievement goals and objectives, school board policies, and

administrative regulations. (The relationship between ateachers'S own per-

formance targets and the "standards" used to evaluate the teacher's perfor-

mance is, however, left unspecified.)

For each area or role, the supervisor rates the teacher as "outstanding,"

"effective;" or "improvement needed." If "outstanding" or "improvement

needed" is checked, the supervisor must provide an addendum with supporting

details and, in the case of "improvement needed," a summary of the specific
.

improvements required. Target achievement under the PRO system is often
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referenced in these supporting statements. There isi however, no place on the

evaluation form where the achievement of performance targets is specifically

reviewed;

No tangible reward is given for outstanding performance with regard to

target achievement. At most) such performance reportedly earns a pat on the

back and congratulations from the principal. If performance has been poor,

the school district initiates a remediation program for the given teacher.

This program involves the establishment of a team of resource people who work

with the poorly performing teacher for 60 days. If the teacher's performance

does not improve by the end of that period, the teacher can be terminated.

School administrators report that there have been no problems with regard

to target comparability between teachers or between schools, even though there

are no explicit procedures for taking account of differences in pupil mix or

course complexity;

cipal as the latter

Any such adjustments are expected to be madei by the prin-

sees fit. (For example, if a teacher has several handi-

capped students, the principal is expected to decrease the class size accord-

ingly.) Nevertheless,. the district places considerable emphasis on having

teachers tailor their educational techniques tomeet.the differing ...eeds of

indivival students. Teachers are urged to view this as a major district

objective and to incorporateit in formulating their own objectives.

There is an appeal process for disagreements over a teacher's performance

targets for agiven year. Thus, the teacher has the option of going to the

superintendent (or the superintendent's designee) in November to resolve dis-

agreements between the teacher and the building prinCipal with regard to the

year's objectives. On the other hand, the substance of the end-of-year evalu-

ation cannot be appealed.
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Santa Clara's PBO program required approximately one year to develop. AA

extensive effort was made at.that time to involve teaching staff in the design

of the plan through a committee composed of administrators and teachers from

all levels; A survey of teacher evaluation needs was also conducted.

In 1976, the committee was reconvened to review the P80 effort. The

remediation program was added at that time. The PBO program is currently

being reviewed again by a committee of teachers and administrators.

The school district has provided some training to teachers concerning

goal-setting and the PBO approach. Most of that training occurred when the

plan was first implemented in 1972. More recently, there have been some

refreshers on how to write goals and objectives. School administrators in

Santa Clara currently feel that Llst teachers are preparing reasonably good

goals and objectives.

Evaluation of the Plan

There has been no formal evaluation of Santa Clara's P80 effort. School

administrators we spoke with could not judge the impact-of the program on

students or on teacher attitudes. They did, however, feel that the Setting of

goals and objectives has been beneficial. In particular, it forces teachers

to plan, and it follows up on plans by monitoring their achieVedenta with
IT

respect to that plan. This is believed to Improve teaching practices and--

ultimately--teacher'effectiveness, although no specific examples could be

cited. The PBO program was reported to have had no effect on teacher reten-

tion or recruitment.

Adtinistrators report that teachers in the Santa Clara school district

generally regard the PBO program as fair and objective. The program has not

been the target of formai grievances. (However, there were some problems when

one administrator failed to rate amyof his teaching staff as "outstanding.")
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AS noted earlier, a committee of teachers and administrators is examiningA)oth

the overall performance evaluation process as well as the implications of

California's new legislation concerning the establishment of master teacher

programs; Teachers have also been surveyed concerning their satisfaction with

the performance appraisal (and PBO) processes. (No results from that survey

are available as yet.)

For the most part, Santa Clara's PBO program has received little atten-

tion from the public or the press. An exception, however, is the remediation

program for poorly performing teachers. This has received considerable news-

paper publicity and is reported to be supported by most parents. (On the

other hand, some people have charged that the remediation program is primarily

a device to keep from firing teachers.) The names of the teachers receiving

remedial help are kept confidential.

There has been no assessment of the overall costs of Santa Clara's PBO

program. No extra staff have been needed to operate the program. The remedi-

ation effort itself is estimated to cost about $5,000 per year (primarily in

release time). In general, two or three teachers need remediation in a

typical year.

_

Overall, school district officials in Santa Clara feel strongly that the

PBO technique has been an effective motivator of teaching personnel. Regular

goal-setting is credited With stimulating teachers to perform above standard

and with making them more effective .and more confident in executing their

jobs.

However, school district administrators stress the importance of main-

taining and periodically revitalizing a PBO effort such as theirs. They note

that as the years go by, teachers have tended to develop few new goals and

objectives. A recent survey of Santa Clara teachers reportedly suggested that
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awareness of the PBO program and the associated remediation procedure had

slipped. In addition, some principals are reportedly doing a less responsible

job of evaluating their staff. The problem is especially acute for secondary

school administrators. The latter reportedly spend less time observing teach-

ers and are less likely to "bite the bullet" when there is a need for an

unsatisfactory evaluation.

The school district's current review of the PBO program is designed, in

part, to address these emerging problems. (Another task of the committee will

be to incorporate California's new master teacher program into the PBO

process; it is expected that target achievement will be one of the criteria

used for selecting master teachers.) A second approach being considered for

revitalizing the PBO effort is to rotate building principals more

frequently. (Building principals are currently rotated once every seven

years, on the average.) It is expected that more frequent rotations could

help counter the slow decline in the effectiveness of Santa Clara's PBO

process.

Source:

1. M.- Donald Thomas,_Perfnrmsnte EvAluation_of_Educational_Tersonnel,
Phi Delta Kappa Educational Foundation (Bloomington; Indiana, 1979),
pp. 30=32.

2. Telephone interview With Mr. Nick Gervase, Assistant Superintendent
for- Personnel Services, Santa Clara Uftified School Districti December
1983.

3. Various materials received from the school district.
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